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Improving GPU Performance
Reducing Memory Conflicts and Latency

Over the last decade Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) have evolved from fixed function computer graphics processors to energy efficient and programmable general purpose compute accelerators. During this period the number of cores in a GPU increased from 128 to 3072, an increase of $24 \times$. However, the peak compute performance only increased by $12 \times$, and memory bandwidth by a mere $3.9 \times$. Algorithms with an abundance of parallelism, such as matrix multiplication, can be implemented relatively easily on these GPUs and scale well with an increase in core count. Other, irregular algorithms are much harder to implement efficiently and benefit less of the increased number of cores. In this work a class of irregular algorithms, the so called ‘voting algorithms’ such as histogram and Hough transform, are analyzed, implemented and optimized on GPUs. Histograms are not only used in statistics or for displaying the distribution of colors in an image, but also for contrast adjustments in images, image segmentation and feature detection, such as in the Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) and Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HoG). The Hough transform can be used to detect the lines on a road, or the circles of a traffic sign, but also to track particles, e.g. in the Large Hadron Collider. In voting algorithms a set of input values is mapped to a, usually much smaller, set of output bins. The main challenge in mapping voting algorithms to GPUs is to efficiently update the output bins in a parallel manner.

The first contribution of this work is a set of software techniques to improve the parallel updating of the output bins in the voting algorithms. Voting algorithms use atomic operations to update the bins. By duplicating all the bins a significant performance improvement can be achieved. Multi-core CPU implementations are made which utilize the SSE and AVX vector extensions of the processor. These optimizations improve the performance of the histogram application on a CPU by $10 \times$ over a single thread CPU implementation. The baseline GPU implementation
has a similar performance as a single core CPU implementation, but by using
the proposed software techniques the best GPU histogram implementation out-
performs the optimized multi-core CPU implementation by 4.8×.

The second contribution of this thesis is a hardware change of the scratchpad
memory. The GPU’s on-chip scratchpad memory is divided in banks and contains
locks to support atomic operations. The duplication of the output bins requires
more scratchpad memory and causes an uneven distribution of the memory ac-
cesses over the banks and locks. Hash functions in the addressing of the banks
and locks are proposed to distribute the memory accesses more equally over the
memory’s banks and locks. A simple hardware hash function improves perfor-
ance up to 4.9× for the aforementioned optimized GPU histogram application.
Applications which use the scratchpad memory, but do not rely on atomic op-
erations, still experience an average performance gain of 1.2× by using a more
complicated configurable hash function.

The final contribution is an extension to the GPU architecture, resulting in a
reconfigurable GPU, called R-GPU. This extension improves not only performance
but also power and energy efficiency. R-GPU is an addition to a GPU, which
can still be used in its original form, but also has the ability to reorganize the
cores of a GPU in a reconfigurable network. In R-GPU data movement and
control is implicit in the configuration of this network. Each core executes a fixed
operation, reducing instruction decode count and increasing power and energy
efficiency. R-GPU improves the performance of voting algorithms, e.g. histogram
is improved 2.9× over an optimized GPU implementation. Other benchmarks
profit as well. On a set of benchmarks an average performance improvement of
2.1× is measured. Especially algorithms which have a limited level of parallelism
due to data dependencies, such as calculating an integral image, benefit from the
proposed architecture changes. Furthermore, power consumption is reduced by
6%, leading to an energy consumption reduction of 55%, while the area overhead
of R-GPU is only 4% of the total GPU’s chip area.

With the above software techniques and hardware modifications GPUs are
now much more applicable for the class of voting algorithms.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Modern day life is unimaginable without all the ICT technology we use every day, like computers, tablets, smart phones, digital cameras, etc. All this technology uses an enormous amount of compute power to perform its designated task. As an example, let’s take a picture of a group of people with our mobile phone, and upload it to a social media website. The process starts with demosaicing the image sensor data into pixel values [57], applying some lens corrections [19], color space conversion [6] and color corrections [31]. After the picture is compressed to a (relatively) small file, it can be uploaded to the social media website. In the cloud of the social media website the photo can be analyzed, and faces can be automatically detected, recognized\(^1\) and annotated [99].

All these steps require a large amount of compute power, preferably with the lowest amount of energy consumption possible. For a mobile phone energy efficiency is essential to support a battery life of at least one day. The social media website on the other hand would like to keep its energy bill low. Some of the processing steps are usually implemented in application-specific hardware, like the low-level image processing in the mobile phone. This is an energy efficient way of implementing this functionality, but also a very non-flexible one. Other processing steps, like face recognition, are usually performed on large clusters of CPUs in data centers, which is flexible but not very energy efficient.

The processing steps in this example can also be implemented on Graphics Processing Units (GPUs). GPUs are many-core processors that execute huge amounts of threads in SIMD style vectors. SIMD processors in general are very energy efficient [36], as they only fetch, decode and dispatch a single instruction

\(^1\)With the compute power of contemporary mobile devices, like NVIDIA’s Tegra [80] chip, it is also possible to perform face recognition on the processor of the smart phone [116].
for a vector of processing elements. The many threads in a GPU keep it flexible, or at least flexible enough to perform all kinds of computations. This became known as General-Purpose computing on Graphics Processing Units, or GPGPU.

The history of GPUs and how they became the many-core processors suitable for all kinds of computations is described in Section 1.1. Next the trends in GPU and GPGPU research over the last decade are given in Section 1.2. Finally the problem statement and contributions of this thesis are listed in Sections 1.3 and 1.4 respectively.

1.1 GPU history

Graphics processors started out as fixed function display controllers which were used to offload the rendering of a (computer) screen from a general purpose CPU. The first graphics chips were only used for 2D rendering and could only draw lines, arcs, circles, rectangles and character bitmaps. Later graphics processors could also perform 3D rendering, a feature particularly interesting for computer games.

In the beginning many of the rendering steps, especially those with floating point computations, were still performed on a CPU. Later graphics chips gained more and more capabilities, and could perform more and more steps of the rendering process by itself. At the turn of the century the first graphics processor which was actually called a GPU was released, the NVIDIA GeForce 256 [75]. It could do all the geometry calculations by itself, no longer relying on the host CPU and its floating point computations. A GPU was defined by NVIDIA in 1999 as:

Definition A GPU is a single-chip processor with integrated transform, lighting, triangle setup/clipping, and rendering engines that is capable of processing a minimum of 10 million polygons per second [75].

These first GPUs consisted of fixed processing pipelines. Each stage in the pipeline had a specific function, implemented in specialized hardware. An overview of a basic graphics rendering pipeline is shown in Fig. 1.1. Common steps in such a pipeline are [55]:

- model transformations: transform objects’ coordinates to a common coordinate system (e.g. rotation, translation, scaling).
- lighting: computation of each triangle’s color based on the lights in the scene. Traditionally Phong shading [91] was used in this step.
- camera simulation: projection of each colored triangle onto the virtual camera’s film plane.
- rasterization: conversion of triangles to pixels, including clipping to the screen’s edges. The color of each pixel is interpolated from the vertices that make up a triangle.
Figure 1.1: Basic graphics rendering pipeline. At the left primitives and vertices forming a 3D scene enter the pipeline. A primitive consists of one or more vertices. Each vertex has attributes such as position, color and texture. The vertex shader transforms the vertices' coordinates and projects them on the virtual camera’s film plane. The rasterizer converts the triangles into fragments and the pixel shader maps a texture to them. Finally all fragments are combined into a 2D array of pixels to be displayed.

- texturing: mapping of textures to pixels in case a texture is used for added realism. Texture coordinates are calculated before in the rasterization step.

Step by step these fixed, hardwired functions were replaced by programmable processors, usually called shaders in GPUs. For example, the NVIDIA GeForce 3, launched in February 2001, introduced programmable vertex shaders [52]. The vertex shader can be used for model transformations, lighting calculations and camera simulation. These calculations consist mainly of matrix-vector multiplications, exponentiation and square root computations; therefore vertex shaders provided hardware capable of doing these calculations efficiently.

The only data type supported by the vertex shaders in the GeForce 3 is single precision floating point [52], either as a scalar value or as a four component vector. The instruction set of the vertex shader [52] was tailored to its graphics rendering task and contained 17 operations. There are the basic operations such as add, multiply and multiply-add, but also three and four term dot products and a special instruction for Phong lighting. No branch instructions are available in the GeForce 3 vertex processor. Simple if-then-else evaluation is only supported through sum-of-products using 1.0 and 0.0 [52]. The GeForce 3 vertex processor uses multi-threading to hide pipeline latency, just like modern day GPUs.

Later, GPUs also added a programmable pixel shader (called fragment shader by OpenGL) which computes the color and other attributes of each fragment, usually a pixel. With the introduction of OpenGL version 2.0 in 2004 [95] the OpenGL Shading Language (GLSL) [46] was introduced. GLSL made it possible to program shaders in a C-like language instead of the ARB assembly language.$^2$

An example of a GPU with programmable vertex and pixel shaders is the NVIDIA GeForce 6800, introduced in 2004. A block diagram of its architecture

$^2$The ARB assembly language is a low-level shading language. It was created by the OpenGL Architecture Review Board (ARB) to standardize GPU instructions controlling the hardware graphics pipeline.
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A tour of the GeForce 6800

Figure 5 is a top-level diagram of the GeForce 6800. Work flows from top to bottom, starting with the six identical programmable vertex processors. Because all vertices are independent of each other, the data fetcher assigns incoming work to any idle processor, and the parallel utilization is nearly perfect. The "GeForce 6800 statistics" sidebar provides more specifics.

Results from the vertex stage are reassembled in the original application-specified order to feed the triangle setup and rasterization units. For each primitive, the rasterizer

Figure 1.2: GeForce 6800 block diagram with 6 vertex processors, a rasterizer, 16 fragment processors and 16 pixel blending units. [61]

Figure 1.3: GeForce 6800 vertex processor block diagram consisting of a vector multiply-add unit, a scalar special-function unit and a texture unit. [61]
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![Graph showing the trend of core count, peak performance, and maximum power consumption over time](image)

**Figure 1.4:** Core count, peak performance and maximum power consumption of various high-end GPUs at their time of introduction and their corresponding trend lines over the last 8 years.

with dedicated hardware for the vertex shaders, rasterizer and fragment shaders is shown in Fig. 1.2. A detailed overview of the vertex shader is shown in Fig. 1.3. More details about the GeForce 6800 and its design process can be found in [61].

Although the programmable shaders are more flexible than the fixed function pipeline, shaders can still be underutilized significantly. One video game might require more vertex than pixel shaders, while another might have the reverse requirements. Even in a single frame an imbalance can occur. For example, when a blue sky is drawn at the top of a frame, the vertex shader is mostly idle while the pixel shader is busy. In another part of the frame a complex figure, such as a tree with many branches and leaves, is drawn, which saturates the vertex shader.

This problem was solved by combining the different types of shaders in unified shaders. These were first introduced in the ATI Xenos chip found in the Xbox 360 game console [55] and later also in the NVIDIA GeForce 8800 GPUs [53] used in personal computers. By having one type of shader for all operations the load-balancing problem was resolved, as a varying part of the available shaders can be allocated to each processing stage.

Unified shaders made GPUs much more interesting for GPGPU applications. To simplify the programming, new programming paradigms were introduced. First NVIDIA launched CUDA [64] for their GPUs in 2007. Later, in December 2008, the Khronos Group released OpenCL 1.0 [32], an open standard for programming heterogeneous systems (e.g. single, multiple or combinations of CPUs, GPUs, DSPs and FPGAs).

The first NVIDIA architecture with unified shaders was the GeForce 8800 GTX introduced in November 2006. Its Tesla architecture [53] contains 128 cores. This number increased exponentially over the next eight years with the introduction of new GPU architectures to thousands of cores [78], an increase of $24\times$ in just eight years.
years. More features were added to improve not only graphics rendering, but also general purpose performance. For example, in the Tesla GPUs the texture cache was often (ab)used by GPGPU programmers to speed-up their applications. Later GPUs added a general L1 cache to improve memory access performance.

Compute performance did not scale at the same pace as the number of cores did. In the same eight year period (2006-2014) compute performance has increased “only” 12×. Performance per Watt (calculated as compute performance over power consumption) has improved even less, by a mere 7×. Even worse is the memory bandwidth scaling, which improved by 3.9× over the last eight years, while memory latency has stayed almost constant.

Power consumption has reached a ceiling of 250 W in 2008, which is the maximum amount of power a GPU can dissipate in a regular desktop computer. At the same time the clock frequency of GPUs diminishes in order to fit the ever increasing number of cores in the power budget of a GPU. This together reveals a trend in which more parallelism by more cores is preferred over clock frequency. In other words, more hardware is used in bigger chips to be able to increase performance and energy efficiency. This trend is clear from Fig. 1.4, where the number of cores, compute performance and power consumption of a number of GPUs introduced over the last eight years is shown. A similar trend can be seen for CPUs. Since 2005 their clock frequency hardly increases anymore but the number of cores started to increase [18]. Also for CPUs the only road to more performance was found in adding cores, rather than increasing the clock frequency.

1.2 Trends in GPGPU research

Early GPU research focused largely on improving the quality of the generated images. One of the most cited papers in this field is Illumination for computer generated pictures by Phong [91]. In this work the Phong reflection model and the Phong shading interpolation method are introduced. Combined the two methods are called Phong shading and describe the way a surface reflects light as a combination of the diffuse reflection of rough surfaces with the specular reflection of shiny surfaces.

With the introduction of the C-based GLSL shading language in OpenGL 2.0 in 2004 (see Section 1.1), more and more researchers started to investigate the use of GPUs for other purposes than rendering images. With the various shaders in the GPU now being relatively easily programmable, creative solutions were found to utilize the floating point capabilities of the GPUs. For example, the OpenVIDIA project [20] created a computer vision and image processing library implemented in OpenGL. Fragment shaders were used as filters, for example an edge detection filter. Inputs and outputs are mapped to textures. Also more complex computer vision algorithms, such as the Hough transform, are implemented on a vertex shader. An overview of the use of GPUs and their graphics APIs in applications other than computer graphics is made by Owens et al. in [87].
The first GPGPU papers appeared in the IEEEXplore database in 2003. As programming GPUs was still hard, the number of papers was low, only 6 papers in 2003 and 10 papers in 2004. After the introduction of unified shaders in 2006 and the release of the CUDA and OpenCL programming languages the number of papers published rose to 30 in 2006, 57 in 2007 and 105 in 2008. While the programming models became more mature, and easily programmable GPUs became available to a large audience, GPGPU research became a hot topic, with over 400 GPU related papers published every year in the IEEEXplore database since 2010. Over 3400 papers with the words GPU, CUDA or OpenCL in the title have appeared in the IEEEXplore database since 2003, as illustrated in Fig. 1.5.

At first many papers focused on mapping algorithms to GPUs. Enormous speed-ups of GPUs over CPUs of hundreds or even thousands of times were presented. This trend was suddenly stopped after a group of Intel engineers published the paper Debunking the 100X GPU vs. CPU myth: an evaluation of throughput computing on CPU and GPU [48]. The focus changed to GPU architecture research, creating a more versatile, easily programmable and energy efficient GPU.

The first paper with the word GPU in its title appeared in the International Symposium on Computer Architecture, ISCA, the most important computer architecture conference, in 2009. The analytical model for a GPU by Hong and Kim [39] was the only GPU paper that year presented at ISCA. The year after there were two GPU related papers, with Hong and Kim presenting an extension of their model [40] and the aforementioned debunking paper [48]. During the next years the number of papers about GPU architecture increased steadily. Since 2012 a complete session is devoted to GPUs. ISCA 2015 dedicated even two sessions to GPU papers, showing that GPU architecture research is still a hot topic.

NVIDIA’s research project Echelon [45] from 2011 investigates an architecture for a heterogeneous high-performance computing system. The goal is to create a GPU which has three times the performance, and four times the energy efficiency of a modern day GPU. The plan is to improve data locality by adding caches and scratchpad memories. All potential parallelism is exploited, including instruction-level parallelism (ILP), data-level parallelism (DLP), and fine-grained
task-level parallelism (TLP). Hardware utilization is improved by creating a multilevel thread scheduling, and a dynamic warp width is used to handle divergent code. Data accesses are made more energy efficient by using 3D stacked memory which requires less energy per access than regular GDDR memory. Furthermore, the CPU and GPU are integrated to remove costly memory transfers. Extrapolating the graphs in Fig. 1.4 shows that these goals could be achieved in 2018.

1.3 Problem statement

The ever increasing number of cores in a GPU can be used efficiently by applications with an abundance of parallelism. The performance gains of newly introduced GPUs is often shown using applications which operate on large datasets of millions of elements, e.g. matrix multiplication and FFT. For other algorithms with an inherent much lower level of parallelism it is much harder to efficiently use the increasing number of cores. One might say that these algorithms are more suited for a CPU, and hence should be executed on a CPU. However, these algorithms are not executed in isolation but interleaved with other applications. Executing an algorithm on the CPU would imply that the data has to be copied from the GPU to the CPU and back again.

For example, in an image processing pipeline an image is first constructed using demosaicing of the pixels in a Bayer pattern. Then noise reduction can be applied, after which a histogram of the image is made which is used within an equalization step to improve the contrast of the image. The demosaicing, noise reduction and equalization steps are embarrassingly parallel and map well to the many cores of a GPU. However, updating bins in a histogram is sequential. A pixel’s value has to be read and the corresponding bin in the histogram updated before the next pixel can be processed. The reason is that when multiple updates to the same bin occur at the same time, only one of these updates will be saved. The other updates are lost, leading to an incorrect histogram. The performance of the parallel algorithms scales with the increase in the number of cores of new GPUs. The performance of the sequential algorithms does not scale, and hence will quickly become the bottleneck in the image processing pipeline.

On a GPU histogramming is usually implemented using atomic operations on the banked scratchpad memory for updating the bins. Atomic operations are supported in GPU hardware by locking the memory address of a histogram bin to a specific thread. The thread with access to the bin can update it, all others have to wait. Although the performance of atomic operations has been improved significantly over the last couple of generations of GPU architectures, the serialization caused by locking conflicts results in severe performance penalties.

Applications suffer more and more from the ever increasing gap between compute performance and memory bandwidth. Furthermore, memory access latency has not been improved much for the last generations of GPUs. Improving off-chip memory bandwidth is relatively easy, as more memory chips can be put in paral-
lel, or run at a higher clock frequency. Also memory compression [85] can be used to mitigate the memory bandwidth problem. This provides a larger throughput of pixel data when rendering graphics, but does not help for GPGPU applications.

The GPUs on-chip memories are commonly used as small scratchpads with a higher bandwidth and lower latency than the off-chip memory. However, the obtained bandwidth in reality is often much lower due to bank conflicts.

Not only the compute performance, but also the energy efficiency of GPUs has to be improved, as GPUs are often limited by the maximum amount of power they can dissipate. Future directions for GPU architectures to improve on both these issues are described in [69]. Reducing stall cycles by increasing the number of active threads is one solution to hiding off-chip memory latency, but is dependent on the available resources of the GPU to support the extra threads. Often stall cycles occur when many threads access the same resources at the same time. For example, threads first calculate an address, then load data from memory and finally perform some computations on the data. All these actions use different parts in the GPU, such as integer units, load-store units or floating point units. If these resource requirements could be spread over time, stall cycles could be avoided, resulting in improved performance and energy efficiency.

Summarizing above, this thesis addresses the following three problems:

1. Voting applications, like histogram and Hough transform, show poor performance on GPGPUs due to serialization caused by atomic operations.

2. In addition, many (voting) applications experience memory bandwidth problems on GPGPUs, caused by lock access and bank conflicts.

3. Finally, many GPGPU applications under-utilize the available memory bandwidth due to unbalanced resource usage, which is primarily caused by the GPU’s execution model.

Above problems severely reduce the applicability of GPUs for general purpose computing. This thesis researches these three problems in depth, and provides several solutions, sketched in the following section, and presented in detail within Chapters 3–7.

1.4 Contributions & thesis overview

This thesis follows the trend of GPU related research over the last years (see Section 1.2). After an overview of a contemporary (NVIDIA) GPU architecture in Chapter 2, mappings to GPUs of algorithms with a low inherent level of parallelism are explored first. Next, small architectural changes to the GPU are proposed, which aid the performance gains created by the previously explored software techniques. Finally a larger change to a GPU architecture is presented, called R-GPU. This architecture adds a communication network in between the cores of a GPU, transforming it into a spatial computing architecture.
The first contribution of this work is a set of software techniques that improve the parallel updating of bins in voting algorithms, histogram and Hough transform in Chapters 3 and 4 respectively. These techniques are based on results published in [108, 109]. Parallel updating of voting bins is done on GPUs using atomic operations. By duplicating the bins a significant performance improvement can be gained. First multi-core CPU implementations are made which utilize the SSE and AVX vector extensions of the CPU. These optimizations improve the performance of the histogram application on a CPU by $10\times$. The baseline GPU implementation has a similar performance as a single core CPU implementation, but by using the proposed software techniques the best GPU histogram implementation outperforms the optimized multi-core CPU implementation by $4.8\times$.

The second contribution is a hardware change in the addressing of the banks and locks of the GPU’s on-chip scratchpad memory. The scratchpad memory is divided into banks and contains locks to support atomic operations. The duplication of the output bins requires more scratchpad memory and causes an uneven distribution of the memory accesses over the banks and locks. A fixed hash function is introduced in Chapter 5, distributing the memory accesses more equally over the memory’s banks and locks. This improves performance between $1.8\times$ and $4.9\times$ for histogramming, depending on the software technique used. Hough transform is improved up to $1.8\times$ by this hash function. The fixed hash function and its results are published in [105]. Hash functions can also be beneficial for applications without atomic operations, which can still suffer from bank conflicts. Configurable hash functions to mitigate these conflicts are introduced in Chapter 6, which remove nearly all conflicts and increase performance $1.2\times$ on average. The configurable hash functions and their results are published in [106].

The last contribution is an extension to the GPU architecture as proposed in Chapter 7. This reconfigurable GPU, called R-GPU, not only improves performance but also power and energy efficiency for various applications. R-GPU is an addition to a GPU, which can still be used as such, but also has the ability to reorganize the cores of a GPU in a reconfigurable network. In R-GPU data movement and control is implicit in the configuration of the network. Each core executes a fixed operation, reducing instruction decode count and increasing power and energy efficiency. R-GPU improves the performance of voting algorithms, for example histogramming is improved $2.9\times$ over an optimized GPU implementation. Other benchmarks profit as well. On a set of benchmarks an average performance improvement of $2.1\times$ is measured. Especially algorithms which have a limited level of parallelism due to data dependencies, such as integral image, benefit from the proposed architecture changes. Furthermore, power consumption is reduced by 6%, leading to an energy consumption reduction of 55%, while the extra area costs of R-GPU are only 4% of the total GPU’s chip area. R-GPU and its results are published in [103, 104].

Finally, Chapter 8 concludes this thesis and summarizes possible directions for future work.
As illustrated in the previous chapter, GPUs first appeared as dedicated accelerators for graphics rendering. Later, the various programmable processors in a GPU, called shaders, became programmable. An example of such a GPU is the GeForce 6800, shown in Section 1.1. The last step for GPUs to become truly applicable for General-Purpose computing on Graphics Processing Units (GPGPU) was when the various shaders were merged into unified shaders, also known as streaming multiprocessors (SMs).

Even with only one type of shaders, the microarchitecture of a modern day GPU can still be very complicated. The cores within an SM (often called processing elements or PEs) are simple and support only a handful of instructions. Shared resources in each SM and the high level of multi-threading make it a very intricate architecture. Combining multiple SMs in a GPU which have to share resources as well only adds to this complexity.

In this chapter a brief introduction on the architecture of contemporary GPUs is given. The last four GPU architectures by NVIDIA, all used in this thesis, are discussed: Tesla [53], Fermi [76,117], Kepler [77,78] and Maxwell [84,85]. First a comparison is made between a modern day CPU and GPU in Section 2.1. Section 2.2 gives a short summary of the programming model of GPUs, including the CUDA and OpenCL terminology. Section 2.3 discusses the GPU microarchitecture in detail. An overview of all relevant parameters of the four GPUs used in this thesis can be found in Table 2.2. Section 2.4 concludes this chapter with a short description of the compilation trajectory used for GPUs.
2.1 CPU vs. GPU: multi-core vs. many-core

Where CPUs spend most of their chip area on a couple of large, sophisticated cores, GPUs spend their chip area on a large number of clustered processing elements. Clusters of processing elements, or cores, are called Streaming Multiprocessors by NVIDIA. A comparison of chip layout between an eight core Intel® Core™ i7-5960X CPU and an NVIDIA GTX 980 with sixteen SMs is shown in Fig. 2.1. The layouts are based on actual die photos and renderings. Both chips are approximately the same size (356 mm$^2$ vs. 398 mm$^2$), but the Intel CPU is manufactured using Intel’s 22 nm technology, while the NVIDIA GPU is manufactured using TSMC’s 28 nm technology.

The Core i7-5960X uses approximately one third of its area for its eight cores. About 20% is used for the 20 MB of L3 cache, which is shared among the cores. One quarter of the chip area is used for uncore parts and I/O of the CPU, such as the PCIe controller. The DDR4 memory controller takes approximately 17% of the area, and another 5% is undefined.

The core of the Intel processor is optimized for single thread performance. Many hardware elements do not contribute to the compute power of the processor, i.e. they do not perform computations themselves, but are there to improve the throughput of instructions. For example, the pipeline bypassing network makes results earlier available for subsequent instructions. Also, a branch prediction unit reduces pipeline stalls by keeping track of branch conditions. Large caches (L1-instruction, L1-data and combined-L2) are included to reduce memory access.
latency. To further enhance performance, CPUs have been equipped with vector instructions. These SIMD (single instruction multiple data) instructions perform the same operation on all elements in the vector. The Core i7-5960X supports the MMX, SSE and AVX vector extensions. These vector instructions work on 64, 128 and 256 bit data elements respectively. For example, an MMX, SSE or AVX instruction works on two, four or eight 32-bit values at the same time. All these vector extensions together add about 500 instructions to the baseline x86 instruction set. This creates a (relatively) large core. Combined with a large L3 cache, a big memory controller and some I/O they fill up the entire chip.

The NVIDIA GTX 980 uses about half of its chip area for its sixteen SMs. Each SM consists of 128 cores, a register file, scratchpad memory and L1 cache, as will be discussed in Section 2.3. The other half is used for the Network on Chip (NoC), L2 cache, memory controller and PCIe interface. The NoC is used to connect the SMs to the L2 cache and memory controller, but not for communication between SMs.

To fit all 2048 (16 × 128) cores on the chip, they have to be (relatively) simple and small. Cores are grouped in vectors of 32, and four of these vectors are combined in an SM in the GTX 980. Grouping cores in vectors means they can share common parts, such as instruction-fetch-and-decode. In essence a GPU only executes instructions on vectors of 32 elements. Furthermore, these cores don’t have a bypassing network or branch predictor. Branch instructions are only supported via predicate instructions. L1 caches are available in each SM, but are much smaller than on a CPU. Latency is hidden using multi-threading. The GPU’s architecture will be explained in more detail in the next section.

The main concept of a GPU is to use many, small processing elements working in parallel. The latency of computations and memory accesses is hidden using multi-threading. These concepts were already used in the NVIDIA GeForce 3 in 2001. This was the first GPU with a programmable vertex shader [52], as discussed in Section 1.1. How this evolved in the GPGPU capable GPUs of today is described in Section 2.3. The programming model for these GPUs is described first in the next section.

2.2 CUDA & OpenCL programming models

To support the many multi-threaded cores in a modern GPU, new programming models have been developed. Since GPUs are used as compute accelerators which are attached to a CPU, programs consist of two parts. A host part is a regular application which runs on the CPU. This host part will launch the device part, called a kernel, which runs on the GPU.

The main programming languages for GPUs are CUDA [64] and OpenCL [32]. Alternatives are directive based languages (e.g. pragmas in C/C++) such as OpenACC and OpenMP4. Both CUDA and OpenCL are extensions to the C-programming language. They require a programmer to write host code which
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Figure 2.2: Hierarchy of threads, warps, thread blocks and grids in the CUDA programming model.

runs on a CPU. This host code is responsible for allocating memory on the GPU and copying data between CPU and GPU. Host code also starts the kernels which run on the GPU.

Kernels are so called device code, which runs on the GPU. CUDA introduces the concepts of threads, warps, thread blocks and grids, as also illustrated in Fig. 2.2. These concepts are called work-items, wavefronts, work-groups and computation domains in OpenCL. The CUDA vs. the OpenCL terminology is listed in Table 2.1. The number of threads (work-items) in a thread block (work-group) and the total number of thread blocks have to be specified by the programmer for each kernel individually. The size of the grid (computation domain) is determined as the product of the thread block size times the number of thread blocks.

Thread blocks (work-groups) consist of multiple threads (work-items), usually several hundred in a GPU. A specific thread block is executed on one SM, but multiple thread blocks can share an SM. On a GPU the threads of a thread block are (automatically) grouped in warps (wavefronts), which are executed like SIMD vectors. This makes executing warps energy efficient, since an instruction has to be fetched and decoded only once for all threads in a warp. It also causes GPUs to suffer from branch divergence. If one part of the threads in a warp takes the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CUDA</th>
<th>OpenCL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>thread</td>
<td>work-item</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>warp</td>
<td>wavefront</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thread block</td>
<td>work-group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grid</td>
<td>computation domain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>global memory</td>
<td>global memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shared memory</td>
<td>local memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>local memory</td>
<td>private memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>streaming multiprocessor (SM)</td>
<td>compute unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scalar core</td>
<td>processing element</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1. void saxpy(int n, float a, float *x, float *y)  
2. {  
3.     int i;  
4.     for(i=0; i<n; i++) { // calculate y = a*x+y  
5.         y[i] = a*x[i] + y[i]; // for every index i<n  
6.     }  
7. }  
8. 
9. void sequential_example()  
10. {  
11.     saxpy(n, 2.7, x, y);  
12. }  

Listing 2.1: sequential C implementation of SAXPY computing \( y = ax + y \)

1. __global__ void saxpy(int n, float a, float *x, float *y)  
2. {  
3.     int i = blockIdx.x * blockDim.x + threadIdx.x;  
4.     if(i < n) { // calculate y = a*x+y  
5.         y[i] = a*x[i] + y[i]; // for every index i<n  
6.     }  
7. }  
8. 
9. void parallel_example()  
10. {  
11.     saxpy<<<ceil(n/256), 256>>>(n, 2.7, x, y);  
12. }  

Listing 2.2: parallel CUDA implementation of SAXPY computing \( y = ax + y \)

If part of a branch, and the other part of the threads takes the else branch, both branches have to be executed. In all current GPUs warps are formed statically; in NVIDIA GPUs a warp is a group of 32 threads with consecutive indexes. However, dynamic warp formation was already proposed by Fung et al. [21] in 2007.

Tens to thousands of thread blocks form a grid (compute domain). Thread blocks are assigned dynamically to SMs by the GPU, and cannot communicate with each other. The number of thread blocks in a kernel is independent of the number of SMs in a GPU. Specifying a large number of thread blocks for a kernel ensures that the kernel will perform well on small and large GPUs. The main difference between small and large GPUs is the number of SMs they have. Small GPUs will simply execute a smaller number of thread blocks at the same time than the larger GPUs, and hence take longer to execute all thread blocks.

The total number of threads active on a GPU at any given point in time (i.e. the resident threads) is usually much larger than the number of cores on a GPU. In order to hide pipeline- and memory access latency a GPU uses fine-grained multi-threading. After executing an instruction from one warp, the GPU switches immediately to another warp. This is made possible by the large register files on a GPU, which contain the context of all resident threads. This style of executing
many threads in SIMD style vectors, and switching threads after every instruction, is called *single-instruction, multiple-thread (SIMT)* processing [53].

**CUDA example**

A sequential implementation of the SAXPY routine [66] is shown in Listing 2.1. Given scalar $a$ and vectors $x$ and $y$ containing $n$ elements each, it calculates the update $y = ax + y$. An equivalent parallel implementation in CUDA is shown in Listing 2.2.

The kernel (device code) is shown on lines 1-7, the host code on lines 9-12. Each thread will calculate one element of $y$. The kernel starts by calculating the index $i$ based on the thread index (inside the thread block) $\text{threadIdx.x}$, the thread block dimension $\text{blockDim.x}$ and the thread block index $\text{blockIdx.x}$ on line 3. As there may be more threads than elements in the vectors, the index is checked to be within the array bounds on line 4. Finally the actual SAXPY computation is performed on line 5.

The host code on line 11 launches the kernel. In CUDA the number of thread blocks and threads per block used to run the kernel are annotated within the $<<<$ and $>>>$ brackets. On line 11 the kernel is started with 256 threads in each of the $\lceil n/256 \rceil$ thread blocks. This ensures there are at least as many threads as there are elements in the vectors $x$ and $y$.

### 2.3 GPU architecture

Contemporary CPUs, such as the Intel® Core™ i7-5960X described above, consists of a small number of cores, usually two, four or eight. GPUs on the other hand have many cores, hundreds or even thousands of cores. These cores are much simpler than the cores in a CPU. For example, the GPU cores execute instructions in-order and have no bypassing network or branch predictor.

The basic design of a modern day GPU contains groups of cores in what is called by NVIDIA streaming multiprocessors (SMs). The number of cores in an SM is fixed, but varies from one GPU architecture to another. The number of SMs in a GPU ranges from one or two for low-end GPUs to sixteen in high-end GPUs. Only some GPUs have more SMs, like the recently introduced NVIDIA Titan X which has twenty-four SMs.

All SMs in the GPU are connected to a shared L2 cache and the off-chip memory (GDDR) via a network on chip (NoC), as shown in Fig. 2.3. It is not possible for SMs to communicate directly with each other via the NoC. The memory and the L2 cache are divided into partitions. Each memory partition is connected to one part of the L2 cache. The number of partitions is directly related to the width of the memory bus and the number of GDDR memory chips on the GPU card. In case of an NVIDIA GeForce GTX 470 (Fermi architecture) there are 14 SMs which connect to five memory partitions via the NoC.
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Figure 2.3: A GPU consisting of 14 SMs and 5 memory partitions (GDDR) with L2 cache, all connected by a network on chip. This specific configuration can be found in an NVIDIA GTX 470.

The basic layout is the same for all GPUs: SMs are connected via a NoC to the L2 cache and off-chip memory. The design of the SMs itself changes significantly from one GPU generation to the other. In the next sections four GPU architectures from NVIDIA are discussed: Tesla, Fermi, Kepler and Maxwell. The scratchpad memory plays an important role in this thesis, and is discussed separately in Section 2.3.5.

2.3.1 Tesla architecture

Tesla was NVIDIA’s first architecture with unified shaders [53]. It’s SMs consist of eight cores, two special function units (SFUs), a scratchpad memory and a single warp scheduler. As warps comprise 32 threads, issuing a warp to the eight cores took four cycles. The cores in the SM are used for general computations, such as integer and floating point operations. The SFUs are used for more complex operations, such as sine, cosine and reciprocal calculations. This division is similar to the earlier GPUs such as the GeForce 3 and GeForce 6800 described in Section 1.1. The NVIDIA 8800 GT with the Tesla architecture is used in this thesis. It contains 14 SMs, more details can be found in Table 2.2.

2.3.2 Fermi architecture

The SMs in the Fermi architecture [76,117] are much more complicated than the ones in the Tesla architecture. They consist of an instruction cache shared by two warp schedulers which have one dispatch unit each. There are also two groups of 16 cores, one group of 16 load-store units (LD/ST) and a group of four special function units (SFUs). The load-store units are used for memory accesses, both to the on-chip and the off-chip memory. Each SM also contains a scratchpad
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Figure 2.4: Streaming multiprocessor (SM) design of an NVIDIA Fermi GPU, consisting of two warp schedulers and two dispatch units, a register file, two groups of sixteen cores (CORE), one group of sixteen load-store units (LD/ST), one group of special function units (SFU) and a combined scratchpad (shared) memory and L1 cache.

memory (called shared memory by NVIDIA) and an L1 data cache. A schematic overview of an SM in the Fermi architecture is given in Fig. 2.4.

Each of the two warp schedulers issues instructions via its dispatch unit to either a group of cores, the group of load-store units or the SFUs. The division of warps between the schedulers is static, one scheduler processes warps with an even index, the other scheduler processes the warps with an odd index. In case both schedulers want to issue an instruction to the load-store units, one of the schedulers has to stall, as there is only one group of load-store units available in each SM. The same holds when the two schedulers want to use the SFUs. Both schedulers can issue an instruction to their respective group of cores simultaneously. Or one scheduler can issue an instruction to a group of cores, and the other to either the load-store units or the SFUs.

A second generation of the Fermi architecture [117] was targeted for consumer graphics, where the first generation also aimed at high-performance computing. It added a third group of cores, but more importantly, a second dispatch unit to each warp scheduler. This made the GPU a superscalar architecture which could exploit instruction level parallelism (ILP). Each scheduler could now issue two instructions from the same warp to each group of processing elements as long as the instructions have no dependency on each other.

2.3.3 Kepler architecture

The Kepler architecture [78] extended the design of an SM to six groups of 32 cores each, two groups of SFUs and two groups of load-store units, as shown in Fig. 2.5. In total there are ten groups of processing elements and four schedulers with two dispatch units each. Keeping all ten groups of processing elements busy
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Figure 2.5: Kepler [78] and Maxwell [84] Streaming multiprocessor (SM) design.

requires a lot from the schedulers. They not only have to find ILP within a warp, but also coordinate among each other who is going to use which group of processing elements. This made the schedulers large and power hungry. It also made reaching peak performance on Kepler GPUs challenging, both for programmers and compilers.

2.3.4 Maxwell architecture

The Maxwell architecture [84, 85] simplified the design of an SM compared to Kepler, especially the connection between the schedulers. Each SM still has four schedulers with two dispatch units each. But each scheduler now has its own group of 32 cores, one group of eight load-store units and one group of eight SFUs. Maxwell’s SM design with these four separate processing blocks is shown in Fig. 2.5. In total there are only 128 cores, compared to the 192 cores of Kepler. But there are more load-store units and SFUs in a Maxwell SM. Since the scheduling effort has been reduced significantly, the schedulers can be much smaller and more energy efficient. The simplification of the SM design makes it easier to reach peak performance on a Maxwell GPU than on a Kepler GPU.
Table 2.2: GPU architectures’ parameters of the four GPUs used in this thesis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GPU</th>
<th>8800 GT</th>
<th>GTX 470</th>
<th>GTX Titan</th>
<th>GTX 750 Ti</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Architecture</td>
<td>Tesla</td>
<td>Fermi</td>
<td>Kepler</td>
<td>Maxwell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compute capability</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cores per SM</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of SMs</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atomic operations on global memory</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atomic operations on scratchpad memory</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum number of threads per thread block</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>1024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum number of resident thread blocks per SM</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum number of resident warps per SM</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum number of resident threads per SM</td>
<td>768</td>
<td>1536</td>
<td>2048</td>
<td>2048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scratchpad memory per SM</td>
<td>16 kB</td>
<td>48 kB</td>
<td>48 kB</td>
<td>64 kB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scratchpad memory per thread block</td>
<td>16 kB</td>
<td>48 kB</td>
<td>48 kB</td>
<td>48 kB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.3.5 Scratchpad memory

Scratchpad memories, called shared memory by NVIDIA, have been part of the streaming multiprocessor design since the Tesla architecture. It can be used as a software controlled cache, or to store temporary values. The scratchpad memory is fully controlled by the programmer. The size of the scratchpad memory in each SM is 16kB in Tesla, 48kB in Fermi and Kepler and 64kB in Maxwell.

The scratchpad memory is not implemented in hardware as one big memory, but as a banked memory. In Tesla the scratchpad memory is split into 16 banks, in the other architectures in 32 banks. If all threads in a warp access a different bank the maximum throughput of the scratchpad memory is achieved. If multiple threads access a different word in the same bank, a bank conflict occurs and the accesses are serialized. Because the threads in a warp are executed in SIMD style vectors, these threads have to wait until they all finish their memory access.

From Fermi onwards the scratchpad memory supports atomic operations in hardware. In Fermi and Kepler the atomic operations are implemented by supplying lock bits, as illustrated in Fig. 2.6. The number of lock bits and how they are mapped to memory addresses has been revealed by Gómez-Luna et al. in [26]. Using these bits a memory address can be locked by a thread, and thereafter
be used exclusively. These atomic operations consist of multiple instructions: load-and-lock, update, store-and-unlock. There are fewer lock bits than there are words in the scratchpad memory. If two threads try to lock the same address, or try to lock two different addresses which share a lock bit, the atomic operations of these two threads have to be serialized. In Maxwell the lock bit approach has been replaced by specialized atomic instructions for integer operations.

2.4 GPU compilation trajectory

CUDA code is compiled by the nvcc compiler. An overview of the compilation process is shown in Fig. 2.7. Host and device code is stored together in one or more .cu files. The compilation process starts by splitting the .cu files into host and device code. The host code is processed by a regular C/C++ compiler such as gcc. The device code is first compiled to an intermediate representation called PTX, which can be considered as an assembly language for a virtual GPU architecture. During compilation the feature set of the virtual GPU can be specified.

In a second step the PTX code is compiled to GPU (architecture) specific cubin code. The targeted GPU should at least support the feature level specified for the PTX code. Specifying a low feature level ensures maximum compatibility with all GPU architectures, but could limit optimization opportunities. Therefore the nvcc compilers allows multiple feature levels to be specified during compilation.

In the final step the PTX, cubin and host code are linked together. The PTX code is added to the final executable to allow for just-in-time compilation in case no matching cubin code is included. For more information about the CUDA compilation process, see the NVIDIA documentation on nvcc [83].

The compilation process for OpenCL is very similar to the compilation of CUDA code. Only OpenCL stores host and device code in separate files, or the device code is kept in a string for just-in-time compilation. Therefore the OpenCL compilation trajectory does not contain a pass to split host and device code.

![Figure 2.7: CUDA compilation consists of two parts: host and device.](image-url)
A histogram is a representation of the frequency of occurrence of values in a set of data. It is used not only in image and video processing, for example in an equalization step to enhance contrast, but also in statistics, finance, data mining, etc. In image processing a histogram shows the distribution of pixel values in an image. An example of a histogram of a gray-scale image with pixel values ranging from 0 to 255 is given in Fig. 3.1.

The basic histogram algorithm is very simple, as illustrated in Listing 3.1. First the histogram is allocated and every bin is set to zero (lines 1-3). Then the algorithm reads every pixel in an image, one by one, and increments the bin in the histogram corresponding to the pixel value (lines 5-6). This makes histogramming a sequential algorithm. It is hard to parallelize the histogram algorithm because of the unpredictable, data dependent memory accesses to the bins in the histogram. When making a histogram of image pixels, it is unknown a priori if two pixels will belong to the same bin or not. Hence the load-update-store sequence has to be executed atomically to ensure that the histogram is calculated correctly.

Listing 3.1: Basic histogram algorithm to create a 256-bin histogram of an image.
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Figure 3.1: Image of a rabbit (left), the corresponding histogram (top right) and a histogram of the difference between consecutive horizontal pixels (bottom right).

The sequential nature of the histogram algorithm makes it hard to implement efficiently on a parallel architecture such as a multi-core CPU or a GPU. One solution is to split the input data in multiple parts, and calculate a histogram for each part in parallel. At the end these sub-histograms have to be combined in a final histogram. This approach works well for a multi-core CPU, where the input data can be divided in a couple of parts (e.g., four parts for a quad core CPU). For a GPU with hundreds of cores, this approach will take a significant amount of time to combine all sub-histograms, especially if many sub-histograms are used.

Another solution is to calculate the histogram not on the GPU but on the CPU. The histogram algorithm, however, is usually in the middle of an application. For example, a denoising filter can be applied on an image coming from a camera, then a histogram is calculated which is subsequently used in an equalization step to boost the contrast of the final image. Both the denoising filter and image equalization algorithm have a high level of parallelism, which make them a good fit for a GPU. Calculating the histogram on the CPU would imply that the output of the denoising filter has to be copied to CPU, and the resulting histogram copied back to the GPU. The bandwidth of the PCIe bus between the CPU and GPU is relatively low compared to the memory bandwidth of a CPU or GPU. For example, copying a Full HD gray-scale image \((1920 \times 1080\text{ pixels})\) over a PCIe v2 bus with 16 lanes will take at least:

\[
\frac{1920 \times 1080}{8 \text{ GB/s}} = 0.26 \text{ ms.} \tag{3.1}
\]

The actual bandwidth is often much lower, mainly due to PCIe protocol overhead and the 8b/10b encoding used. Copying a Full HD image from a CPU to a GeForce GTX 470 takes 0.34 ms. This is longer than calculating the histogram on
the CPU takes, as we will see later. Therefore it would be beneficial to implement
the histogram algorithm on the GPU in order to avoid these costly copies.

In this chapter, histogramming on CPU is evaluated first in Section 3.1 to set
a reference point for the GPU implementations later. The CPU implementation
is highly optimized by using multi-threading and SIMD vector instructions. Next,
three options of placing sub-histograms in memory are introduced in Section 3.2.
Memory layout is especially important for the banked memories in a GPU (e.g.
scratchpad memory and off-chip memory). These three memory layouts are used
in four different GPU implementations in Sections 3.3 to 3.6. The GPU imple-
mentations are ordered from simple to implement, using atomic operations on
the global, off-chip memory (Section 3.3), to advanced methods which use private
sub-histograms in the on-chip scratchpad memory, either per thread (Section 3.4)
or per warp (Section 3.5). The last GPU implementation uses atomic operations
on the on-chip scratchpad memory, which is only available in GPU architectures
after Tesla (Section 3.6). A discussion of all results and related work are presented
in Sections 3.7 and 3.8 respectively. Conclusions are given in Section 3.9.

3.1 Histogramming on CPU

Contemporary CPUs consist of multiple cores. Each core can execute a different
application, or a different thread from the same application. To boost perfor-
mance of multi-threaded applications, each core implements simultaneous multi-
threading (SMT), called hyper-threading [56] by Intel. SMT presents each phys-
ical core to the operating system as two virtual or logical cores. This allows one
core to execute two threads simultaneously. When one thread stalls (e.g. due to
memory accesses, data dependencies, etc.) the core can continue with the other
thread. To maximize histogramming performance, all cores (physical as well as
virtual) have to be used.

To improve performance further, the cores in most CPUs have single in-
struction, multiple data (SIMD) instruction set extensions, such as MMX [60],
SSE [100] and AVX [43] in Intel processors. These allow for data parallel process-
ing of small vectors, usually two, four or eight 32-bit words wide.

The CPU used in the experiments of this chapter is the Intel® Core™ i7-4770,
introduced in June 2013. It has 4 cores, which together support 8 simultaneous
threads using hyper-threading. The base frequency is set at 3.4 GHz, the max-
imum turbo frequency is 3.9 GHz. It supports the latest of Intel’s SIMD instruction
set extensions, up to AVX 2.0.

In the experiment of this section one sub-histogram per CPU-thread is used
and the image is divided equally over all threads. Threads are created using
OpenMP pragmas, and the sub-histograms are merged at the end in an OpenMP
critical section, as illustrated in the code example of Listing 3.2. The images used
come from the Van Hateren natural image database [110]. The image dimensions
are $1536 \times 1024$ and the bit depth is 12-bit, stored as 16-bit values.
```c
#pragma omp parallel num_threads(THREADS)
{
    const unsigned tid = omp_get_thread_num(); // get the thread-id
    const unsigned pixels_per_thread = IMG_SIZE/THREADS;

    // allocate and initialize
    unsigned sub_histogram[256];
    for(int i=0; i<256; i++) // all 256 bins of the
    sub_histogram[i] = 0; // sub-histogram to 0

    // process a part of the image and update the sub-histogram
    const unsigned start = pixels_per_thread * tid;
    const unsigned end = (tid+1) == THREADS ? IMG_SIZE:
    pixels_per_thread * (tid+1);
    for(unsigned i=start; i<end; i++) {
        int bin = input[i] * (256/4096.0f); // convert pixel value
        sub_histogram[bin]++;
    }

    #pragma omp critical // combine sub-histograms
    { // into the final histogram
        for(int i=0; i<256; i++)
            histogram[i] += sub_histogram[i];
    }
}
```

**Listing 3.2:** Multi-core OpenMP histogramming implementation to create a 256-bin histogram of a 12-bit image. The number of threads used is set using the `THREADS` parameter. Each thread processes a part of the input updating its own sub-histogram, which are combined at the end in a critical section.

Three implementations are made, either using no SIMD instructions (shown in Listing 3.2), SSE SIMD instructions or AVX SIMD instructions. SSE and AVX instructions process 128-bit and 256-bit data words in parallel, respectively, or eight and sixteen 16-bit pixels in parallel. The SSE and AVX SIMD instruction sets used do not support gather and scatter load and store operations. Therefore the only part of the algorithm which can be done in parallel with the SIMD instructions is loading the pixel data and converting the pixel values to bin-indices.

Fig. 3.2 shows the results for calculating a 256-bin histogram on a CPU using one to eight threads, either using no SIMD instructions, SSE SIMD instructions or AVX SIMD instructions. The execution time drops from 2.4ms for a single thread solution without SIMD instructions to 0.64ms for a four thread implementation, a near perfect linear scaling. Using five threads increases the execution time slightly to 0.80ms, since the workload of the five threads cannot be divided equally over the four available cores. Raising the number of threads further to eight reduces the execution time to 0.50ms, a slight (22%) improvement over the implementation with four threads.

Using SSE and AVX SIMD instructions improves the execution time for the single thread solution from 2.4ms to 1.1ms and 1.0ms respectively. Increasing
the number of threads to four shows the same near perfect linear scaling, and reduces the execution time to 0.31ms and 0.29ms for the four thread SSE and AVX solutions respectively. The eight thread solutions shows the best execution times, 0.24ms for both the eight thread SSE and AVX solutions.

3.2 Sub-histogram memory layout

As previously mentioned, a common technique to improve the performance of the histogram algorithm on parallel architectures is to use sub-histograms. The sub-histograms can be updated independently, but have to be combined at the end. There are three ways to layout sub-histograms in memory (e.g. GPU scratchpad memory), sub-histogram-major, sub-histogram-major with padding and bin-major. An overview is given in Fig. 3.3. Each bin in a sub-histogram is labeled $h_s,b$ where $s$ is the sub-histogram number and $b$ is the bin index. An implementation of each memory mapping as used in the GPU experiments of Section 3.3 to Section 3.6 can be found in Table 3.1.

Sub-histogram-major memory layout

In the sub-histogram-major memory layout all bins of the first sub-histogram are placed the memory’s address space first, then all bins of the second sub-histogram, etc. An example for placing two sub-histograms of a 64-bin histogram in a memory with 32 banks is given in Fig. 3.3a. The first sub-histogram takes the first 64 places in the memory, the second sub-histogram takes the second 64 places, etc. Since the number of bins is a multiple of the number of banks in this example, the same bin for each sub-histogram is located in the same memory bank. In the remainder of this chapter the sub-histogram-major memory layout is abbreviated as hist-major.
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Figure 3.3: Three different methods of placing eight sub-histograms of a 64-bin histogram in a banked memory. Each bin in a sub-histogram is labeled h_{s,b} where s is the sub-histogram number and b is the bin index. In (a) and (b) the first two sub-histograms are shown, placed in a sub-histogram-major order. In (c) a part of the bins 0, 3, 4, 7, 60 and 63 for the eight sub-histograms is shown, placed in a bin-major order.

Sub-histogram-major with padding memory layout

Consecutive pixels in an image often have the same value, as shown in Fig. 3.1. Hence the corresponding bins in the histogram to these pixels fall in the same memory bank in the previous memory layout. By placing the same bins of each sub-histogram in the same memory bank, memory accesses to these bins are serialized, as memory banks can usually only handle one load- or store operation at a time. To prevent this serialization, padding can be used to place the same bins in each sub-histogram in different memory banks, as shown in Fig. 3.3b. This is called the sub-histogram-major with padding memory layout. In the remainder of this chapter this memory layout is abbreviated as hist-major w. pad.
Table 3.1: Implementation of the BIN_INDEX(bin,subhist) macro for the three different memory layouts. The number of bins and the number of sub-histograms are given by the parameters \texttt{NUM\_BINS} and \texttt{NUM\_SUBHIST} respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Memory Layout</th>
<th>Implementation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sub-histogram-major</td>
<td>#define BIN_INDEX(bin,subhist) (\text{bin + NUM_BINS*subhist})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sub-histogram-major with padding</td>
<td>#define BIN_INDEX(bin,subhist) (\text{bin + (NUM_BINS+1)*subhist})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bin-major</td>
<td>#define BIN_INDEX(bin,subhist) (\text{bin*NUM_SUBHIST + subhist})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bin-major memory layout

In the \textit{bin-major} memory layout the first bins of all sub-histograms are placed in the memory first, then the second bin for all sub-histograms, etc. An example is shown in Fig. 3.3c. The main advantage of this method is that the same bins in different sub-histograms are placed in different memory banks, without the use of padding.

3.3 GPU: global memory atomics

Where the CPU solutions used only up to eight threads, GPUs require many more threads (thousands) to reach peak performance. The simplest way to support many threads while making sure all updates in the histogram are correct is by using atomic operations on the global memory. Atomic operations on the global memory are executed in the ROP (raster operations pipeline) units and the L2 cache [24]. In the programming model the atomic operations are available via function calls, which map to specific instructions. For example, adding a value to a location in the global memory can be done by calling the following function in CUDA: \texttt{atomicAdd(memory\_location, value)}. This function call translates to either the instruction \texttt{ATOM} or the instruction \texttt{RED}. In case the value stored at \texttt{memory\_location} is to be returned, the function call is translated to the \texttt{ATOM} instruction, otherwise it is translated to the \texttt{RED} instruction.

Although the use of atomic operations on global memory is very simple from a programmers perspective, the performance may be relatively poor depending on how the atomic operations are implemented in hardware. Over the years NVIDIA has improved its hardware and the performance of atomic operations on global memory significantly. Articles and whitepapers about the Fermi [76,117], Kepler [77,78] and Maxwell [84] architectures all mention “substantially improved” performance for atomic operations. In the Fermi architecture atomic operations are up to 20× faster than in the Tesla architecture [76]. In the Kepler architecture atomic operation throughput has improved from 24 operations per clock cycle for Fermi to 64 operations per clock cycle on Kepler [77], an improvement of
void histogram_kernel(unsigned short *input, unsigned *histogram) {
    const unsigned tid = threadIdx.x; // get the thread-id
    const unsigned subhist = tid % NUM_SUBHIST;
    const unsigned pixels_per_block = IMG_SIZE/BLOCKS;

    // process a part of the image and update the histogram
    const unsigned start = blockIdx.x * pixels_per_block;
    const unsigned end = (blockIdx.x+1) == gridDim.x ? IMG_SIZE
    : (blockIdx.x+1) * pixels_per_block;
    for(unsigned i=start+tid; i<end; i+=THREADS) {
        int bin = input[i] * 256/4096.0f; // calculate bin index and
        int idx = BIN_INDEX(bin, subhist); // sub-histogram number
        atomicAdd(histogram + idx, 1); // vote in sub-histogram
    }
}

Listing 3.3: GPU histogramming kernel to create a 256-bin histogram of a 12-bit image using global memory atomics. The number of threads per thread block, the total number of thread blocks and the number of sub-histograms are set using the parameters THREADS, BLOCKS and NUM_SUBHIST respectively.

2.7×. Taking the increased clock frequency into account the improvement grows to 3.5× [77]. Unfortunately no numbers are given for the Maxwell architecture.

One way for a developer to improve performance on the software side is by using sub-histograms. By using multiple sub-histograms there is less contention for the same bin, resulting in a higher performance. For example, when two sub-histograms are used, all even threads can use the first sub-histogram and all odd threads can use the second sub-histogram.

Next to the number of sub-histograms there are also other parameters which will influence the performance of the histogram algorithm. The number of active threads per multiprocessor can be increased to improve the GPU’s utilization, but more threads can also lead to more contention to the same bin in a (sub-)histogram. Furthermore, threads can be grouped in one thread block, or split over multiple smaller thread blocks. For the experiments in this sections the number of threads per thread block is varied from 32 to the maximum number of threads per thread block supported by the GPU, as defined in Table 2.2. The number of threads is increased in steps of 32 threads, the size of a warp. The number of thread blocks per multi-processor (SM) ranges from one to eight, given that the total number of threads per SM is limited by the maximum number of resident threads per SM.

A GPU histogramming kernel using global memory atomics is shown in Listing 3.3. The kernel starts with calculating the thread and sub-histogram index and the number of pixels to be processed in every thread block (lines 3-5). Then the start and end index of the part of the image to process by each thread block is calculated (lines 8-10). Finally, every pixel in this part is processed. The pixel value is converted to a bin index, a sub-histogram is selected and a vote is placed
Table 3.2: Number of experiments for each of the three memory layouts per number of sub-histograms for each GPU used in Fig. 3.4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>sub-histograms</th>
<th>8800 GT</th>
<th>GTX 470</th>
<th>GTX Titan</th>
<th>GTX 750 Ti</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 – 32</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>512</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1024</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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All three options are given in Table 3.1.

After this kernel finishes, a second kernel (not shown) is used to combine all sub-histograms. In the experiments below the number of pixels processed per block is set to a multiple of 32 to make memory accesses coalesced and aligned with cache lines. Threads also read pixels in groups of four using the ushort4 data type, and vote in a sub-histogram for all four pixels before reading the next four pixels. These optimizations have been omitted from Listing 3.3 for clarity.

The execution time for a 256-bin histogram algorithm is shown in Fig. 3.4 for four different GPUs. Various numbers of sub-histograms are tested, which are mapped to the global memory using the three three different memory layouts described in Section 3.2. The number of sub-histograms used is limited to the number of threads in a thread block, since there is no performance to gain when every thread has its own sub-histogram. The number of thread blocks per SM (between one and eight) is indicated by the width of each bar in Fig. 3.4, a larger bar indicates more thread blocks per SM. Note that smaller bars can be hidden by larger bars. When bars overlap this means that many configurations lead to the same performance level, indicating that it is relatively easy for a developer to select a set of parameters which result in this performance. The total number of experiments for each of the three memory layouts is given in Table 3.2 for each number of sub-histograms and for each GPU.

The GeForce 8800 GT was the first GPU (architecture) which could be programmed using a general purpose languages for GPUs such as CUDA or OpenCL. It also supported atomic operations, but only on the global, off-chip memory. The relative performance difference for various number of threads per thread block and thread blocks per SM is small, but the absolute performance is low, as shown in Fig. 3.4. In case only one sub-histogram is used the execution time is at best 100 ms for each of the three memory layouts. When 32 sub-histograms are used, one for each thread in a warp, the execution time drops to 22 ms. Increasing the number of sub-histograms further shows different results for the sub-histogram-major and bin-major memory layouts. The execution time for the bin-major
Figure 3.4: 256-bin histogram on four GPUs using atomic operations on global memory
memory layout increases, while the execution time for both the sub-histogram-major layouts decreases. The sub-histogram-major layout with padding achieves the best execution time of 5.9 ms using 512 sub-histograms, 512 threads per thread block and 1 thread block per SM, as also listed in Table 3.3.

The GeForce GTX 470 shows much better absolute performance, as shown in Fig. 3.4. Experiments with varying number of threads per thread block and total number of thread blocks show similar performance in case one, two or four sub-histograms are used. The difference gets larger (21% for the sub-histogram-major memory layout) when eight sub-histograms are used. Increasing the number of sub-histograms does not automatically result in better performance. The sub-histogram-major layout with padding achieves the best execution time of 1.4 ms using four sub-histograms, two or three thread blocks per SM and 320 to 736 threads per thread block. The best scoring configurations use 960 (320 × 3) to 1536 (736 × 2) threads per SM. Although the sub-histogram-major memory layout achieves the best performance, the bin-major memory layout shows a more constant performance level when the number of sub-histograms is increased.

The absolute performance of the GeForce GTX Titan is even better, with almost all configurations of threads per thread block and thread blocks per SM scoring an execution time below one millisecond. The only configurations that have a significant higher execution time are the ones with very few threads per SM (e.g. 32 or 64). As the GTX Titan has 192 cores per SM, more threads are required to keep the GPU fully occupied. Since the number of threads per thread block is at least the same as the number of sub-histograms, the relative high execution time for a small number of threads per SM is not present when more sub-histograms (e.g. more than 128) are used. All three memory layouts perform similarly, with a small advantage for the bin-major memory layout. The best execution time of 0.13 ms is achieved using sixteen sub-histograms in the bin-major memory layout and a combination of threads per thread block and thread blocks per SM which yield 1408 to 1920 threads per SM.

The GeForce GTX 750 Ti is a much smaller GPU with only five SMs compared to the GTX Titan’s fourteen, and hence, the absolute performance is also lower. More importantly, the GTX 750 Ti has only 16 ROPs, where the GTX Titan

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3.3: Configuration for each GPU which resulted in the best execution time as shown in Fig. 3.4 for the global memory atomics experiments.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>8800 GT</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>memory layout</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sub-histograms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>threads per thread block</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thread blocks per SM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>execution time</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
has 48 ROPs. Like the GTX Titan, almost all configurations of threads per thread block and thread blocks per SM result in a similar execution time, but the performance loss due to a small number of threads is much smaller. The best execution times are obtained using the sub-histogram-major memory layouts when the number of sub-histograms is eight or less. With sixteen or more sub-histograms the performance is obtained using the bin-major memory layout. The best execution time of 0.57 ms is achieved using 256 sub-histograms in the bin-major memory layout and 256 to 384 threads per thread block and five, six or seven thread blocks per SM where the number of threads per SM is between 1280 and 2048 threads.

The configurations resulting in the best performance of the experiments of Fig. 3.4 are listed in Table 3.3. Only one configuration is given for each GPU, while for most GPUs there is a range of configurations which lead to a similar performance level, as described above. In general, using as many threads as a GPU can support will lead to a good performance level. The best number of sub-histograms and their memory layout are dependent on the GPU used. Most GPUs show good performance using as many sub-histograms as possible, except for the GTX 470 which achieves its best performance using only four sub-histograms. The 8800 GT and the GTX 470 get the best performance using the sub-histogram-major with padding memory layout, while the GTX Titan and the GTX 750 Ti prefer the bin-major memory layout.

Although significant speed-ups can be obtained by using sub-histograms in one of three memory layouts, the execution time for all GPUs (except the GTX Titan) is still higher than for a CPU. To improve the GPUs’ execution time, the on-chip scratchpad memory can be used, as will be explored in the next sections.

3.4 GPU: thread-private histogram

The scratchpad memory of a GPU is located inside each SM. It can be used to improve the performance of the histogram algorithm. Only threads within the same thread block can cooperate on each others data. When multiple thread blocks are executed on the same SM at the same time, the available scratchpad memory is divided among them.

The first histogram implementation using the scratchpad memory is described by Podlozhnyuk [92]. A private histogram for each thread is created in this approach. This method was developed for the very first CUDA programmable GPUs, which did not support atomic operations on the scratchpad memory. Since every thread has its own, private histogram, no atomic operations are required. The original implementation of Podlozhnyuk [92] uses 8-bit data words for the histogram bins. This makes it possible to run 192 threads in parallel on each SM, while each threads constructs a 64-bin histogram. The downside of having 8-bit data words is that each thread can only process \(2^8 - 1 = 255\) input elements (i.e. pixels); processing more could result in an overflow of a histogram bin.
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An optimization to this per-thread sub-histogram method is described by Shams and Kennedy [96]. They allocate a sub-histogram for each thread in the global memory and in the scratchpad memory. When a bin in the scratchpad memory overflows, the corresponding bin in the global memory is updated. This mechanism makes it possible to use small (e.g. 8-bit) data words for the bins in the scratchpad memory and process many input elements per thread.

In Section 7 of [73] we evaluate two different layouts of sub-histograms per thread in the scratchpad memory for a 256-bin histogram. These results are also shown in Fig. 3.5. Each bin in a sub-histogram is stored as a 16-bit value; the total memory costs of a sub-histogram is 512 bytes. This allows the GeForce GTX 470 to run at most 96 threads in parallel for each SM. Two thread block configurations are evaluated for both layouts. The first option uses 32 threads per thread block, allowing three active thread blocks, or 96 active threads, on each SM. The second option uses 64 threads per thread block, allowing only one active thread block per SM.

Since the bins are stored as 16-bit values, and the banks of the scratchpad memory are 32-bit wide, two bins are allocated to each row of a bank. In the first layout the bins of the sub-histograms are stored in the bin-major order (like Fig. 3.3c), which means that two threads share a memory bank. When both threads process a pixel with the same color, they will access the same bin (in their own sub-histogram), and access the same memory word. In any other case, they access a different word, and the access to the memory bank has to be serialized, leading to a slow-down.

The results for this first layout are shown in Fig. 3.5 and are labeled layout 1. Performance is measured in terms of throughput of the input image in GB/s, which means higher is better. Four different images of $2048 \times 2048$ pixels are tested on a GeForce GTX 470. Two pictures are tested (image1 and image2) and two synthetic benchmarks, degenerate with a single pixel color and random with randomly selected pixel values. The achieved throughput for the pictures and the
Figure 3.6: 64-bin histogram on four GPUs using a private histogram for each thread
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random image is comparable, but not equal. The degenerate image contains only pixels with the same value, and therefore does not experience any memory bank conflicts and shows the best performance of the four images. The solution with the 32 threads per thread block, and hence 96 active threads per SM, performs better than the solution with the 64 threads per thread block, and hence only 64 active threads per SM.

The second layout assigns the threads in a warp to private memory banks. Therefore no memory bank conflicts can occur within a warp, at the cost of more complicated index calculations. When a thread block size of 32 threads is used, no inter-warp conflict can occur, as all first warps of each thread block (all warps in this case) are executed by the first warp scheduler. When a thread block size of 64 threads is used, both schedulers in the SM are active, and inter-warp conflicts can occur when both warps want the access the scratchpad memory simultaneously.

The results for this second layout are also shown in Fig. 3.5 and are labeled layout 2, the same four images are used. Because there are no bank conflicts, the same throughput is achieved for all four images. Like the first layout, the solution with 96 active threads (32 threads per thread block) outperforms the solution with 64 active threads. Only the degenerate image shows a worse performance for layout-2 than for layout-1, the two pictures and the random image benefit from the conflict free access pattern of the second layout.

In the experiment of Fig. 3.6 a 64-bin histogram is created with a private sub-histogram for each thread. The bins are stored as 32-bit values, resulting in a sub-histogram size of 256 bytes. Results are shown for the three different memory layouts, four GPUs and a range of threads per thread block. The number of thread blocks per SM is indicated by the width of each bar in Fig. 3.6, a larger bar indicates more thread blocks per SM. The GeForce 8800 GT has 16kB of scratchpad memory per SM, of which a few bytes are used for kernel arguments. Therefore the maximum thread block size is 32 threads. The other GPUs are limited by the 48kB of scratchpad memory per thread block limit, therefore at most 192 threads per SM are possible, which will fill up the 48kB completely. The histogram-major with padding memory layout requires more memory than the other two layouts due to padding, and therefore is limited to 160 threads.

For the four GPUs and all thread block sizes tested, the best performance is achieved by the bin-major memory layout, as shown in Fig. 3.6. Adding padding

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3.4: Configuration for each GPU which resulted in the best execution time as shown in Fig. 3.6 for the 64-bin thread-private histogram experiments.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>threads per thread block</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thread blocks per SM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scratchpad memory usage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>execution time</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
to the sub-histogram major memory layout improves performance significantly compared to the layout where no padding is used, but only to match the bin-major memory layout in the best case. The lowest execution time is achieved for each GPU by using only 32 threads per thread block, and as many thread blocks as the SM can support. The best configuration for each GPU is listed in Table 3.4. As the bins are stored as 32-bit words, the bin-major memory layout with 32 threads per thread block results in a private memory bank in the scratchpad memory for each thread. Similar to our previous results in [73] for a 64-bin histogram using 16-bit words for the bins, a private memory bank for each thread results in the best performance for the thread-private histogram method.

### 3.5 GPU: warp-private histogram

Due to memory restrictions, the thread-private histogram method described in the previous section is limited to histograms with a small number of bins, since each thread requires a full copy of the complete set of bins. This means that only a limited number of threads can be active, as they all have to share the small on-chip scratchpad memory, and hence the performance is limited due to the relative low number of active threads.

The solution to both limitations is to use one sub-histogram per warp (a group of 32 threads) rather than per individual thread. This is first described by Podlozhnyuk in [92] and Shams and Kennedy in [96]. This reduces the required amount of scratchpad memory by a factor of 32, and hence makes it possible to create histograms with more bins and have more active threads per SM. The downside is that the threads in a warp have to cooperate in creating their sub-histogram. The first CUDA programmable GPUs did not support atomic operations on the scratchpad memory, therefore software atomic operations were introduced.

The software atomic operations rely on the SIMD-style execution of warps in an SM. Each thread in a warp executes the same instruction at the same time. Even if a thread is stalled due to memory conflicts for example, the other threads in the warp stall as well until all threads have finished the memory access and are ready to execute the next instruction. The CUDA implementation of software atomic operations as described by Podlozhnyuk in [92] is given in Listing 3.4. A similar implementation is described by Shams and Kennedy in [96]. A schematic overview of these of software atomic operation can be found in Fig. 3.7.

The function `addData256` in Listing 3.4 requires three arguments: `s_WarpHist` is a pointer to a warp’s private histogram, `data` is the pixel value for which the corresponding bin has to be incremented and `threadTag` is a unique tag for each thread in a warp for which the lower five bits of the thread index can be used. The current value of the histogram-bin is loaded and the old tag is stripped on line 8 in Listing 3.4. Next the bin is incremented and the thread’s tag is added on line 9. Finally the updated bin with the new tag is stored in the warp’s histogram.
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Figure 3.7: Block diagram of the software atomic operations [73].

in the scratchpad memory on line 10. On line 11 the just stored bin-with-tag is read back to check if the write was successful. If multiple threads write to the same location, i.e. update the same bin, only one thread will succeed and all other writes will be lost. In case the read back value on line 11 is not equal to the stored bin-with-tag from line 10, the load-update-store cycle of lines 7–11 is repeated until the write is successful. In the worst-case scenario where all 32 threads in a warp update the same bin, this loop is executed 32 times. In the best case each thread updates a different bin, and the loop is executed only once.

In [73] we evaluated the software atomic operations described by Podlozhnyuk [92] and Shams and Kennedy [96], but also extended their method with four extensions. The same four images are used as in the evaluation of our thread-private histogram method [73] described in Section 3.4. Two pictures are used (image1 and image2) and two synthetic benchmarks, degenerate with a single pixel color and random with random pixel values. The results are shown in Fig. 3.8.

Podlozhnyuk’s implementation [92] is used as a baseline. Experiments with both images show a reasonable performance level, compared to the thread-private histogram method in Fig. 3.5, although the performance difference between the two images is large. The degenerate image has a very low throughput, since the

```c
1 __device__ void addData256(
2 volatile unsigned int *warphist, // histogram to be updated
3 unsigned int data, // bin index to be incremented
4 unsigned int threadTag) // current thread’s tag
5 {
6     unsigned int count;
7     do{
8         count = warphist[data] & 0x07FFFFFF; // strip old tag
9         count = threadTag | (count + 1); // increment bin value
10        warphist[data] = count; // store with new tag
11     }while(warphist[data] != count) // repeat until success
12 }
```

Listing 3.4: Software atomics implementation by Podlozhnyuk [92].
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Figure 3.8: Results from [73] (Section 6) for a 256-bin histogram using a private sub-histogram per warp on a GeForce GTX 470. Four extensions to the baseline by Podlozhnyuk in [92] are evaluated for four images.

single color in the image results in all threads updating the same bin. This means that the loop of the software-atomics has to be executed as many times as there are threads in a warp, leading to this small throughput value. The random image on the other hand has a uniform distribution of pixel values, and achieves the highest throughput of all images.

The first extension in [73] applies a pre-processing step on the input images. The pixels are rearranged in a separate kernel, to create a more uniform distribution of the pixels. For the two pictures this results in an improved throughput compared to the baseline. In the degenerate image all pixels have the same value, so rearranging does not improve performance. In fact, performance is slightly lower due to the time it costs to rearrange the pixels. The same happens with the random image, where the pixels already had a good distribution. Here the rearranging reduces the final throughput significantly.

In the baseline implementation pixels are read coalesced, and hence consecutive pixels are read by consecutive threads. As pixels close together in an image often have the same color, this leads to threads in a warp updating the same bin. This was resolved in the first extension by pre-shuffling the input pixels. In this second extension the memory pixels are no longer read coalesced, but with a stride. Therefore consecutive threads will read pixels which have a lower correlation, but at the cost of uncoalesced memory transfers. For the two pictures this results in an improved performance over the previous extension. Pre-shuffling the input pixels in a separate kernel costs more than reading uncoalesced for these images. The degenerate image does not benefit from shuffling of the input data, as all pixels have the same value. Therefore the performance is not improved by this extension. The random image already had a good distribution of the pixels in the baseline implementation, and hence only suffers from the uncoalesced memory accesses while there is nothing to gain by not reading consecutive pixels.

The third extension replaces the software atomics with the hardware atomics available in the GeForce GTX 470. The GPU used in the original implementa-
tions by Podlozhnyuk [92] and Shams and Kennedy [96] does not support hardware atomics on the scratchpad memory, but the GeForce GTX 470 used in the experiments of Fig. 3.8 does. For both pictures and the random image using the hardware atomics improves performance over the baseline. The degenerate image however shows a significant lower performance than the baseline. Clearly images with a high number of conflicting threads updating the same bin (image2, degenerate) do not benefit from the hardware atomics, while images with a low number of conflicts (image1, random) do benefit.

The final extension is the combination of extension two and extension three, using uncoalesced memory accesses to read less correlated pixels and hardware atomics. This does improve performance for image2, but image1 and random suffer from the uncoalesced memory accesses. In the end the best performance is obtained using uncoalesced memory accesses and software atomics (extension two) for the images image2 and degenerate. For image1 and random the best performance is achieved by using coalesced memory accesses and hardware atomics.

In this work the software atomic operation approach as described in [73,92,96] is extended with the use of sub-histograms. Each warp’s private histogram is now represented by a number of sub-histograms which are equally divided between the threads in a warp. The number of sub-histograms per warp is varied from one to 32, the number of threads in a warp for all GPUs tested. Pixels are read as vectors of four elements by each thread. This is a compromise between processing non-consecutive pixels by consecutive threads and reading coalesced from memory as discussed above. Memory accesses to these small vectors can still be coalesced by the hardware, while the pixels processed by each thread are no longer consecutive. The results of calculating a 256-bin histogram using the warp-private histogram method are shown in Fig. 3.9 for four different GPUs. Also the three different memory layouts as described before (sub-histogram-major, sub-histogram-major with padding and bin-major) are evaluated. The number of threads per thread block is varied from 32 to 1024, increasing in steps of 32 which is the number of threads in a warp. The number of thread blocks per SM (between one and eight) is indicated by the width of each bar in Fig. 3.9, a larger bar indicates more thread blocks per SM. The total number of threads per SM, the product of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>8800 GT</th>
<th>GTX 470</th>
<th>GTX Titan</th>
<th>GTX 750 Ti</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>memory layout</td>
<td>bin-major</td>
<td>bin-major</td>
<td>bin-major</td>
<td>bin-major</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sub-histograms (per warp)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>threads per thread block</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>352</td>
<td>736</td>
<td>512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thread blocks per SM</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scratchpad memory usage</td>
<td>12 kB (75%)</td>
<td>44 kB (92%)</td>
<td>46 kB (96%)</td>
<td>64 kB (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>execution time</td>
<td>0.88 ms</td>
<td>0.28 ms</td>
<td>0.18 ms</td>
<td>0.33 ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.5: Configuration for each GPU which resulted in the best execution time as shown in Fig. 3.9 for the warp-private histogram experiments.
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Figure 3.9: 256-bin histogram on four GPUs using a private histogram for each warp
the number of threads per thread block and the number of thread blocks per SM, is kept below the allowed number of threads per SM for each GPU, and is also limited by the available amount of scratchpad memory in each SM.

The configurations which yield the lowest execution times are listed in Table 3.5. As also shown in Fig. 3.9, the lowest execution times are obtained using the bin-major layout of sub-histograms in the memory. Furthermore, using only two sub-histograms per warp gives the best performance. Using more sub-histograms requires more scratchpad memory, which may limit the total number of active threads on an SM, but also requires more time to combine the sub-histograms which will limit the potential benefit. The best configurations in Table 3.5 show that all these configurations use many threads per SM, and as much scratchpad memory as is available.

3.6 GPU: scratchpad memory atomics

In this last GPU implementation of the histogram algorithm a hardware feature is used which was not available when the previous implementations were developed: hardware atomic operations on the scratchpad memory. Therefore a single histogram for each thread (Section 3.4) is no longer required. Also the software atomic operations at warp level (Section 3.5) can be discarded. The NVIDIA Fermi (e.g. GTX 470) and Kepler (e.g. GTX Titan) architectures use lock bits on the scratchpad memory to implement atomic operations. These require multiple instructions. The NVIDIA Maxwell architecture (e.g. GTX 750 Ti) has a dedicated instruction for each atomic operation on the scratchpad memory.

Atomic operations on scratchpad memory in the Fermi and Kepler architecture are implemented using lock bits on the scratchpad memory. The layout of the scratchpad memory and the lock bits is investigated in detail in [26] by micro-benchmarking and information from an NVIDIA patent [9]; a summary is given in Section 2.3.5. An example assembly listing for an atomic addition on an integer stored in the scratchpad memory is given in Listing 3.5.

The load instructions on the first line returns both the data stored at the indicated address (R9) in register R7 and a flag that determines if the lock was successfully acquired in predicate register P0. All threads in a warp will execute this instruction in parallel. Some may not acquire a lock because: (a) the lock is already taken by some previous access, (b) another thread in the same warp accesses the same memory location and acquires the corresponding lock or (c) another thread in the same warp accesses another memory location and acquires the lock which happens to be shared with the memory location this thread is accessing. If the lock is successfully acquired by a thread, it may then modify the data on line 2, store the new value and release the lock on line 3. If the lock was not successfully acquired, the thread should attempt to acquire the lock again, hence the branch instruction on line 4. Threads in the warp that did successfully acquire a lock will not follow the branch, and wait for the other threads to complete before
Figure 3.10: 256-bin histogram on four GPUs using atomic operations on scratchpad memory
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continuing executing the remainder of the program. The number of iterations the code in Listing 3.5 is executed depends on the number of addresses which map to the same lock. In the worst case the loop is executed 32 times, the number of threads in a warp.

Histogram computations using scratchpad memory atomics were first described by both Gómez-Luna et al. in [25] in July 2012 and Van den Braak et al. in [109] in August 2012. Both use an NVIDIA Fermi GPU for evaluation. In [25] this approach is called “R-per-block”, in which the number of sub-histograms is called the replication factor $R$. Padding is used to avoid bank conflicts when the histogram size is a multiple of the number of banks in the scratchpad memory. The memory layout of the “R-per-block” approach corresponds to the sub-histogram-major with padding memory layout described before. In [109] the use of sub-histograms is called “bin-stretching” which corresponds to the bin-major memory layout. The optimal stretching factor $S$ is calculated as the maximum number of sub-histograms which will fit in the scratchpad memory.

The results of calculating a 256-bin histogram for all three GPUs which support atomic operations on the scratchpad memory are shown in Fig. 3.10. The number of sub-histograms is varied from one to 32, similar to the warp-private-histogram experiments in Section 3.5. There is no contention for bins within a warp when 32 (or more) sub-histograms are used, as there is one sub-histogram for each thread in a warp. Also the three different memory layouts as described before (sub-histogram-major, sub-histogram-major with padding and bin-major) are evaluated. The number of threads per thread block is varied from 32 to 1024, increasing in steps of 32 which is the number of threads in a warp. The number of thread blocks per SM (between one and eight) is indicated by the width of each bar in Fig. 3.10, a larger bar indicates more thread blocks per SM. The total number of threads per SM, the product of the number of threads per thread block and the number of thread blocks per SM, is kept below the allowed number of threads per SM for each GPU.

The first graph in Fig. 3.10 shows the results for the GeForce GTX 470 (Fermi) GPU. The results of the sub-histogram-major (with padding) memory layout are comparable to the “R-per-block” approach [25], the results of the bin-major memory layout can be compared with the “bin-stretching” approach [109]. When only one sub-histogram is used there is no difference between the three memory layouts and hence their performance is equal. When multiple sub-histograms are used the histogram-major memory layout suffers from bank conflicts, which can be avoided by using padding. The bin-major memory layout outperforms the other two lay-

Listing 3.5: Assembly code for an atomic addition on the Fermi instruction set.

```
/*0210*/ LDSLK P0, R7, [R9]; // load and lock
/*0218*/ @P0 IADD R10, R7, 0x1; // increment by 1
/*0220*/ @P0 STSUL [R9], R10; // store and unlock
/*0228*/ @!P0 BRA 0x210; // branch if lock was not acquired
```
们，尤其是当SM上的线程数量较少时。最佳性能是在测试的所有子直方图数量中，即32个，以及SM支持的最大线程数量时实现的，如表3.6所示。

对于GeForce GTX Titan (Kepler) GPU，在第二个图表中显示了类似性能特征。bin-major内存布局优于其他两种内存布局，当使用32个子直方图时，性能达到最佳。Fermi和Kepler架构中使用锁位对Scratchpad内存位置的原子操作实施时意味着冲突成本昂贵，因为加载、相加、存储、分支等指令（见清单3.5）需要重新执行。在Maxwell架构中，只有原子指令在发生冲突时需要重新执行，因此冲突成本较低。使用多个子直方图仍然可以减少冲突，从而改善执行时间。然而，子直方图需要合并，导致使用更多子直方图来减少冲突和合并这些子直方图所需时间之间的权衡。对于实验在图3.10所示的最佳权衡是使用8个子直方图每个线程块，和4个线程块每个SM。

3.7 讨论

对在之前几节中描述的四个方法的最佳执行时间的概述在表3.7中显示了所有四个GPU。优化的CPU实现（在第3.1节）的结果，使用8个线程和SSE或AVX向量扩展在Intel® Core™ i7-4770，具有四个核心，并于2013年推出。除GeForce 8800 GT外，所有四个GPU均在性能上显著优于CPU，该GPU比Core™ i7-4770早6年。

### 表3.6：每个GPU的配置，这些配置在图3.10中显示的直方图执行时间最佳。

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>GTX 470</th>
<th>GTX Titan</th>
<th>GTX 750 Ti</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>memory layout</td>
<td>bin-major</td>
<td>bin-major</td>
<td>bin-major</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sub-histograms</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>threads per thread block</td>
<td>768</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thread blocks per SM</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scratchpad memory usage</td>
<td>32 kB (67%)</td>
<td>32 kB (67%)</td>
<td>32 kB (50%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>execution time</td>
<td>0.12 ms</td>
<td>0.08 ms</td>
<td>0.05 ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 3.7: Execution time for the best configuration of the four implementations of the 256-bin histogram algorithm on four GPUs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>8800 GT</th>
<th>GTX 470</th>
<th>GTX Titan</th>
<th>GTX 750 Ti</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>global memory atomics</td>
<td>5.88 ms</td>
<td>1.38 ms</td>
<td>0.13 ms</td>
<td>0.57 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thread-private hist. (64-bins)</td>
<td>0.62 ms</td>
<td>0.13 ms</td>
<td>0.14 ms</td>
<td>0.14 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>warp-private histogram</td>
<td>0.88 ms</td>
<td>0.28 ms</td>
<td>0.18 ms</td>
<td>0.33 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scratchpad memory atomics</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.12 ms</td>
<td>0.08 ms</td>
<td>0.05 ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
in the Maxwell architecture (GTX 750 Ti) boost performance of the histogram algorithm compared to the lock bit atomic operations in the Fermi (GTX 470) and Kepler (GTX Titan) architectures.

The common approach to achieve good performance for all four methods on each of the four GPUs is to use as many sub-histograms as will fit in the scratchpad memory, and to use as many threads an SM will support. In order to get the best possible performance, the number of threads per block and the number of thread blocks per SM have to be tuned. Usually a configuration with two smaller thread blocks performs better than one large thread block, as different thread blocks can be scheduled independently. Exact numbers depend on the method and GPU used, as well as the number of bins in the histogram and the distribution of colors in the input image and its size.

An overview of the distribution of execution times for the range of experiment settings (e.g. number of sub-histograms, number of threads per block, number of thread blocks) is shown in Fig. 3.11 for the four implementations and the four GPUs tested. A wider blob for a certain execution time indicates that more experiment settings lead to this execution time. It clearly shows that not only the best execution time for each method has improved for more recent GPUs, but also the distribution of execution times, making it easier to reach a performance level close to the optimum.

3.8 Related work

The four GPU methods described in the previous sections are all implemented using general purpose languages for GPUs, e.g. CUDA or OpenCL. Before these languages were introduced the histogram algorithm was implemented in 2D/3D rendering APIs such as OpenGL. One of the first implementations is described in “Image processing tricks in OpenGL” by Green [30] using an OpenGL fragment shader. Another implementation is found in “OpenVIDIA: parallel GPU computer vision” by Fung and Mann in [20]. Three other implementations using OpenGL focusing on histogram computations are “GPU histogram computation” by Fluck et al. [15], “Efficient computation of histograms on the GPU” by Kubias et al. [47] and “Efficient histogram generation using scattering on GPUs” by Scheuermann and Hensley in [94].

Thread private sub-histograms have been described as a promising technique to improve histogramming on GPUs in many papers. The first paper to propose this technique by Podlozhnyuk [92] has already been discussed in Section 3.4. Also the optimizations proposed by Shams and Kennedy [96] are described in that section. Milic et al. [59] also propose thread private histograms in the scratchpad memory, but update the final histogram in global memory using atomic operations. This eliminates the second kernel to combine all sub-histograms which is required by the approach used in this thesis. Milic et al. also propose a sort-search approach, which first sorts the input and then searches for the position of
upper bounds among sorted elements according to bin widths. This approach is slower than the thread private histogram approach, unless thousands of bins are used. Another approach to reduce lock conflicts caused by the atomic updating bins in a histogram is presented by Zhang et al. [119]. They propose to hash the bin indices, which is a more complex and compute intensive solution than the sub-histogram-major with padding memory layout described in this thesis.

Using the hardware atomic operations on the scratchpad memory has been introduced by both Gómez-Luna et al. in [25] and Van den Braak et al. in [109]. Both describe similar techniques, only Gómez-Luna et al. use the sub-histogram-major with padding memory layout while Van den Braak et al. use the bin-major memory layout. Both techniques are described in detail in Section 3.6. To the best of your knowledge this is the first work which compares both techniques directly, and compares them to all the other histogramming techniques described in this chapter.

3.9 Conclusions

Histogramming on a CPU is evaluated in this chapter using multi-threading and vector instructions (SSE and AVX). Multi-threading improves performance linearly with the number of cores used, but using SMT (e.g. hyper-threading) only shows a small extra performance improvement. The vector instructions can only be used in a part of the histogramming implementation, but still improve performance significantly, up to two times for the fastest implementations.

Four software approaches to implement histogramming on GPU have been described in this chapter: either by using global memory atomics, per thread private histograms, per-warp private histograms and by using scratchpad memory atomic operations. All four approaches are tested on the four GPUs as given in Table 2.2 for the three different memory layouts described in Section 3.2.

Global memory atomic operations have been improved significantly in subsequent generations of GPUs. This is clear from the histogramming results using global memory atomics, which improves $45\times$ between the 8800 GT and the GTX Titan. In the oldest GPU the difference between the best and worst configuration considering memory layout, threads and threads per thread block used is about $18\times$, while for the newest GPU this is only $3\times$. This means that it is much easier to reach a good performance level on Maxwell GPUs than it was on Tesla GPUs. The main thing to consider is how many sub-histograms to use. Generally more sub-histograms give a better execution time.

The per thread private histogram and per-warp private histogram approach had to be used on Tesla GPUs (e.g. 8800 GT) as these GPUs did not support atomic operations on the scratchpad memory. Newer GPUs do support these operations, and they lead to a lower execution time. As these approaches are complicated and do not deliver performance wise, it is better to use a scratchpad memory atomic implementation.
The best possible histogramming implementations use the atomic operations on the scratchpad memory. Newer GPUs not only show better performance, but also the influence of the number of sub-histograms, memory layout, and the number of threads and thread blocks used on the execution time is much lower.

The absolute best performance is obtained by the GTX 750 Ti Maxwell GPU with its scratchpad memory hardware atomic operations. It outperforms the best CPU implementation by a factor of five. This shows that the hard-to-parallelize histogram algorithm can be implemented efficiently on a many-core GPU.
The Hough transform is a popular technique to locate shapes in images. It is often used to find straight lines and circles in images, but it can in principle be used to detect any arbitrary shape. In this chapter it is only used for lines. The Hough transform is a robust technique that works well even in the presence of noise and occlusion. It is used in many computer vision and image processing applications, like robot navigation [16], industrial inspection and object recognition applications [115]. The Hough transform is also used in other fields than computer vision, such as tracking particles in the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [34,35].

Like the histogram algorithm described in Chapter 3 the Hough transform is also a voting algorithm. It takes a binary image as its input and creates a two dimensional parameter space called a Hough space. In the histogram algorithm the color of a pixel determined which bin had to be incremented in the parameter space. For the Hough transform the pixel value only determines if a vote has to be placed or not, the pixel location determines where the vote has to be placed in the Hough space. Votes in the Hough space are accumulated, the locations of the maxima in the Hough space indicate the parameters for the lines in the image.

A complete application for detecting shapes in images usually consists of several steps. These steps are illustrated in Fig. 4.1 and described below:

**Edge detection** The first step is finding the edges in the input image, for example using Sobel edge detection.

**Binarization** Next the edge-image is converted to a binary image. A common technique to find a threshold value is Otsu’s algorithm [86], which uses a histogram of the edge-image.
Hough space voting The pixels which remain after binarization are used to vote in the Hough space. Where the votes are placed is determined by the location of these pixels.

Locating maxima in Hough space The final step is locating the maxima in the Hough space, which indicate the parameters for the lines in the image.

After the second step, binarization, the number of pixels left for processing is only a fraction of the original number of pixels. The exact number of pixels depends on the threshold value, and varies from one image to the other. In the Nistér and Stewénius benchmark set [68] used in previous work [108] the average number of pixels after binarization is 9.6%. This benchmark set is used to recognize objects in images, therefore the images contain a single object on a plain surface. This leads to a relative low number of edge pixels after binarization. In the Van Hateren natural image database [110] used in this work, the average number of pixels left for processing after binarization is higher, 21%. The distribution of the number of pixels remaining in the 4167 images of this dataset is shown in Fig. 4.2. Some images have more than 50% of the pixels remaining after binarization, like a close-up of a patch of grass. The fact that only a fraction of the pixel are required for thresholding is used in the second GPU implementation, described in Section 4.4.
4.1. HOUGH TRANSFORM ALGORITHM FOR LINES

Figure 4.2: Distribution of the number of edge pixels in the images of the Van Hateren natural image database [110].

In this chapter the focus is on the third step: voting in the Hough space. First the Hough transform algorithm is described in Section 4.1. Both the original Hough transform in the Cartesian coordinate system as well as the more commonly used Hough transform in the polar coordinate system are discussed. The vote space of the Hough transform for lines is two dimensional and consists of a number of Hough lines, where a histogram is only one dimensional. A multi-core CPU implementation is described in Section 4.2. This implementation is used as a reference point for three different GPU implementations. The first uses atomic operations on the off-chip global memory and is described in Section 4.3. The second implementation is described in Section 4.4 and uses atomic operations on the on-chip scratchpad memory. The third implementation requires no atomic operations and is described in Section 4.5. The performance of the GPU implementations is improved by duplicating the Hough space. This reduces the contention for the bins in the Hough space. Similar to the GPU histogram implementations, three different methods of placing the lines of a Hough space in memory are evaluated: sub-Hough-line major (HL-major), sub-Hough-line major with padding (HL-major, w. pad) and bin-major (bin-major). Related work and conclusions are given in Sections 4.6 and 4.7 respectively.

4.1 Hough transform algorithm for lines

The Hough transform for lines [42] is a voting procedure where each feature (edge) point in an image votes for all possible lines passing through that point. All votes are stored in the so called Hough space, which is two dimensional for the Hough transform for lines. The size of the Hough space is determined by the size of the input image and the required accuracy for the parameterization of the lines. Two different parameterizations for lines and their corresponding Hough transforms are described next in this section.
4.1.1 Cartesian coordinate system

A straight line can be described in a Cartesian coordinate system with a slope $a$ and some intersect $b$ with the vertical axis by the following equation:

$$y = ax + b \quad (4.1)$$

In the Hough transform the characteristics of the straight line are not considered as image points $(x_i, y_i)$, but instead in terms of its parameters $a$ and $b$. Therefore Eq. 4.1 can be rewritten to:

$$b = y_i - x_i a \quad (4.2)$$

For each image point $(x_i, y_i)$ a line of votes is placed in the Hough space for a range of angles $\theta$. Parameter $a$ is calculated as $a = \tan(\theta)$, and the corresponding values for $b$ are calculated with Eq. 4.2. In Fig. 4.3a the two points $(x_p, y_p)$ and $(x_q, y_q)$ form a line. The two corresponding lines in the Hough space are shown in Fig. 4.3b. At the intersect of these two lines the (best approximated) value for the parameters $a$ and $b$ can be found.

The parameters can become an infinite number when the line is vertical. Therefore the Hough space is usually divided into two parts: one part for angles between $-45^\circ$ and $45^\circ$ which uses Eq. 4.2 and one part for angles between $45^\circ$ and $135^\circ$ which uses Eq. 4.3.

$$b' = x_i - y_i a' \quad (4.3)$$

4.1.2 Polar coordinate system

In the polar representation a line is parameterized with $\rho$ and $\theta$ [13], as shown in Fig. 4.4. Parameter $\rho$ represents the distance between the line and the origin, and represents $\theta$ the angle of the vector from the origin to this closest point, as given by Eq. 4.4. Eq. 4.1 and Eq. 4.4 are related by Eq. 4.5.

$$\rho = x \cos(\theta) + y \sin(\theta) \quad (4.4)$$
4.2 Hough transform on CPU

To set a reference point for the GPU implementations of the Hough transform described in Section 4.3 to Section 4.5 a CPU implementation is investigated in this section. The same CPU is used as for the histogram experiments described in Section 3.1, the Intel® Core™ i7-4770. The multiple cores in this CPU are utilized using OpenMP pragmas, and the SIMD instruction set extensions SSE and AVX are used using intrinsic functions.

Similar to the histogram experiments described in Chapter 3, three different implementations are made either without or with SSE or with AVX SIMD instructions. SSE and AVX instructions process 128-bit and 256-bit data words in parallel respectively, or eight and sixteen 16-bit pixels in parallel. The SSE and AVX SIMD instruction sets used do not support gather and scatter load and store operations. Therefore only the calculations of the vote’s location in the Hough space can be done in parallel, the voting itself is done sequentially. Since the Hough transform is usually calculated using the polar coordinate system described in Section 4.1.2, only the polar Hough transform is evaluated.

The value for the angle parameter $\theta$ ranges from $0^\circ$ to $180^\circ$, divided uniformly in 120 steps in the experiments of this chapter. These steps are divided equally over the CPU threads. This means that each CPU thread calculates a number of Hough lines, which are combined into the final Hough space. The CPU implementation without SIMD instructions is shown in Listing 4.1.

Fig. 4.5 shows the results for calculating a Hough transform on a CPU using one to eight threads, either user no SIMD instructions or SSE or AVX SIMD instructions. Without the use of SIMD instructions the single core implementation takes 60ms to process a $1536 \times 1024$ image from the Van Hateren natural image.
Listing 4.1: Multi-core OpenMP implementation of the polar Hough transform for lines. The number of threads used is set using the `THREADS` parameter, the angle parameter $\theta$ is set using `ANGLES`. Each thread processes the entire input and creates a part of the output. The final Hough space is joined together at the end.
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Figure 4.5: Hough transform on a CPU (Intel® Core™ i7-4770) using 1 to 8 threads database [110]. Increasing the number of threads to four reduces the execution time to 19 ms. Using five threads increases the execution time to 24 ms, as the five threads cannot be divided equally over the four cores. Increasing the number of threads to eight reduces the execution time to 18 ms, a tiny improvement over the implementation with four threads.

Using SSE and AVX SIMD instructions improves the execution time for the single thread solution from 60 ms to 49 ms and 46 ms respectively. Increasing the number of threads to four reduces the execution time to 15 ms and 14 ms respectively, while the eight thread implementation results in an execution time of 14 ms for the SSE implementation and 12 ms for the AVX implementation. Again the four extra threads over the four thread implementation do not improve the execution time significantly. Nevertheless the total speed-up of the eight thread AVX implementation over the single thread implementation without SIMD instructions is 5×.

4.3 GPU: global memory atomics

The first GPU implementation is based on the CPU implementation and uses atomic operations on the GPU’s global, off-chip memory. Since the Hough transform is most often implemented using the polar coordinate system, only this version is evaluated. Before voting in the global memory can commence the Hough space has to be reset to all zeros. Then a kernel is started with one thread for each pixel in the input image, as illustrated in the pseudo code of Listing 4.2. This implementation combines the binarization step with the voting in the Hough space step. If the value of a thread’s pixel is above the threshold (line 2), the thread places a vote in the Hough spaces for each possible value of the angle parameter (lines 4-10). To make sure the updates to the global memory do not interfere with each other, atomic operations are used. To save redundant computations of the \( \sin() \) and \( \cos() \) functions on the angle parameter, these values are pre-calculated by the threads in each thread block and stored in the scratchpad memory.
Figure 4.6: Hough transform on GPU using global memory atomic operations.
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```c
1  pixel_value = image[x,y]
2  if(pixel_value > threshold) { // check if pixel value
3     // is above threshold
4     for t=0:N {
5         cv = cos_array[t] // sin() and cos() calculations
6         sv = sin_array[t] // are pre-calculated
7         r = x*cv + y*sv // convert pixel location to bin index
8         atomicAdd(HS[(t,r)], 1) // and increment bin in Hough space
9     } // for every angle parameter θ
10 } // for every sub-Hough space
```

Listing 4.2: GPU implementation using global memory atomics of the (polar) Hough transform.

The execution time for a Hough transform using global memory atomic operations is shown in Fig. 4.6. The number of sub-Hough spaces is varied from one to eight. Four GPUs are tested, each with the three different memory layouts described before in Section 3.2. The number of threads per thread block is represented by the width of each bar in the graph. Bars can be overlapping. This indicates that different settings lead to a similar performance level, which is good from a programmability perspective. The configurations leading to the best performance for each GPU are given in Table 4.1.

The GeForce 8800 GT performs poorly in this benchmark, with an execution time around 1.5 seconds if only a single Hough space is used. Performance improves when more sub-Hough spaces are used. The best tested configuration uses eight sub-Hough spaces ordered in the Hough-line major layout (without padding) and executes in 0.32s. The CPU implementation performs the Hough transform much faster in 14ms. This makes copying the results of the edge detection to the CPU, calculating the Hough transform on the CPU, and then copying the results back to the GPU a better solution than using atomic operations on the global memory of the GeForce 8800 GT.

The GeForce GTX 470 shows a much better performance. Even when only one sub-Hough space is used it outperforms the best implementation of the GeForce 8800 GT by about 7×. The best execution time of 15 ms is achieved using eight sub-Hough spaces in the bin-major ordering. It is interesting to note that the bin-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4.1: Configuration for each GPU which resulted in the best execution time as shown in Fig. 4.6 for the global memory atomics experiments.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>memory layout</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sub-Hough spaces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>threads per thread block</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>execution time</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4.7: Fast implementation of the Hough transform on GPU. Each thread block in the first kernel converts a part of the image to an array of pixel coordinates in the scratchpad memory (a). The part of the array is added to the main array in global (off-chip) memory (b). In the second kernel the array of pixel coordinates is processed by a thread block to create one Hough line in the Hough space in the scratchpad memory (c). When the complete array of coordinates has been processed, the Hough line is copied to the Hough space in global memory (d).

major ordering gives the best execution time for this GPU and the Hough-line major memory layout hardly benefits from using more sub-Hough spaces. This is the exact opposite compared to the GeForce 8800 GT.

The GeForce GTX Titan improves performance by another $8 \times$ to 1.8 ms when only one sub-Hough space is used. The best execution time of 1.3 ms is achieved using only four sub-Hough spaces in the bin-major ordering. Similar to the GeForce GTX 470 the Hough line major ordering performs worse than the bin-major ordering. Using more sub-Hough spaces reduces the contention for bins in the voting process, but also takes more time to combine together. In the histogram algorithm the vote space was very small, and so was the time to combine sub-histograms. But in the Hough transform the vote space is much larger, and so is time it takes to combine sub-vote spaces.

The GeForce GTX 750 Ti is a smaller GPU than the GeForce GTX Titan. Therefore the best execution time is only 4.7 ms, but similarly to the GTX Titan this performance is achieved when only four sub-Hough spaces are used. Compared to the GTX Titan the GTX 750 Ti’s performance is less sensitive to the number of threads per thread block.

4.4 GPU: scratchpad memory atomics

The second GPU implementation attempts to improve processing speed by using atomic operations on the on-chip scratchpad memory instead of the off-chip global memory. As mentioned before, only a small part of the input image’s pixels remain
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4.4.1 Step 1: creating the coordinates array

The creation of the array of pixel coordinates is inspired by the work in [73] (also described in Section 3.5), where a histogram for each warp in a thread block is made. For the Hough transform an array of only the pixels which have to be used in the voting process is desired. To build this array in a parallel manner on the GPU (step a in Fig. 4.7), small arrays are made on a warp-level granularity. How an array per warp is made is summarized in pseudo-code in Listing 4.3. Note that all threads in a warp execute the same instruction at the same time in parallel, but some threads may be disabled due to branching conditions.

Each thread in a warp reads a pixel from the input image (line 1 in Listing 4.3). As the pixel value is larger than the binarization threshold value (line 2), the pixel’s coordinates need to be added to the array. The index of where these coordinates are to be stored is increased by one (line 4), to ensure no previously stored coordinates are erased. The new index is also stored in the on-chip scratchpad memory (line 5), so threads in the warp which do not have to store coordinates can update their index value after all coordinates in this iteration have been added to the array (line 9). Now each thread tries to write its coordinate pair $(x, y)$ to the array in scratchpad memory at location index (line 6). Only one thread will succeed (line 7), and the others have to retry to write to the next location in the array (line 3-7).

There is a trade-off in the number of pixels each thread has to process. More pixels per threads result in less arrays to combine later, but too many pixels per thread means that there are not enough threads active to keep the GPU fully utilized. Also the maximum number of pixels in each small array is limited by the amount of scratchpad memory available.

```c
1 pixel_value = image[x,y]    // take a pixel from the image
2 if(pixel_value > threshold) {
   // only pixels above threshold
3   do {
4      index++                 // increment index
5      SMEM_index = index    // save index in SMEM
6      SMEM_array[index] = (x,y) // save location at index
7   } while(SMEM_array[index] != (x,y)) // check if stored location
8  }
9 index = SMEM_index
```

Listing 4.3: Building an array of coordinates of edge pixels in scratchpad memory (SMEM) (step a in Fig. 4.7).

after binarization and are used in the voting process. This means that most of the threads in the previous solution are waiting for a few threads to finish. Therefore this second GPU solution starts by making an array of all pixels that need to be processed. A second kernel processes this array to create the Hough space. This two-step process is illustrated in Fig. 4.7.
Now all small arrays in the scratchpad memory have been made, they have
to be combined in one array in the off-chip global memory (step b in Fig. 4.7).
First one thread in each thread block sums the lengths of all warp-arrays of the
thread block. This sum is added by this single thread to the global length of all
arrays using a global atomic operation. This operation returns the value of the
global length before the sum was added. This global length value is now used to
tell each warp at which index in the global array their warp-array can be stored.

Another option is to have each warp update the global length of all arrays by
itself. This leads to many more atomic operations, which makes this approach
slower than to first sum the length of all warp-arrays in one thread block.

4.4.2 Step 2: voting in Hough space

A second kernel is used to vote in the Hough space. Since atomic operations
to the off-chip global memory are slow, the voting implementation is improved
compared to the voting implementation in Section 4.3. A single thread block is
used to create a single Hough line (one value for the angle parameter) in the Hough
space (step c in Fig. 4.7). The number of lines in the Hough space is determined by
the required accuracy of the angle parameterization. This implies that the entire
array will be read as many times as there are values for the angle parameter. Each
Hough line is first constructed in the scratchpad memory, and later copied to the
global memory to create the complete Hough space (step d in Fig. 4.7). This also
removes the requirement that the Hough space in global memory has to be reset
to zero, as was the case in the implementation in Section 4.3.

The execution time for the two-step approach using atomic operations on the
scratchpad memory is shown in Fig. 4.8. Similar to the experiments of Section 4.3,
the number of sub-Hough spaces is varied from one to eight. Only the three
GPUs which support atomic operations on the scratchpad memory are tested,
each with three different memory layouts. The number of threads per thread
block is represented by the width of each bar in the graph. The configurations
leading to the best performance for each GPU are given in Table 4.2.

The execution time of the scratchpad memory implementation on the GeForce
GTX 470 has improved compared to the implementation using global memory
atomic operations. Using only one sub-Hough space the execution is already

Table 4.2: Configuration for each GPU which resulted in the best execution time as
shown in Fig. 4.8 for the scratchpad memory atomics experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>GTX 470</th>
<th>GTX Titan</th>
<th>GTX 750 Ti</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>memory layout</td>
<td>bin-major</td>
<td>bin-major</td>
<td>bin-major</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sub-Hough spaces</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>threads per thread block</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>execution time</td>
<td>2.6 ms</td>
<td>1.8 ms</td>
<td>1.7 ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
down to 6.1 ms. Increasing the number of sub-Hough spaces to eight reduces the execution time further to just 2.6 ms. Similar to the histogram experiments using scratchpad memory atomic operations from Section 3.6, the bin-major memory layout results in the best performance. Not just for the GTX 470, but for all three GPUs evaluated.

The GeForce GTX Titan achieves an execution time of 4.1 ms using only one sub-Hough space, and 1.8 ms when using six sub-Hough spaces. Surprisingly this is slower than the implementation using atomic operations on the global memory. It seems that the construction of the list of pixel coordinates takes too much time for the scratchpad memory implementation to benefit from it. On the GTX Titan the creation of this list takes 0.45 ms, the voting step takes 1.4 ms.

The GeForce GTX 750 Ti outperforms the GTX Titan in the scratchpad memory implementation. It achieves an execution time of 1.9 ms using only one sub-Hough space, and 1.7 ms using four sub-Hough spaces. Clearly the hardware atomic instructions on the GTX 750 Ti improve performance significantly compared to the lock based implementation of atomic operations in previous GPUs. It takes 0.47 ms to build a list of pixel coordinates on the GTX 750 Ti, and the voting itself takes 1.2 ms. This is a bit faster than the GTX Titan, but the GTX Titan has 14 SMs where the GTX 750 Ti only has 5 SMs.

4.5 GPU: constant time implementation

The third GPU implementation does not require any atomic operations, not even software emulated atomic operations as used in the histogram implementations of Sections 3.4 and 3.5. The number of pixels to be processed after binarization does not influence the processing time for this implementation. Unfortunately this approach only works for the Hough transform in the Cartesian coordinate system, and not in the polar coordinate system. Therefore the performance of this implementation is not evaluated in this chapter, but a performance analysis and comparison to the previous GPU implementations can be found in [108]. A graphical representation of this third GPU implementation in the Cartesian coordinate system is shown in Fig. 4.9.

This implementation is based on the observation that given an angle parameter $a'$ in Eq. 4.3, the votes for a complete line in the input image are simply shifted by a number $y_i a'$. The same holds for the other part of the Hough space where each column in the input image is shifted by $x_i a$ according to Eq. 4.2.

In this GPU implementation, all threads in a thread block will together copy a couple of lines of the input image to the on-chip scratchpad memory (step b in Fig. 4.9). Then all threads read this part of the input image pixel by pixel, and together produce one Hough line (step c in Fig. 4.9). Here atomic operations are not required, since consecutive threads vote for consecutive bins in the scratchpad memory (since consecutive threads process consecutive pixels). This is only true if threads are working on the same image line, as can be deduced from Eq. 4.3. If
Figure 4.8: Hough transform on GPU using scratchpad memory atomic operations.
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Figure 4.9: Input-data independent implementation of the Hough transform on GPU. First the image is rotated by the first kernel (a). In a second kernel each thread block copies a part of the input image from the global (off-chip) memory to the scratchpad (on-chip) memory (b). Then one Hough line is calculated in scratchpad memory based on the part of the image in the scratchpad memory (c). This line is stored in a sub-Hough space in global memory (d). This step is repeated to calculate the next Hough line, until one entire sub-Hough space is filled by each thread block. A third kernel sums all sub-Hough spaces together to make the final Hough space (e).

threads work on different image lines, they vote for the same value of b and atomic operations would be required. So all threads in a thread block need to synchronize after processing an image line, to remove the need for atomic operations. This method is most efficient when the least amount of synchronizations are required, e.g. the width of the input line is as large as possible.

After one line in the Hough space is created, it is written to the off-chip global memory (step d in Fig. 4.9) and the next Hough line is generated in the same way. After all lines are generated and copied to global memory, a second kernel combines all sub-Hough spaces of parts of the image to one Hough space of the entire image (step e in Fig. 4.9).

To create the second Hough space, the image is first rotated in another kernel (step a in Fig. 4.9). This makes it possible to read the image coalesced and vote for consecutive bins, since consecutive pixels are read according to Eq. 4.2. Then the same algorithm is used as described above, but now there are more lines which are smaller (since the image now has a portrait orientation instead of a landscape orientation). This means that creating this second Hough space takes more time than creating the first Hough space.
This implementation is limited by the amount of on-chip scratchpad memory in the GPU. To reduce the number of sub-Hough spaces, a thread block should process a part of the image as large as possible. Since after the thresholding stage the pixels can only have two values (0 or 1, below or above threshold value), each pixel can be packed into a single bit. This means that more pixels can be stored in the scratchpad memory (in comparison to the original approach where each pixel is stored in one byte), and the number of sub-Hough spaces (which have to be added later) is reduced. A second benefit is that the reading of the input image is faster, since the number of bytes required to read the complete image is reduced. Packing the image from bytes to bits can be done in the rotating stage (step a in Fig. 4.9), as it does not take much extra processing time.

4.6 Related work

The version of the Hough transform as presented by He et al. in [37,38] is designed for a SIMD architecture. It is very similar to the Hough transform as described in Section 4.1.1. The main difference is that the possible values for the angle $a$ in Eq. 4.2 are not calculated as the tangent of a range of angles, but an equally spaced range of values from -1 to 1 is used.

An OpenGL implementation of the Hough transform on a GPU is presented by Fung and Mann in [20]. Unfortunately no performance measurements are given, but it is mentioned that an array of all edge pixels is made on the CPU. The Hough transform for lines has been implemented on a GPU by Ujaldón et al. in [102],
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Table 4.3: Execution time for the best configuration of the two implementations of the polar Hough transform on four GPUs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>8800 GT</th>
<th>GTX 470</th>
<th>GTX Titan</th>
<th>GTX 750 Ti</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>global memory atomics</td>
<td>319 ms</td>
<td>15 ms</td>
<td>1.3 ms</td>
<td>4.7 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scratchpad memory atomics</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.6 ms</td>
<td>1.8 ms</td>
<td>1.7 ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

also in OpenGL. Both papers use the rendering functions of OpenGL to calculate the Hough space. With the availability of CUDA and OpenCL nowadays, using OpenGL to program GPUs for general purpose computations has fallen in disuse. One CUDA implementation of the Hough transform can be found in CuviLib [101], a proprietary computer vision library. It uses the polar representation of a line for the Hough transform. Next to calculating the Hough space, it also finds the maxima in the Hough space at the same time.

Next to the Hough transforms for lines and for circles there is also a generalized Hough transform which can detect arbitrary shapes. One GPU implementation in CUDA is made by Gómez-Luna et al. in [27]. A list of edge points and their orientation is also made in this implementation. This list is sorted and compacted to optimize performance of the voting in the Hough space.

4.7 **Conclusions**

The best CPU Hough transform implementation uses eight threads and AVX SIMD instructions. It achieves an execution time of 14 ms. The best execution times for both GPU implementations described in this chapter are shown in Table 4.3 for all four GPUs. It is clear that the GeForce 8800 GT cannot match the CPU’s performance, and the best solution would be to calculate the Hough transform on the CPU, even taking into account the time it takes to copy the data to and from the CPU. The other three GPUs perform much better, and can easily match (GTX 470) or outperform the CPU, even when global memory atomic operations are used. Performance can be improved further by using the scratchpad memory, except for the GTX Titan, whose scratchpad memory implementation is slower than the global memory implementation. The GTX 750 Ti is the only GPU tested with dedicated hardware instructions for scratchpad memory atomic operations. This make the scratchpad memory implementation on the GTX 750 Ti the fastest, even though it is a smaller GPU with fewer SMs than the other GPUs tested.

An overview of the distribution of execution times for the range of experiments settings (e.g. number of sub-Hough spaces, number of threads per thread block) is shown in Fig. 4.10. It clearly shows that not only the best execution time for each method has improved for more recent GPUs, but also the distribution of execution times, making it easier to reach a performance level close to the optimum.
In the last two chapters various GPU implementations for histogram (Chapter 3) and Hough transform (Chapter 4) have been investigated. The best performance was attained by using sub-histograms or sub-Hough spaces and the atomic operations on the GPU’s on-chip scratchpad memory. Three memory layouts of sub-histograms in the scratchpad memory have been tested: sub-histogram-major, sub-histogram-major with padding, and bin-major, as depicted in Fig. 3.3. Similarly, three memory layouts are tested for the Hough transform: sub-Hough-line-major, sub-Hough-line-major with padding, and bin-major. Results showed that padding improved the performance of the sub-histogram-major and sub-Hough-line-major memory layouts, while the bin-major memory layout resulted in the best overall performance. The reasons behind these performance differences are investigated further in this chapter. Furthermore, hardware changes to the scratchpad memory are proposed to improve the performance of atomic operations for all memory layouts.

As already touched upon in Chapter 3, the scratchpad memory of a GPU consists of multiple banks. Optimal performance can only be achieved when all banks are accessed in parallel, i.e. if all threads in a warp access a different bank. If multiple threads in a warp access the same bank, the memory accesses are serialized leading to a performance penalty. How words are mapped to memory banks plays an important role in achieving good performance.

The content of this chapter has been published in the paper Simulation and Architecture Improvements of Atomic Operations on GPU Scratchpad Memory, presented at the 31st IEEE International Conference on Computer Design (ICCD), 2013 [105].
The scratchpad memories in the Fermi and Kepler architectures (e.g. NVIDIA GTX 470 and GTX Titan) support hardware atomic operations via locks on memory addresses. Applications that rely on these operations, such as histogram and Hough transform, experience a performance loss when threads get serialized in case of bank or lock conflicts. Bank conflicts occur when multiple threads access different memory addresses in the same bank at the same time. Lock conflicts occur due to different threads updating the same memory addresses using atomic operations, or because two memory addresses share the same lock. Conflicts by threads updating the same memory address (position conflicts) can be reduced by software techniques described in the previous two chapters, see also [25,109]. Bank conflicts and lock conflicts are not resolved by these techniques, but are actually increased. Since these conflicts are less severe for performance than position conflicts, the software techniques still lead to improvements.

To decrease the remaining conflicts and thereby increase performance, this chapter introduces a fixed hash function in both the addressing of the banks and of the locks of the scratchpad memory. The hardware costs of these changes are low, and tests in a simulator show a speed-up up to $4.9\times$ and $1.8\times$ for the histogram and Hough transform application respectively. For measurements the GPGPU-Sim [3] simulator is used. As it did not accurately model atomic operations on scratchpad memory, a detailed performance model [26] of these operations is first implemented.

This chapter starts with a brief explanation of the execution of atomic operations in an NVIDIA Fermi GPU [26] in Section 5.1. Next this execution is modeled in GPGPU-Sim, as described in Section 5.2. Section 5.3 explores the use of the simulator to propose architecture improvements. Section 5.4 ratifies the positive effect of such improvements on two widely-used voting applications, histogram and Hough transform. Finally, related work is presented in Section 5.5 and a summary for this chapter is given in Section 5.6.

### 5.1 Execution model of atomic operations

A proper integration of atomic operations in GPGPU-Sim requires an accurate understanding of their performance in GPU architectures. Thus, this section summarizes how atomic operations are processed on the scratchpad memory by one warp [26]. An overview of the scratchpad memory and its atomic operations can be found in Section 2.3.5.

The scratchpad memory is divided into equally-sized memory modules, called banks, which can be accessed simultaneously. Successive 4-byte words are assigned to successive banks. If the number of banks is $N$ and $A$ is the address of a 4-byte word, $A$ resides in bank $A \mod N$. This permits a high bandwidth if simultaneously executed threads access addresses that fall in distinct memory banks. However, if two different addresses of a memory read or write request fall in the same bank, there is a bank conflict and the accesses have to be serialized. In
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Listing 5.1: Assembly code for an atomic addition using locks. **LDSLK** reads and locks a scratchpad memory location. **IADD** adds 1 if the lock has been acquired (predicated by **P0**). **STSUL** writes and unlocks the scratchpad memory location. The conditional branch **BRA** is executed if the lock was not acquired.

```assembly
LDSLK P0, R7, [R9];
IADD R10, R7, 0x1;
STSUL [R9], R10;
BRA 0x210;
```

For devices of compute capability 1.2 and above, CUDA offers atomic operations by providing intrinsic functions. The atomic operations perform a read-modify-write operation on a word residing in either the global or the scratchpad memory. For example, the function `atomicAdd(address, number)` reads a word at `address`, adds `number` to it, and writes the result back to the same `address`. It is atomic in the sense that no other threads can access this address until the operation is complete.

An atomic function in the CUDA instruction set architecture, called PTX (Parallel Thread eXecution) [79], indicates the type of operation (addition, subtraction, exchange, etc), the memory space (global or scratchpad), and the data type used. For instance, the syntax for an atomic addition on an unsigned integer in the scratchpad memory is: `atom.shared.add.u32 c, [a], b`. This operation atomically loads the original value at location `a` into a destination register `c`, performs an addition with the operand in register `b` and the value at location `a`, and stores the result at location `a` overwriting the original value.

PTX is a pseudo-assembly language which is translated by the `nvcc` compiler [83] into a binary form called a `cubin` object. It can be inspected by using `cuobjdump` [81], a disassembler included in the CUDA Toolkit. The disassembled code of an atomic addition for the Fermi architecture is shown in Listing 5.1. The atomic addition consists of four instructions: a load from the scratchpad memory followed by an integer addition (increment by 1 in this case) and a store to shared memory. Load and store instructions are augmented with lock acquire (**LK**) and lock release (**UL**) suffixes. In this way, the load instruction locks shared memory locations until they are unlocked by the store instruction.

5.1.1 Lock mechanism

The lock mechanism that enables atomic updates to the scratchpad memory is implemented by a memory lock unit described in [9]. Memory read and write requests from threads are input to the memory lock unit. A set of lock bits
are provided that store the lock status for locations. A lock bit may be shared among several addressable locations. Thus, multiple addresses are aliased to the same lock bit. A hash function may be implemented by the memory lock unit to map request memory addresses to lock bit addresses. The hash function guarantees preferably that consecutive word addresses will map to different lock bits. Otherwise, it may simply use the least significant bits of the address.

Read instructions return both the data that is stored at the indicated address and a flag that determines if the lock was successfully acquired. Such a flag is related to the content of a predicate register (P0 in Listing 5.1). The lock bits are accessed in parallel with memory read and write accesses, so that no additional pipeline stages or clock cycles are needed to acquire and release the lock.

If the lock was successfully acquired, the program may modify the data, store the new value and release the lock to allow other threads to access the location whose address aliases to the same lock address as the released lock address. If the lock is not successfully acquired, the program should attempt to acquire the lock again. This is why the branch instruction is included. Thus, the number of iterations of the code in Listing 5.1 that the program carries out is determined by the number of addresses mapping to the same lock bit. The program is also responsible for honoring the lock bits through the predicate register, since the memory lock unit is not configured to track lock ownership.

5.1.2 Performance model

Threads will compete for locking access to those addresses which are to be atomically updated. This fact reveals the serialization that threads of a warp suffer when they try to update addresses sharing the same lock bit, i.e., aliased addresses. For illustrative purposes, let us consider threads of a warp atomically updating addresses \([x, y, 2, 3, 4, \ldots, 31]\). Such a set of 32 addresses is called a warp access pattern. If \(x\) and \(y\) are not aliased (and are not aliased to any of addresses 2 to 31), the atomic operation will take a certain minimum latency that we call base latency. However, if \(x\) and \(y\) share lock address, the latency will be equal to the base latency plus a latency penalty. This can be called a lock conflict with lock conflict degree equal to 2. If there is a third address \(z\) aliased to \(x\) and \(y\) (and not aliased to the remaining 29 addresses), the latency will be the base latency plus two times the latency penalty. Thus, the lock conflict degree is 3.

In [26] Gómez-Luna et al. revealed that the lock mechanism in the Fermi architecture uses 1024 independent locks. The lock address is given by bits 11:2, as Fig. 5.1 illustrates. The access pattern in the figure presents lock conflicts between addresses 0, 1024 and 2048, and between addresses 32 and 1056. We have observed that the highest lock conflict degree (3 in the current example) determines the total latency, since lock conflicts with lower degree are resolved concurrently.

Taking into account the former issues, the scratchpad memory can be understood as composed by a memory lock unit and a storage resource, which is
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Figure 5.1: Hash function in lock mechanism. Given a memory address, the corresponding lock address is given by bits 11:2. Memory addresses at distance 1024 words are aliased, since they have the same lock address. This way, threads 0, 4, 5, and 7 will be executed sequentially, as well as threads 1 and 6.

divided into a number of pages containing 1024 4-byte locations. Such an understanding stands for an architecture model of the scratchpad memory according to atomic operation execution, that is illustrated by the schematic of the scratchpad memory in Fig. 5.2.

5.1.3 Latency estimation

The following procedure estimates the latency of atomic additions in scratchpad memory with an arbitrary access pattern. This procedure is founded on the definition of the base latency and the possible sources of conflicts [26]:

- The base latency ($t_{base}$) is the minimum latency for an atomic addition in the scratchpad memory: the access pattern contains no conflicts of any type. For a Fermi GPU like the GTX 580 $t_{base}$ is 108 clock cycles [26].

- If there are different addresses in the same scratchpad memory bank, bank conflicts appear in read and write accesses. Bank conflicts in different banks are resolved concurrently, so that the highest bank conflict degree determines the latency of read or write accesses. The latency is then increased in steps of $t_{bank}$, which is the bank conflict penalty. It is 32 clock cycles on a GTX 580 [26].
• If there are addresses sharing lock addresses (i.e., at distance multiple of 1024 words), lock conflicts appear. The highest lock conflict degree conditions the total latency, since it determines how many iterations of the code in Listing 5.1 are run.

• A particular case of lock conflict is the position conflict, which appears when two or more threads update the same address. The position conflict penalty is called \( t_{\text{position}} \). It is 120 clock cycles on a GTX 580 [26].

• The penalty provoked by different aliased addresses will be larger than \( t_{\text{position}} \), because it will be increased in steps of \( t_{\text{bank}} \) due to bank conflicts in the read access.

By considering the former issues, the procedure to estimate the latency of an atomic addition is to first calculate the highest lock conflict degree in the warp access pattern. This value represents the number of iterations of the atomic addition code. Then, for each iteration the procedure computes the bank conflict degree in the read access, and determines which addresses acquire the locks. Afterwards, it calculates the bank conflict degree in the write access. Finally, it removes those addresses that have been updated from the original set of addresses. These steps should be repeated as many times as iterations of the atomic addition code.
5.2 Implementation in GPGPU-Sim

GPGPU-Sim [3] is a detailed simulator of contemporary GPU architectures, such as NVIDIA’s GT200 and Fermi architecture. It has detailed models for almost all parts of the GPU, such as the register file and operand collector, caches, interconnect network, instruction scheduler, etc. The operations on the scratchpad memory are only simulated based on their bank conflict degree. Scratchpad memory atomic operations are modeled as general load operations. Although for general load and store operations the bank conflict degree is an accurate model for the latency of the operation, for atomic operations it is far from accurate. As shown in Fig. 5.4, this provokes an evident divergence between the simulation and the real GPU behavior.

GPGPU-Sim can simulate either NVIDIA’s intermediate (GPU independent) instruction set PTX [79] for all CUDA enabled GPUs before Kepler (e.g. G80, GT200, and Fermi), or the GPU’s native instruction set SASS for NVIDIA GPUs before Fermi (e.g. G80 and GT200). Since we want to compare the simulator to a Fermi GPU, we have to use the PTX instruction set.

As shown in Listing 5.1, an atomic operation in the scratchpad memory takes four instructions, which are executed multiple times in case of a lock conflict. The corresponding PTX code consists of only a single instruction. To mimic the behavior of an atomic operation, the atomic operations in GPGPU-Sim are implemented as a finite-state machine (FSM) with four states, Read, Update, Write and Branch.

The latency of the Read and the Write state in the FSM are determined by the level of bank conflicts in the load or store operation respectively, as described in Section 5.1.3. The bank conflict level is determined by how many threads access different addresses in the same bank. This is influenced by how many threads in the warp are active, based on which threads acquired locks. The latency of the add instruction in the Update state and the branch instruction in the Branch state are fixed values.

All latency values of the states of the FSM are determined by micro-benchmarking using asfermi [41]. The latency of the add instruction in the Update state is found to be 18 cycles, the latency of the branch instruction is 32 cycles. The load and store instructions in the Read and Write state have a latency of 32 and 36 cycles for each bank conflict level respectively. Similar latency values are found in [26].

In a real GPU, the instructions in the Read and Write state in the FSM are executed on the load-store units of a multiprocessor, while instructions in the Update and Branch state are executed on the compute cores. Since GPGPU-Sim only simulates the (single) PTX instruction, only the load-store units are occupied by an atomic operation, as an atomic operations is modeled in the simulator as a memory instruction.
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(a) n-way intra-warp position conflicts, in each test, \( n \) threads update the same location

(b) \( m \)-way intra-warp bank conflicts, \( m \) is given by the number of threads accessing different addresses in the same bank, but with different locks

(c) \( m \)-way intra-warp bank conflicts in the simulator, \( m \) is given by the number of threads accessing different addresses in the same bank, but an extra lock conflicts appears every four bank conflicts

Figure 5.3: Latency in clock cycles of an atomic addition with various intra-warp conflicts. Measurements on a GTX 580 are indicated with squares, latency simulated with the modified GPGPU-Sim simulator is indicated with a line, and latency of the atomic addition with the proposed XOR hash function is denoted with triangles. No triangles are shown in (a) since hash functions cannot remove position conflicts.
5.2. IMPLEMENTATION IN GPGPU-SIM
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**Figure 5.4:** Comparison between measurements on an NVIDIA GTX 470, simulation results on the modified simulator and simulation results on the original GPGPU-Sim for a 64-bins histogram computation using a replication factor between 1 and 128 [25].

**Validation of the simulator**

The synthetic benchmarks of Fig. 5.3 compare the performance of the modified GPGPU-Sim (line) with experiments on an NVIDIA GTX 580 (squares) included in [26]. As can be seen, the simulation is so realistic that the average error is only 2.9%, with a maximum of 8.5% at a conflict degree of 1 (108 vs. 118 cycles). According to [26] there is a linear relation between the number of conflicts and the latency in the first two test cases, but the measurements show a small jitter influencing these error numbers. A single warp (32 threads) is executed in the synthetic benchmarks of Fig. 5.3. The warp access pattern is calculated according to Eq. 5.1, where \( id \) is the unique identifier of a thread. The \( stride \) parameter is equal to 0 for Fig. 5.3a, 32 for Fig. 5.3b and 256 for Fig. 5.3c. In the first test case, Fig. 5.3a, position conflicts are tested. In the second and third test case, Fig. 5.3b and Fig. 5.3c, bank conflicts are validated. In Fig. 5.3b there are no lock conflicts, in Fig. 5.3c an extra lock conflict appears every four bank conflicts, creating the step-shaped figure.

\[
index(id) = \begin{cases} 
  id \times \text{stride} & \text{if } id < \text{conflicts} \\
  id & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]  

(5.1)

In Fig. 5.4 a 64-bin histogram is computed. The diamonds give the measurements on a NVIDIA GTX 470, the squares give the simulation results of the modified GPGPU-Sim simulator and the triangles give the simulation results of the standard GPGPU-Sim. It is evident that the newly implemented model of atomic operations considerably improves the accuracy of GPGPU-Sim for this application. The histogram application has a lower execution time on the GTX 470 for larger replication factors, with an optimum at a replication factor of 16. This is exactly mimicked by the improved GPGPU-Sim simulator, while the original showed a minimum execution time at a replication factor of one. The correlation between the real GPU and the modified GPGPU-Sim is 99%, on par with the IPC correlation of 98.3% for other applications mentioned in the GPGPU-Sim documentation.
Table 5.1: Baseline and the proposed hash functions XOR and ADD for selecting which bank and lock to use.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>bank</th>
<th>lock</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

5.3 Proposed hardware improvements

In this section, we explain how the modified simulator can be used to propose and test hardware changes to improve the performance of applications. In some applications, concurrent threads access scratchpad memory addresses with a stride. If the stride is not a relative prime to the number of banks (i.e., an odd number, given the 32 banks in current architectures), bank conflicts will occur [82]. Moreover, lock conflicts may happen as well, if atomic accesses are used. These conflicts increase the latency of memory accesses, as described in Section 5.1.

Atomic operations are needed in applications where concurrent threads may update the same memory locations. Thus, position conflicts may occur. Illustrative case studies are voting processes, such as histogramming and Hough transform [42]. In these applications, position conflicts are typically avoided by replicating the voting spaces [25, 73, 92, 96, 108]. This way, the number of position conflicts is reduced, but bank and lock conflicts may appear: for those threads that were provoking a position conflict, memory accesses are strided in the replication scheme.

To reduce the number of bank- and lock conflicts in strided memory accesses, a hash function can be applied on the memory address to determine which bank and which lock to use. Traditionally hash functions have been used to increase the bandwidth of interleaved memories and improve the utilization of caches and TLBs [111, 122]. We propose two hash functions called XOR and ADD, as shown in Table 5.1. The former XORs the least and most significant bits (LSB ⊕ MSB), and the latter ADDs them (LSB + MSB). The effect of a hash function on the distribution of banks or locks is shown in Fig. 5.5. For clarity only two bits are used for the LSB and MSB. A memory access pattern with a stride of four words will access exactly one column in Fig. 5.5, and consequently only one of the four memory banks will be used in the case of a baseline hash function, as shown in Fig. 5.5a. When the XOR or ADD hash function is applied, all four banks will be used, indicated by the four different colors in each column in Fig. 5.5b and Fig. 5.5c.

In case a programmer uses padding (of one) to reduce the number of bank conflicts, the stride in the previous example increases from four to five. This

1A widely-used software technique to avoid bank conflicts is padding [11, 114, 121], that is, keeping some memory locations unused to modify the stride.
5.3. **PROPOSED HARDWARE IMPROVEMENTS**

Figure 5.5: Overview of bank (and lock) distribution for three different hash functions, the different colors represent the four different memory banks. In (a) the baseline hash function is shown in which the LSB determines the bank. In (b) and (c) the XOR and ADD hash functions are shown in which the LSB are XORed / ADDed respectively with the MSB.

results in a memory access pattern as a diagonal from top left to bottom right in Fig. 5.5. In the baseline hash function (Fig. 5.5a) this results in all memory banks being accessed, and consequently no bank conflicts. For the XOR hash function (Fig. 5.5b) however, only one or two banks are used, resulting in a 4- or 2-way bank conflict respectively for this memory with 4 banks. For the ADD hash function (Fig. 5.5c) half of the banks is used, resulting a 2-way bank conflict. It is interesting to note that the padding which removes the bank conflicts with the baseline hash causes the bank conflicts for the XOR and ADD hash.

**Hardware costs**

The hardware costs for the XOR hash function is only one XOR gate for every address bit used in the hash function. The costs for the ADD hash function is an adder for each bit. Since the proposed hash functions in the scratchpad memory use five bits and there are two hash functions applied (one for banks and one for locks), the total costs for the hash function is ten XOR gates or ten adders in total for the XOR and ADD hash function respectively. Compared to the 32 cores with floating point fused multiply-add capabilities, 32K register file and 48kB of scratchpad memory, the extra costs for the hash functions in transistor count is negligible.

The latency costs for the XOR hash function is only one (XOR) gate, where the latency for the ADD hash function is determined by how many bits are used in the hash function. If the adder is implemented as a basic ripple carry adder, the added latency for the first adder is one gate and two gates for the others. Therefore the total gate delay for this 5-bit ADD hash function is $1 + 4 \times 2 = 9$ gates. Other designs than ripple carry adders exists which can reduce the gate delay. Examples can be found in [7].
5.4 Evaluation of hardware improvements

To evaluate the effects of the proposed XOR and ADD hash functions on the number of bank and lock conflicts in strided memory accesses, we first re-evaluate the synthetic benchmarks of Section 5.2. Second the impact on execution time of the proposed hash functions for histogram and Hough transform applications is evaluated.

The simulator used in this section is GPGPU-Sim [3] version 3.2.0. Atomic operations on scratchpad memory have been implemented as described in Section 5.2. The GPU simulated is an NVIDIA GTX 580.

5.4.1 Synthetic benchmarks

The simulations of Section 5.2 have been repeated with the proposed XOR and ADD hash functions. Both give the same results, due to the access-pattern of these benchmarks and no new conflicts are introduced (see Section 5.3).

Position conflicts (threads updating the same address) cannot be resolved by changing the addressing of memory banks or locks, therefore the proposed hash functions cannot improve latency in Fig. 5.3a. The bank conflicts of Fig. 5.3b can be removed completely by the proposed hash functions, and no new conflicts are introduced.

The proposed hash functions remove all lock conflicts in Fig. 5.3c, but not all bank conflicts. Some accesses map to the same bank, even if a hash function is applied. For example, in case there is a 2-way bank conflict, the access pattern looks like: 0, 256, 2, 3, 4, ... 31. Without a hash function, thread 0 and thread 1 have a bank conflict at bank 0. With a hash function, address 256 of thread 1 now maps to bank 8, creating a bank conflict with thread 8. So the hash function has not removed the bank conflict, but only moved it from bank 0 to bank 8. In case there is a 3-way conflict, the access pattern looks like: 0, 256, 512, 3, 4, ... 31. Without a hash function, thread 0, 1 and 2 have a bank conflict at bank 0. With a hash function, address 256 gets mapped to bank 8, and address 512 gets mapped to bank 16. Now the conflict degree has been reduced from three to two, as the conflicts between thread 1 vs. thread 8 and thread 2 vs. thread 16 can be resolved concurrently.

5.4.2 Histogram

Histogram is a commonly used algorithm in image processing in which a set of bins is filled according to the frequency of occurrence in the input image. The resulting histogram can be used to correct the white balance of the image, for example. The histogram algorithm can also be found in other domains such as finance and statistics.

Pixels next to each other in an image often have the same color, resulting in position conflicts in the histogram algorithm. A software technique to reduce these
Conflicts is replication [25, 73, 92, 96], in which multiple copies of the histogram are made, reducing the number of concurrent updates on the same memory location. Replication improves performance by reducing the amount of position conflicts, but also creates new bank- and lock conflicts.

The proposed XOR and ADD hash functions can diminish these new conflicts and improve performance further, as is shown in Fig. 5.6. The histogram application tested is configured to use 32 up to 4096 bins. The replication factor \((R)\) varies from 1 to 256, limited by the total memory requirement, calculated as \(4(\text{bytes/word}) \times \#\text{bins} \times R\). The images used in this evaluation come from the Stanford Center for Image Systems Engineering [1]. They are converted from 24 bit RGB to 12 bit grayscale images with a resolution of 1536×1024 pixels.

Fig. 5.6 shows a maximum speed-up of the hash functions over the baseline of \(4.91 \times\) for a 256-bin histogram using a replication factor of 32. For small replication factors the speed-up is low, as most conflicts are position conflicts which cannot be removed by a hash function. For larger replication factors, the memory accesses are spread over a larger part of the scratchpad memory, and bank and lock conflicts can be removed by the hash function.

In case the programmer has applied padding together with replication, baseline performance is better than replication without padding. Still, execution time can
be reduced more with the XOR hash, up to 1.79×. Only when the number of bins is 32, equaling the number of banks in the scratchpad memory, the XOR hash worsens execution time. As described in Section 5.3, the ADD hash does not suffer from this slow-down. In all other cases XOR and ADD hash perform similar.

The sub-histograms created by applying replication can also be organized in the scratchpad memory using the bin-major memory layout. This layout was introduced in the bin-stretching technique [109], which is a similar software technique to replication [25] which uses the sub-histogram-major layout. Only the ordering of the sub-histogram bins in the scratchpad memory is different, causing fewer bank and lock conflicts than the sub-histogram-major layout does. The hash functions can still reduce the number of remaining bank and lock conflicts, improving performance up to 1.80×.

5.4.3 Hough transform

The Hough transform [42] is a commonly used technique to detect lines and other features in images. In a pre-processing step edge detection and thresholding is applied. The coordinates of the remaining pixels are stored in an array [108], which is used in the voting step. The final step in the Hough transform is to find the location of the maximum in the vote space, which indicates the most dominant line in the image. In the voting step the pixel locations in the input array are used to place votes in the polar (instead of Cartesian) 2D-vote space [13] using the following equation: \( \rho = x \cos(\theta) + y \sin(\theta) \).

In this example a 640×480 8-bit grayscale image is used as an input. Replication without padding is applied using the sub-Hough-line-major memory layout, similar to the histogram application’s sub-histogram-major memory layout. The effect of the hash functions on the execution time of the voting step of the Hough transform is shown in Fig. 5.7. The maximum speed-up attained is 1.76× for a replication factor of 6. When the bin-major memory layout is used for the sub-Hough spaces, no speed-up is attained by the hash functions, but also no slow-down.
5.5 Related work

Gou and Gaydadjiev describe the design of the ‘elastic pipeline’ [29] as a solution to pipeline stalls due to bank conflicts in scratchpad memory. Their focus is on the older NVIDIA G80 / GT200 architecture (such as the GeForce 8800GT) where memory operations are executed within the cores. In this chapter the focus is on the more recent Fermi architecture where memory operations are executed in separate load/store units.

Various papers describe techniques to optimize performance for atomic operations, but target only a single application. For example optimizations for a histogram application are discussed in Chapter 3 and [25, 73, 92, 96] and Hough transform is discussed in Chapter 4 and [108]. More general (software) techniques, such as replication [26] and bin-stretching [109] are applied to multiple applications, as also used in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. This chapter describes a modification to the hardware, which leads to increased performance in combination with the aforementioned software techniques.

5.6 Conclusions

In this chapter a detailed model of atomic operations is presented, and also integrated within GPGPU-Sim. The model has an absolute error of 2.9% on average for synthetic benchmarks of atomic operations, and a correlation of 99% between a real GPU and GPGPU-Sim for a histogram example. This way, the modified GPGPU-Sim permits a significantly higher accuracy in the simulation of applications using atomic operations. Furthermore, it can be used to propose hardware changes to improve the performance of atomic operations.

Using the modified simulator, two hash functions for the GPU’s on-chip scratchpad memory’s addressing of banks and locks are presented. With negligible hardware costs, a hash function can reduce thread serialization by decreasing bank and lock conflicts, which occur in voting algorithms such as histogram, K-means and (generalized) Hough transform. This improves performance up to 4.9× and 1.8× for the histogram and Hough transform applications respectively when using the replication software technique and the sub-histogram / sub-Hough-line major memory layout. When replication is used combined with a memory layout using padding, or when the bin-major memory layout is used, the performance increase is smaller, up to 1.8× for histogram and no performance gain or loss for Hough transform.
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CHAPTER 6

GPU scratchpad memory configurable bank addressing

In the last chapter fixed hash functions for the addressing of the banks and locks in the GPU’s scratchpad memory are introduced. These hash functions were specifically developed for atomic operations and removed most of the bank- and lock conflicts in the tested benchmarks: histogram and Hough transform.

The fixed hash functions from the previous chapter could not remove all conflicts in the atomic operations. Also applications which do not use atomic operations can suffer from bank conflicts. To remove these conflicts, more complex hash functions are introduced in this chapter. Furthermore, these new hash functions are configurable, so each application can select its preferred hash function based on its memory access pattern instead of having a compromise for all applications. The focus in this chapter will be on scratchpad memory bank conflicts, and not on atomic operations. However, the techniques to resolve bank conflicts described in this chapter can also be applied to lock conflicts as well.

Hash functions are used in processors for memory address mapping to increase the bandwidth of multibank memories and caches [23, 111]. Hash functions are also used in the addressing of the caches in GPUs. The (fixed) hash function in the L1 cache of an NVIDIA Fermi GPU has been revealed in [72]. The main aim of these hash functions is to spread evenly the memory accesses of a running application among the memory banks, reducing, in this way, the bank conflict degree. Choosing the most suitable hash function for a specific application should take into account how well the memory references are spread and the impact of

The content of this chapter has been published in the paper titled *Configurable XOR hash functions for banked scratchpad memories in GPUs* in IEEE Transactions on Computers [106].
the hash function in the final memory latency. The selection of bank indexing bits can be performed by exhaustive search or with heuristics [23].

In this chapter, the use of configurable hash functions to access the on-chip scratchpad memories is introduced. The aim is to improve application performance by reducing the number of bank conflicts, without explicit actions from the programmer’s perspective. Therefore a compiler framework is proposed, which can classify memory access patterns and calculate the best possible hash function configuration accordingly. The configuration can be done at application level or even at kernel level. The hash functions are evaluated not only for performance but also for hardware costs.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. First, a motivational experiment in Section 6.1 clearly shows that scratchpad memory bank conflicts can harm performance significantly, and that removing these conflicts is essential to achieving peak GPU performance. In Section 6.2 a memory access pattern classification for scratchpad memory accesses based on [14,44] is shown. Four different classes of configurable hash functions are introduced in Section 6.3, including an evaluation of their hardware costs. Heuristics are used to configure these hash functions, as shown in Section 6.4. In this section a new heuristic, called Minimum Imbalance Heuristic, is presented. Section 6.5 illustrates a framework that applies hash functions to kernels running on GPU architectures. This framework proposes the implementation of the calculated hash function not only in hardware but also in software. The results of the different hash functions and heuristics are presented in Section 6.6. Related work is discussed in Section 6.7. Finally, a summary and future work are given in Section 6.8.

6.1 Motivation

Through an illustrative experiment the impact of bank conflicts on two modern GPUs, AMD Hawaii and NVIDIA K20, is shown in this section. A simple microbenchmark is used to evaluate this impact:

```c
1  int index = GenerateIndex(tid, way, stride);
2  for(int i = 0; i < repeat; i++)
3      index = ScratchpadMemory[index];
```

where the function `GenerateIndex` returns an index value calculated as follows:

\[
\text{GenerateIndex}(tid, way, stride) = \begin{cases} 
    tid \times \text{stride} & \text{if } tid < \text{way} \\
    tid & \text{elsewhere}
\end{cases}
\]

where `tid` is the thread ID and `way` is the number of consecutive threads employing a strided access of value `stride`.

For instance, if `way = 4` and `stride = 32`, 32 consecutive threads (a warp in NVIDIA devices, or a half-wavefront in AMD devices) will access the following addresses: [0 32 64 96 4 5 6 ... 31].
By changing \emph{way} and \emph{stride}, we can analyze the impact of bank conflicts on performance. Fig. 6.1 (left) shows the normalized execution time on AMD Hawaii. This GPU contains 64kB of scratchpad memory, called LDS, per compute unit. The LDS has 32 banks, and each bank is 4 bytes wide. Thus, power-of-two strides provoke bank conflicts. Fig. 6.1 (right) presents the corresponding results of the performance counter LDSBankConflicts as given by CodeXL profiler [2].

Fig. 6.2 shows the same experiments on NVIDIA K20. This GPU has up to 48kB of shared memory per streaming multiprocessor, where there are 32 banks and each bank is 8 bytes wide. This helps to decrease the number of bank conflicts when accessing 4-byte data elements (e.g., a stride of 2 does not provoke bank conflicts). On the right, the results of the performance counter \texttt{shared\_load\_replay}, given by CUDA profiler [74], are shown.

In real world benchmarks the performance penalty caused by bank conflicts not only depends on the conflict degree, but also on the relative number of scratchpad
memory instructions in the application. For example, in the first MRI benchmark from Section 6.6 (MRI-grid-1) only 7.6% of the instructions are scratchpad memory instructions (194 loads and 141 stores). The average conflict degree is 16.3, which results in a large potential performance gain when the bank conflicts are removed. Another benchmark, convolution (conv-2), has a high number of scratchpad memory instructions of 35% (2560 loads and 640 stores), but the average bank conflict degree is only 2.2. Still, performance can be improved significantly when these conflicts are avoided, as shown in the results of Section 6.6.

As shown above, bank conflicts have a dramatic impact on performance for both the AMD and the NVIDIA architectures. This encourages us to propose hardware and software improvements that free programmers from spending their time and effort in data rearrangements or fancy addressing schemes that reduce the number of bank conflicts.
6.2 Access patterns to scratchpad memory

In this section, typical memory access patterns to scratchpad memory are described that can be found in real-world applications. The focus is on the basic access pattern that generates (at least) one memory transaction, that is, a collection of addresses whose size is equal to the number of memory banks. In current architectures, this size is equal to the number of threads in a warp (NVIDIA) or in a half-wavefront (AMD).

We will be specially careful with non-unit stride memory accesses, as they are a typical source of bank conflicts. A 1D strided access is defined in [82] as:

\[ \text{shared}_\text{memory}[\text{stride} \cdot t_x + \text{offset}] \]  

where \( \text{stride} \) is the distance between threads with consecutive threadID \( t_x \). According to [82], no bank conflicts will occur if \( \text{stride} \) is relative prime to the number of banks.

In [44], a memory access vector \( \vec{s} \) is expressed as a combination of a memory access matrix \( \vec{M} \), an iteration vector \( \vec{i} \), and an offset vector \( \vec{o} \):

\[ \vec{s} = \vec{M} \vec{i} + \vec{o} \]  

The authors apply this notation to loop nests of arbitrary depth. This notation is adapted in [14] to separate inter-thread (\( e\text{MAP} \)) and intra-thread (\( i\text{MAP} \)) components as follows:

\[ \vec{s} = \vec{e\text{MAP}} + \vec{i\text{MAP}} = M \cdot \vec{tid} + \vec{i\text{MAP}} = [M_{00} \ M_{01} \ M_{10} \ M_{11} \ [t_y] \ + \ [i\text{MAP}_0] \ + \ [i\text{MAP}_1] \]  

As it can be seen, \( M \) is a \( 2 \times 2 \) matrix, and \( \vec{tid} \) and \( \vec{i\text{MAP}} \) are vectors. \( \vec{tid} \) identifies threads in a 2D thread block.

In [14] it is assumed that \( M_{00}, M_{01}, M_{10}, M_{11} \in \{0, 1\} \). Thus, they only consider 16 cases of \( e\text{MAP} \), where there are no non-unit strides. In [44] non-unit stride accesses are defined with a matrix \( M \) where \( M_{11} \) is a constant \( C / \in \{0, 1\} \).

In this work, we define our own adaptation of the above notations. We linearize the notation, since we need to detect the collection of addresses that are accessed by a warp (or half-wavefront). For instance, if thread blocks are of size \( 16 \times 16 \), threads with \( t_y = 0 \) and \( t_y = 1 \) are mapped to the same warp. This is not evident if we use a 2D notation.

Let us assume that a 2D shared memory space of size \( ROWS \times COLS \) is accessed. Our linearized notation can be derived from Equation 6.3 as follows:

\begin{align*}
\vec{s} &= M \cdot \vec{tid} + \vec{o} = [M_{00} \ M_{01} \ M_{10} \ M_{11} \ [t_y] \ + \ [o_0] \\
&= (M_{00}COLS + M_{10})t_y + (M_{01}COLS + M_{11})tx + o_0COLS + o_1
\end{align*}  

(6.4)
where \( s \) is now the memory position accessed by the thread with \( \vec{t}_{\text{id}} = (t_x, t_y) \).

Comparing to Equation 1, we identify a stride \( M_{01} \text{COLS} + M_{11} \). Moreover, if the size of the thread block in the \( x \) dimension (\( \text{blockDim.x} \) in CUDA) is smaller than the warp size, we should also consider the stride \( M_{00} \text{COLS} + M_{10} \).

### 6.2.1 Memory access pattern classification

Using the notation given above, a classification of the access patterns can be carried out. Thus four classes of memory access patterns can be distinguished: **linear**, **stride**, **block** and **random**. A description of these classes is given below.

**Linear** is the most simple class where all memory accesses in a warp are consecutive.

\[
\vec{s} = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} t_y \\ t_x \end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix} o_0 \\ o_1 \end{bmatrix} \quad (6.5)
\]

**Stride** is similar to **linear**, only the accesses are separated with a stride factor \( S \). Note that **linear** is a special case of **stride** where \( S = 1 \).

\[
\vec{s} = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 0 \\ 0 & S \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} t_y \\ t_x \end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix} o_0 \\ o_1 \end{bmatrix} \quad (6.6)
\]

**Block** is a class including 2D access pattern where the threads in a warp have different values for \( t_x \) and \( t_y \). In some combinations of \( S_1, S_2, S_3 \) and \( S_4 \) multiple accesses map to the same address (e.g., \( S_1 = S_2 = S_3 = S_4 = 0 \)).

\[
\vec{s} = \begin{bmatrix} S_1 & S_2 \\ S_3 & S_4 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} t_y \\ t_x \end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix} o_0 \\ o_1 \end{bmatrix} \quad (6.7)
\]

**Random** is the last class and contains all cases which cannot be captured by the other classifications, similar to [44]. In the access pattern below \( Z_x \) and \( Z_y \) are random numbers.

\[
\vec{s} = \begin{bmatrix} Z_y & 0 \\ 0 & Z_x \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} t_y \\ t_x \end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix} o_0 \\ o_1 \end{bmatrix} \quad (6.8)
\]

### 6.2.2 Examples of access pattern classifications

The memory access classification will help us to understand the access patterns that can be found in real-world benchmarks. Once we know the strides involved, we will be able to propose bit-vector hash functions as explained in Section 6.4.1.

To illustrate how different memory access patterns can be expressed, let us consider three widely-known applications included in the CUDA SDK, matrix transpose, reduction and Fast Walsh Transform. Matrix transpose is an out-of-place matrix transposition, and essentially consists of loading data from global memory into shared memory, and then storing the transposed elements from shared memory to global memory.
Matrix transpose - loading

In the loading stage data is written into the scratchpad memory. tile is a 2D shared memory space of size TILE_DIM × TILE_DIM. It is written by one thread block of the same size. idata is the input matrix in global memory, and i is the index of the loop that goes through the matrix.

\[
\text{tile[threadIdx.y+i][threadIdx.x]} = \text{idata[index_in+i*width]};
\]

We linearize the access:

\[
\vec{s} = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 \\ 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} t_y \\ t_x \end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix} i \\ 0 \end{bmatrix}
\]

resulting in:

\[
s = (t_y + i) \cdot \text{TILE\_DIM} + t_x = t_y \cdot \text{TILE\_DIM} + t_x + i \cdot \text{TILE\_DIM}
\]

It is observed that threads with equal \(t_y\) and consecutive \(t_x\) perform a linear access (unit stride). However, if \(\text{blockDim.x} < \text{warp\_size}\), threads of consecutive \(t_y\) and equal \(t_x\) will have a stride \(\text{TILE\_DIM}\) between them. If \(\text{TILE\_DIM} = 16\) and \(\text{warp\_size} = 32\), the memory access pattern for warp 0 and \(i = 0\) is:

0, 1, 2, 3, ..., 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, ..., 31. No bank conflicts (with 32 banks).

Matrix transpose - storing

In the storing stage data is read from scratchpad memory. odata is the output matrix in global memory.

\[
\text{odata[index_out+i*height]} = \text{tile[threadIdx.x][threadIdx.y+i]};
\]

We linearize the access:

\[
\vec{s} = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 1 \\ 1 & 0 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} t_y \\ t_x \end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix} 0 \\ i \end{bmatrix}
\]

resulting in:

\[
s = t_x \cdot \text{TILE\_DIM} + t_y + i
\]

In this case, the source of conflict is the stride \(\text{TILE\_DIM}\) between threads of consecutive \(t_x\) and equal \(t_y\). The memory access pattern for warp 0 and \(i = 0\) is:

0, 16, 32, 48, 64, 80, 96, 112, 128, 144, 160, 176, 192, 208, 224, 240, 1, 17, 33, 49, 65, 81, 97, 113, 129, 145, 161, 177, 193, 209, 225, 241. 8-way bank conflict (with 32 banks).

Reduction

If the application does not use 2D memory spaces, the linearization is trivial. For instance, in the reduction kernel (CUDA SDK):

\[
\text{sdata[2*S*tx]} += \text{sdata[2*S*tx+s]};
\]
The access on the left is ($S$ is a power-of-two, $1 \leq S < \text{blockDim.x}$):

$$
\tilde{s} = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 2 \cdot S \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} t_y \\ t_x \end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix} 0 \\ 0 \end{bmatrix}
$$

and consequently:

$$
s = 2 \cdot S \cdot t_x
$$

The stride, i.e. the distance between consecutive threads, is $2 \cdot S$. As $S$ is a power of two, bank conflicts appear (with 32 banks).

One interesting case that uses 1D blocks is the Fast Walsh Transform (CUDA SDK). In this kernel, memory access patterns in shared memory are generated by the following code:

```c
1 int lo = pos & (stride - 1); // Same as: pos % stride;
2 int i0 = ((pos - lo) << 2) + lo;
3 float D0 = s_data[i0];
```

In this kernel, the variable called `stride` takes values of 512, 128, 32, 8 and 2 for the default data used by the code ($pos = t_x$). When the variable `stride` takes values from 512 to 32 no conflicts appear (with 32 banks) and a regular access pattern with stride 1 is generated. However, non regular access patterns are generated for `stride` values of 8 and 2. For instance, the addresses generated in a warp (in this example warp 0 from block 0,0) for `stride` = 8 are:

0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 96, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103 (4-way bank conflict)

In order to adapt this addressing to our notation, we notice that the first of the above instructions can be seen as the calculation of the thread index in a set of threads of size `stride`. Thus, a warp would be divided into several sub-warps of size `stride`. Let us re-write the instructions:

```c
1 lo = pos - Integer_part_of(pos / stride) * stride;
2 i0 = Integer_part_of(pos / stride) * stride * 4 + lo;
```

Notice that `Integer_part_of(pos / stride)` is the index of a sub-warps of size `stride` (we call it `sw_index`): $i0 = \text{sw_index} \cdot \text{stride} \cdot 4 + \text{lo};$.

A warp divided into sub-warps can be seen as a 2D collection of threads with `sw_index = t_y` and $lo = t_x$:

$$
\tilde{s} = \begin{bmatrix} 4 \cdot \text{stride} & 0 \\ 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} t_y \\ t_x \end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix} 0 \\ 0 \end{bmatrix}
$$

$$
s = 4 \cdot \text{stride} \cdot t_y + t_x
$$

Thus, the distance between threads of equal $t_y$ and consecutive $t_x$ is 1, and the distance between threads of equal $t_x$ and consecutive $t_y$ is $4 \cdot \text{stride}$.
6.3 Hash functions

The goal of a hash function is to distribute the memory accesses over the memory banks as evenly as possible. The memory consists of $2^n$ words, divided over $2^m$ banks. The simplest hash function selects the least significant bits to select the memory banks. Although this works well for many access patterns, it can cause bank conflicts for other access patterns. In those cases other bits should be chosen.

Hash functions can be divided into several classes, as illustrated in Fig. 6.3 by Vandierendonck et al. [111]. In total there are $(2^m)(2^n)$ functions to map $n$ to $m$ bits [111]. Many of these functions are not interesting as they do not use all available banks or have high computational requirements.

XOR-based functions are often used as hash functions because of their relative good hashing properties, especially for strided memory accesses, and their low computational cost. According to [111], there are $2^{nm}$ XOR-based hash functions and $N(n, m)$ unique XOR hash functions, where $N(n, m)$ is calculated using the following expression:

$$N(n, m) = \prod_{i=1}^{m} \left( \frac{2^{n-i+1} - 1}{2^{m-i+1} - 1} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.9)

The first three entries of Table 6.1 show the number of hash functions contained in the previous classes and calculate these number for a specific case: NVIDIA’s Fermi architecture with 48 kB shared memory divided over 32 banks.

Testing all (unique) XOR hash functions for any given access pattern is unfeasible due to the large number of possible functions. Often a suitable hash function can be determined based on the access pattern classification. In the following sections, two approaches to select $m$ out of $n$ bits performing the bank addressing are presented. The first one, called bit-vector approach, looks for $m$ consecutive
bits and drastically reduces the search space. The second one, named bit-wise approach, is more flexible and selects \( m \) individual bits out of \( n \) arbitrary positions, generating a much larger search space.

In addition, both approaches are also combined with an XOR operator yielding to the four types of hash functions described below. The hardware costs of the hash functions is evaluated in in terms of chip-area, power consumption and increased memory access latency in Section 6.3.5.

All four types of hash functions are configurable. The best configuration can be found using either heuristics or an exhaustive search algorithm, as will be described in Section 6.4. An overview of the hash functions and the configuration method is shown in Table 6.3.

### 6.3.1 Bit-vector permutation hash function

A common access pattern for a GPU’s scratchpad memory happens when the accesses of a warp belong to the classes linear or stride. Then, the stride \( S \) can be written as \( S = S_0 \cdot 2^k \). The number \( k \) indicates which \( m \) bits to select out of the \( n \) address bits. In case of the linear access pattern and \( k = 0 \), the selection of the least significant bits \([0 \ldots m]\) as the hash function is the best possible choice. In case \( k > 0 \) the access pattern is classified as stride. The best possible hash function for a pure strided memory access uses the address bits \([k \ldots k + m]\). As it can be easily calculated, the total number of possible bit-vector hash functions is only \( n - m + 1 \) (see Table 6.1).

### 6.3.2 Bit-vector XOR hash function

The bit-vector XOR hash functions extend the bit-vector permutation hash functions by combining two vectors that consist of \( m \) consecutive bits from the word address with an offset of \( k_1 \) and \( k_2 \), respectively. Moreover, the second vector has a mask such that a selection of bits in this vector can be made. The bank index is calculated from the word-address using the formula \( \text{bank} = \text{addr}[k_1 \ldots k_1 + m] \oplus (\text{addr}[k_2 \ldots k_2 + m] \& \text{mask}) \), which is implemented as:

---

**Table 6.1:** Number of hash functions per class, and an example for mapping \( n = 14 \) address bits to \( m = 5 \) bank bits.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All functions</td>
<td>((2^m)(2^n))</td>
<td>2.3e24660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XOR-based functions</td>
<td>(2^{nm})</td>
<td>1.2e21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unique XOR-based functions</td>
<td>(N(n, m) \rightleftharpoons \text{Eq. 6.9})</td>
<td>1.2e14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bit-vector functions</td>
<td>(n - m + 1)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bit-vector XOR functions</td>
<td>((n - m + 1) \cdot n \cdot 2^m)</td>
<td>4480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bitwise permutation functions</td>
<td>(\binom{n}{m})</td>
<td>2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bitwise XOR functions</td>
<td>(\binom{n}{n(n+1)/2})</td>
<td>9.7e7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This hash function is particularly useful when multiple strided memory accesses with different strides $S$ occur in one application, or, more precisely, have different values of $k$ in $S = S_0 \cdot 2^k$. It can be also very appropriate when a block access pattern is used. For instance, let us consider the memory access pattern from the Fast Walsh transform in the CUDA SDK shown below (see also Section 6.2).

$$s = \begin{bmatrix} 32 & 0 \\ 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} t_y \\ t_x \end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix} 0 \\ 0 \end{bmatrix} = 32 \cdot t_y + t_x \quad \text{with } 0 \leq t_x < 8 \quad \text{and } 0 \leq t_y < 4 \quad (6.10)$$

Thread index $t_x$ uses bits 0-2 of the address, and thread index $t_y$ uses bits 5-6. These bits cannot be captured in a single bit-vector, but the bit-vector XOR hash can combine two vectors to create a better distribution of memory accesses over the memory banks.

Because bit-vectors are combined, instead of individual bits, the total number of possible hash functions is limited to $(n - m + 1) \cdot n \cdot 2^m$, or 4480 in case of a Fermi GPU’s scratchpad memory (see Table 6.1). Although finding the best possible hash functions requires to test all bit-vector XOR hash functions, often only a limited set needs to be evaluated, as will be described in Section 6.4.1.

### 6.3.3 Bitwise permutation hash function

In cases where selecting one bit-vector or combining two bit-vectors is not flexible enough to create a good hash function, it is also possible to select $m$ bits individually. The number of possible choices of $m$ bank addressing bits out of $n$ address bits is $\frac{n!}{(n-m)!}$. The order of the selected bits only influences in which bank the conflicts will occur, not the amount the conflicts. Therefore the actual number of choices is given by the binomial coefficient $\binom{n}{m}$ or $\frac{n!}{m!\cdot(n-m)!}$ (see Table 6.1).

### 6.3.4 Bitwise XOR hash function

Instead of choosing individual bits as a hash function, it is also possible to select pairs of bits which will be combined using the XOR operation. In the bitwise

| Table 6.2: All $n(n+1)/2$ possible XOR combinations of 4 element vector $(a, b, c, d)$. |
|---|---|---|---|
| a  | b  | c  | d  |
| a  | $a \oplus b$ | $a \oplus c$ | $a \oplus d$ |
| b  | $b$     | $b \oplus c$ | $b \oplus d$ |
| c  |       | $c$     | $c \oplus d$ |
| d  |       |       | $d$     |
Table 6.3: A description of the hash functions used in this work along with the technique employed for searching in the configuration space.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bits selection</th>
<th>Hash functions</th>
<th>Search method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bit-vector</td>
<td>bit-vector permutation</td>
<td>Exhaustive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>bit-vector XOR</td>
<td>Exhaustive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bitwise</td>
<td>bitwise permutation</td>
<td>Heuristic: Givargis or MIH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>bitwise XOR</td>
<td>Heuristic: Givargis or MIH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

permutation hash function $m$ bits were selected out of the $n$ address bits. In the bitwise XOR hash function the $n$ address bits are combined into $n^2$ combinations, and $m$ pairs of bits are selected. Because the XOR operation is commutative, not all combinations have to be evaluated [112]. Instead of creating $n^2$ options, only $n(n + 1)/2$ combinations have to be evaluated, as shown in the example of Table 6.2. The total number of possible bitwise XOR hash functions is about 97 million for a Fermi GPU’s scratchpad memory, as shown in Table 6.1.

In Table 6.3 a summary of the proposed hash functions is displayed along with the technique employed to search in the configuration space.

### 6.3.5 Hardware design and evaluation

While a fixed hash function has a negligible latency, the proposed configurable hash functions’ latency cannot be ignored. To estimate these latencies, the proposed hash functions are implemented in Verilog. Latency, area and power numbers are obtained using the Cadence Encounter® RTL Compiler v11.20 and a 40nm standard cell library. A range of target clock frequencies is tested to find the best trade-off between area, power and latency for each hash function. In case the latency obtained is low compared to the GPU’s clock period (~700 ps), the configurable hash function can be integrated in an existing clock cycle of the memory access; otherwise each memory access has to be extended with one more clock cycle to facilitate the hash function.

All four configurable hash functions are evaluated: bit-vector permutation, bit-vector XOR, bitwise permutation and bitwise XOR. The power and area costs for a single instantiation for these four hash functions are shown in Fig. 6.4a.

Table 6.4: Power and area costs of the four proposed hash functions compared to an NVIDIA GTX 580 GPU.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Bit-vector permutation</th>
<th>Bit-vector XOR</th>
<th>Bitwise permutation</th>
<th>Bitwise XOR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Power</strong></td>
<td>0.1 W (0.04%)</td>
<td>0.2 W (0.07%)</td>
<td>0.3 W (0.1%)</td>
<td>0.5 W (0.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Area</strong></td>
<td>0.2 mm$^2$ (0.04%)</td>
<td>0.3 mm$^2$ (0.06%)</td>
<td>0.5 mm$^2$ (0.1%)</td>
<td>1.1 mm$^2$ (0.2%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 6.4: Power (a) and area (b) vs. latency results for the four proposed hash functions for a range of target clock frequencies (1.5 GHz – 5.0 GHz)
The hash function hardware has to be instantiated for every bank in the scratchpad memory. An NVIDIA Fermi GPU has a scratchpad memory consisting of 32 banks in each of its 16 streaming multiprocessors. In total the power consumption of the scratchpad memory ranges from 0.1 W for the bit-vector permutation hash function to 0.5 W for the bitwise XOR hash function. This is about 0.2% of the total power consumption of an NVIDIA GTX 580. The corresponding area costs range from 0.2 mm\(^2\) to 1.1 mm\(^2\), as shown in Table 6.4.

6.4 Hash function configuration

As each kernel can employ different patterns to access the scratchpad memory, the hash functions described in Section 6.3 must be configured per kernel.\(^1\) The configuration parameters for the bit-vector permutation hash functions are determined using an exhaustive search algorithm described in Section 6.4.1, since the number of options is limited (see Table 6.1). The options for the parameters of the bitwise permutation hash functions are much larger, therefore heuristics are used. Two different heuristics are evaluated: the Givargis heuristic [23] (GH) and the proposed Minimum Imbalance Heuristic (MIH). The extended hash function types with XOR operator are configured same as the corresponding permutation-based types. Although the number of options might be also large for the bit-vector XOR-based hash functions, we show at the end of Section 6.4.1 that this number can be drastically reduced under certain circumstances, making the exhaustive search much more affordable.

6.4.1 Bit-vector exhaustive search algorithm

The bit-vector permutation hash function requires only one parameter: \(k\). The number of options for \(k\) is very limited (e.g., only 10 options are possible in the example of Table 6.1). The bit-vector XOR hash function requires three parameters: \(k_1\), \(k_2\) and \(\text{mask}\). A bit-vector permutation hash function can be emulated by selecting \(k_1 = k\) and \(\text{mask} = 0\). Since every possible bit-vector permutation hash function can easily be tested, and can also be emulated by a bit-vector XOR hash function, we only focus on the latter one.

An example of the bit-vector XOR hash function is shown in Fig. 6.5, where \(k_1 = 2\), \(k_2 = 8\) and \(\text{mask} = 7\), which results in a hash function which selects the following bank bits: \(b_0 = a_2 \oplus a_8\), \(b_1 = a_3 \oplus a_9\), \(b_2 = a_4 \oplus a_{10}\), \(b_3 = a_5\) and \(b_4 = a_6\).

To select the values for \(k_1\), \(k_2\) and \(\text{mask}\) every possible combination of \(k_1\), \(k_2\) and \(\text{mask}\) should be explored. In the example of a Fermi GPU (Table 6.1) 48 kB of scratchpad memory is divided over 32 banks. Hence 14 bits are required to index every word, and 5 bits for every bank. As a result \(k_1\) ranges from 0 to 9 to make sure always 5 bits are in the result, \(k_2\) ranges from 0 to 13 because it can

\(^1\)When multiple kernels are executing concurrently, different hash functions can be used for different streaming multiprocessors.
consist of only one bit due to the mask and \( \text{mask} \) ranges from 0 to 31 because there are 5 bits used to index the 32 banks. In total there are \( 10 \times 14 \times 32 = 4480 \) combinations to test.

The number of combinations to evaluate can be reduced by limiting the possible values for \( k_1, k_2 \) and \( \text{mask} \). As every stride \( S \) can be written as \( S = S_0 \cdot 2^k \), the options for \( k_1 \) can be limited to the values of \( k \) of all strided memory access patterns encountered. Similarly the most significant bit (\( \text{MSB} \)) for every strided memory access pattern is calculated as \( \text{MSB} = \lfloor \log_2 ((t - 1) \cdot S) \rfloor \), with \( t \) the number of threads in a warp. By taking the minimum value for all \( k \), and the maximum value for all \( \text{MSB} \), the range of \( k_2 \) can be limited. Furthermore, values \( k_2 = k_1 \) will not give good hashing functions and do not have to be tested, since \( a_x \oplus a_y = 0 \) if \( x = y \). For instance, if two different strides \( S = 4 \) and \( S = 6 \) appear in the scratchpad memory accesses of one kernel, \( k_1 \) can be 2 or 1 respectively. The maximum \( \text{MSB} \) is calculated as 7, so that \( k_2 \in [1, 7] \). The options \( k_1 = k_2 = 1 \) and \( k_1 = k_2 = 2 \) can be discarded, as they will not give good hashing functions. Taking the various options for \( \text{mask} \) into account, the total number of combinations to evaluate is 188, only 4\% of the 4480 possible combinations. In case \( k \) is equal for all strides, the algorithm will select \( k_1 = k \) and \( \text{mask} = 0 \) as a simple permutation will already give the best results.

### 6.4.2 Bitwise search algorithm based on heuristic

As it was previously indicated, the search space size to find the optimum bitwise hash function configuration can be very high. Thus, brute-force based methods can take a long time. To overcome this problem, two heuristics have been employed. They are presented in this section.
Givargis Heuristic

Givargis introduces in [23] a heuristic to select the best $m$ out of $n$ address bits to index a cache. The goal is to use the available cache as fully as possible over the duration of a program. Therefore all memory accesses of an application are put in one set, and the heuristic has to find the address bits to index the cache such that there are as few as possible collisions in the cache.

In the case of scratchpad memory accesses, we need to find the best address bits to eliminate bank conflicts within one access made by one warp. This makes it possible to apply the heuristic on every warp access pattern separately. First, the GH is briefly described below (for a full description see Section 2.3 in [23]). Then, an extension is presented to combine the results of all the warp access patterns to select the overall best bank addressing bits.

Given a set $R$ of memory references. Such a set could for example be the addresses accessed by a single warp in a single instruction. For each bit $A_i$ in the address space a corresponding quality measure $Q_i$ is calculated. The quality measure is a real number ranging from 0 to 1 and is calculated by taking the ratio of zeros and ones of bit $A_i$ in all memory addresses in the set $R$ as in the following equation:

$$Q_i = \frac{\min(Z_i, O_i)}{\max(Z_i, O_i)} \quad (6.11)$$

where $Z_i$ and $O_i$ are the number of references having 0 and 1 at bit $A_i$, respectively.

For each pair of bits $(A_i, A_j)$ in the address space a corresponding correlation measure $C_{ij}$ is calculated. This correlation is a real number ranging from 0 to 1 and can be calculated using the following equation:

$$C_{ij} = \frac{\min(E_{ij}, D_{ij})}{\max(E_{ij}, D_{ij})} \quad (6.12)$$

where $E_{ij}$ and $D_{ij}$ are the number of references having identical and different bits at $A_i$ and $A_j$ respectively.

To order and select the bits, which should be used to index the banks in the memory, the following algorithm is used by Givargis:

```plaintext
1 loop:
2   select Ab = max { Q0, Q1, Q2, ... QM }
3   for each Qi in { Q0, Q1, Q2, ... QM }
4     Qi := Qi x Cbi
5   halt when all Ai's are selected
```

This algorithm repeatedly selects an address bit with the highest corresponding quality measure and updates the quality measures using the correlations. The algorithm stops when all bits are selected, ordered from highest to lowest quality.

The goal of Givargis [23] was to evenly distribute all memory accesses of an application over a CPU’s cache. Therefore all memory accesses are put in one set. In our application we want to reduce bank conflicts for each memory access.
pattern, and a balance must be found in optimizing all access patterns together. Therefore a set of memory addresses is created for each warp access pattern, and the heuristic is used to select the best bank addressing bits for the combination of these sets.

Let us take two sets of memory addresses, $R^1$ and $R^2$, for example corresponding with warp access patterns from two memory accesses in the same application. Ideally both patterns should access the memory banks with the lowest number of conflicts possible. Therefore the quality and correlation metrics of each set of memory addresses is calculated individually as described above. The respective quality and correlation measures are called $Q^1_i$, $Q^2_i$, $C^1_{ij}$ and $C^2_{ij}$. The proposed updated algorithm combines the quality metrics of each memory address set using the sum operator (+). It finds the best bits for indexing the banks in the memory as shown below:

```
1 loop:
2  //calculate the combined quality for each address bit
3  for each $Q_i$ in { }
4    $Q_i := Q^1_i + Q^2_i$
5  select $A_b = \max \{ Q_0, Q_1, Q_2, \ldots Q_M \}$
6  for each $Q^1_i$ in { $Q^1_0, Q^1_1, Q^1_2, \ldots Q^1_M$ }
7      $Q^1_i := Q^1_i \times C^1_{i\cdot b}$
8  for each $Q^2_i$ in { $Q^2_0, Q^2_1, Q^2_2, \ldots Q^2_M$ }
9      $Q^2_i := Q^2_i \times C^2_{i\cdot b}$
10 halt when all $A_i$'s are selected
```

This algorithm repeatedly calculates the combined quality of all address bits by taking the sum quality value of an address bits over the different sets of memory addresses. Then it selects the address bit with the highest combined quality value and updates the quality value for all address bits in all sets with their respective correlations.

**Example** For a combination of stride=8 and stride=45 this algorithm selects address bits (ordered from highest to lowest quality): $\{A_3, A_4, A_5, A_6, A_7\}$. For a combination of stride=8 and stride=13 it selects $\{A_3, A_4, A_6, A_5, A_7\}$.

To use the GH also for the bitwise XOR hash function, all possible combinations of two address bits are created for each memory reference, as shown in the example of Table 6.2. These combinations are then used as the input bits for the GH. For each combination a quality measure $Q_i$ and a correlation measure $C_{ij}$ can be calculated as described above.

**Minimum Imbalance Heuristic**

In this section a new heuristic is presented, named the Minimum Imbalance Heuristic (MIH). It finds the best set of addressing bits minimizing the number of bank conflicts given a set of $R$ memory references.

Similarly to Givargis, this heuristic sequentially computes the best addressing bits but it introduces two important modifications to the previous mentioned
heuristic. Firstly, it employs a measure based on the imbalance of memory references to select the best addressing bits. Secondly, a new addressing bit is chosen taking into account the contribution of previous selected addressing bits.

In this heuristic $P_n = (b_{n-1}, b_{n-2}, \ldots, b_0)$ is the ordered sequence of $n$ previously selected addressing bits. Then, the calculation of $b_n$ (the following selected bit) is carried out as follows:

$$b_n = \arg \min_i \text{imbalance} (A_i) \quad \text{for all } A_i \notin P_n \quad (6.13)$$

where $\text{imbalance} (A_i)$ is given by the expression:

$$\text{imbalance} (A_i) = \frac{\sum_{j=0}^{2^n+1} \left| h_i(j) - \frac{\|R\|}{2^{n+1}} \right|}{\|R\|} \quad (6.14)$$

and $h_i[j]$ is the $j$-th bin of a histogram $h_i$ that contains the number of references with addressing bits $(A_i, b_{n-1}, \ldots, b_0)$ referencing position $j$. Notice that a perfect balance of the $\|R\|$ references to a set of $2^{n+1}$ histogram bins should result in $\|R\|$ accesses per bin. This quantity is subtracted from the real number of accesses per bin to calculate the imbalance per memory position. Finally, the calculated imbalances per memory position are added to obtain the total imbalance, which is normalized dividing by the total number of references $\|R\|$.

As it can be deduced from the previous expressions, the information employed by this method to select addressing bits for values of $n > 0$ (more than one addressing bit) is much richer than those employed for Givargis as all sets of addresses referenced by $P_j$ at $j$-th step are considered. Finally, the Minimum Imbalance Heuristic can be written as shown in Listing 6.1.

In Fig. 6.6 an example of the proposed heuristic is shown. Eight references ($\|R\| = 8$) to positions 27, 12, 6, 19, 11, 4, 28 and 3 of a memory organized in eight banks are carried out. The figure shows the three iterations needed by our heuristic to select the addressing bits employed to address the memory banks. Consequently, after applying our heuristic the bank addressing bits are reordered as $\{A_4, A_3, A_0\}$.

Like the GH, the MIH calculates the best set of bank addressing bits for one set of memory references $R$. Since we want to reduce bank conflicts for each memory access pattern in an application, we have to combine the imbalance values for each set of references to find the overall best possible set of bank addressing bits. This

---

`Listing 6.1: Minimum imbalance Heuristic (MIH).`

```
1 P0 = \{ empty \}
2 for(j=0; j<n; j++)
3   b_j = \min_i (\text{imbalance}(A_i, P_j)) or all A_i not belonging to P_j
4 Pj+1 = \{ Ab, P_j \} // new bit Ab is added to the ordered list Pj
5 endfor
```
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\[ h_0 = (4, 4) \quad I_0 = 0 \]
\[ h_1 = (3, 5) \quad I_1 = 0.25 \]
\[ h_2 = (4, 4) \quad I_2 = 0 \]
\[ h_3 = (4, 4) \quad I_3 = 0 \]
\[ h_4 = (5, 3) \quad I_4 = 0.25 \]

(a) \( b_0 = \arg \min_i (I_i) = 0 \)

\[ h_1 = (1, 0, 2, 0, 1, 2, 0, 2) \quad I_1 = 0.75 \]
\[ h_2 = (0, 2, 0, 2, 2, 0, 0) \quad I_2 = 1 \]
\[ h_4 = (2, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1) \quad I_4 = 0.25 \]

(b) \( b_1 = \arg \min_i (I_i) = 3 \)

(c) \( b_2 = \arg \min_i (I_i) = 4 \)

Figure 6.6: Minimum Imbalance Heuristic example. In three steps, (a), (b), (c), the set of addressing bits \( P = \{ b_0, b_1, b_2 \} = \{ 0, 3, 4 \} \) is selected for a set of 8 memory addresses \( \{ 27, 12, 6, 19, 11, 4, 28, 3 \} \) by calculating a histogram \( h_n \) and imbalance value \( I_n \) for each address bit \( n \) in each step.

is achieved by adding the imbalance values of every memory reference together (for all address bits \( A_i \notin P_n \)), and selecting the bit with the lowest combined imbalance value. Therefore Eq. 6.13 is replaced by Eq. 6.15.

\[ b_n = \arg \min_i \left( \sum_R \text{imbalance} \left( A_i^R \right) \right) \]

\[ \text{for all } A_i^R \notin P_n \text{ for all memory reference sets } R \quad (6.15) \]

To use the Minimum Imbalance Heuristic also for the bitwise XOR hash function, all possible combinations of two address bits are created for each memory reference, as shown in the example of Table 6.2. These combinations are then used as the input bits for the Minimum Imbalance Heuristic.

6.5 Framework for bank conflict reduction

To test the performance improvements of the proposed hash functions of Section 6.3 and the quality of the heuristics of Section 6.4, a framework is developed as shown in Fig. 6.7. It automatically processes an application’s kernel code, analyses the memory access patterns and configures the proposed hash functions using the aforementioned heuristics.
The first step in the framework is to analyze the kernel code and determine the hash functions' parameters. The memory accesses analysis is done on source code level, based on techniques developed in [107]. On some occasions the analysis produces sub-optimal results, for example because not all memory accesses in a loop are known due to an unknown loop count. In this case a memory access trace can be made which is then analyzed. The results of the analysis are used by the heuristics and search algorithm described in Section 6.4 to find the best possible parameters for each hash function.

The effects of the hardware hash functions on bank conflict numbers and execution time are tested using a modified version of GPGPU-Sim in which the different hash functions are integrated. The source code of the benchmark applications is modified by inserting a setup function before a kernel is launched. This setup function will configure the hash function being tested with the aforementioned parameters.

The hash functions can also be applied in the kernel code itself. In Section 6.6.2 we do this by hand with the aim of presenting a proof of concept, which demonstrates the benefits of doing it by a compiler. The hash function is inserted in every shared memory access and is configured using the same parameters. Only the bit-vector XOR hash is tested as a software solution, since it gives very good results (see Section 6.6) and proves to be a good trade-off between added address calculation costs and memory access bank conflict reductions.

### 6.6 Experimental results

The effect of the bit-vector XOR, bitwise permutation and bitwise XOR hash functions on the number of bank conflicts and consequently the execution time has been tested on a number of benchmarks. Most of the benchmarks are taken from the CUDA SDK 6.0, Rodinia 2.4 [8] and Parboil 2.5 [98]. We added two more benchmarks that can be burdened by bank conflicts: matrix-scan [11,118], and FFT [33].
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The parameters of the bit-vector XOR hash function are determined by using the search algorithm described in Section 6.4.1. The parameters of the bitwise permutation and bitwise XOR hash functions are determined using the Givargis heuristic and the proposed Minimum Imbalance Heuristic described in Section 6.4.2 and Section 6.4.2 respectively. The memory access patterns used by the search algorithms and the heuristics are extracted from the benchmarks using either source code analysis or a memory access trace, as describe in Section 6.5. The resulting parameters for each benchmark and hash function are shown in Table 6.5.

The proposed hash functions can be implemented in hardware, but also in software. To evaluate the impact of the hash functions in hardware, all hash functions are implemented in GPGPU-Sim version 3.2.0 [3], which is configured as an NVIDIA GTX 480 (Fermi) GPU. The effect of the hash functions on the number of bank conflicts and the execution time for the benchmarks is evaluated in Section 6.6.1. The hardware cost in terms of chip-area, power consumption and added memory access latency has been evaluated in Section 6.3.5. The use of hash functions as a software solution is evaluated in Section 6.6.2, which shows the benefits of adding hash functions to memory accesses either manually by a programmer or automatically by a compiler.

6.6.1 Hardware hash function results

The bank conflict reduction of the various hash functions is compared against the regular GPU which does not use a hash function in the addressing of the banks of the shared memory. The fixed bit-vector hash function used in Chapter 5 is also included in this study for comparison purposes. The relative number of bank

Figure 6.8: Relative number of bank conflicts removed by various hash function compared to a baseline GPU (no hash function) for a set of benchmarks.
Table 6.5: List of benchmarks. The parameters for each of the hash functions (bit-vector XOR, bitwise permutation and bitwise XOR) are determined by either code analysis or a memory trace. The parameters for the bitwise hash functions are determined using either the Givargis heuristic or the proposed Minimum Imbalance Heuristic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>bit-vector</th>
<th>bitwise perm.</th>
<th>bitwise perm.</th>
<th>bitwise XOR hash</th>
<th>bitwise XOR hash</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>conv-1</td>
<td>Analysis</td>
<td>k1=0 k2=1 mask=36</td>
<td>(0) (1) (2) (3) (5)</td>
<td>(0) (1) (2) (3) (5)</td>
<td>(0) (0′) (0′) (0′) (0′)</td>
<td>(0) (1) (2) (3) (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>conv-2</td>
<td>Analysis</td>
<td>k1=0 k2=4 mask=14</td>
<td>(0) (4) (5) (6) (7)</td>
<td>(0) (4) (5) (6) (7)</td>
<td>(0) (0′) (0′) (0′) (0′)</td>
<td>(0) (4) (5) (6) (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dct8x8-1</td>
<td>Analysis</td>
<td>k1=0 k2=5 mask=7</td>
<td>(3) (4) (0) (1) (2)</td>
<td>(3) (4) (0) (1) (2)</td>
<td>(0′) (0′) (0′) (0′) (0′)</td>
<td>(3) (4) (0′) (0′) (0′)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dct8x8-2</td>
<td>Analysis</td>
<td>k1=0 k2=5 mask=7</td>
<td>(3) (4) (0) (1) (2)</td>
<td>(3) (4) (0) (1) (2)</td>
<td>(0′) (0′) (0′) (0′) (0′)</td>
<td>(3) (4) (0′) (0′) (0′)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dwtHaar1D</td>
<td>Trace</td>
<td>k1=0 k2=5 mask=15</td>
<td>(4) (3) (2) (1) (5)</td>
<td>(4) (3) (2) (1) (5)</td>
<td>(0) (0′) (0′) (0′) (0′)</td>
<td>(3) (4) (0′) (0′) (0′)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFT-1</td>
<td>Trace</td>
<td>k1=1 k2=10 mask=1</td>
<td>(10) (9) (1) (2) (3)</td>
<td>(10) (9) (1) (2) (3)</td>
<td>(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)</td>
<td>(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFT-2</td>
<td>Trace</td>
<td>k1=1 k2=0 mask=0</td>
<td>(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)</td>
<td>(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)</td>
<td>(0) (0′) (0′) (0′) (0′)</td>
<td>(0) (0′) (0′) (0′) (0′)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FWT</td>
<td>Analysis</td>
<td>k1=0 k2=2 mask=31</td>
<td>(0) (1) (2) (3) (4)</td>
<td>(0) (1) (2) (3) (4)</td>
<td>(0) (0′) (0′) (0′) (0′)</td>
<td>(0) (0′) (0′) (0′) (0′)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hist64</td>
<td>Trace</td>
<td>k1=6 k2=4 mask=1</td>
<td>(6) (7) (8) (9) (10)</td>
<td>(6) (7) (8) (9) (10)</td>
<td>(6) (6) (6) (6)</td>
<td>(6) (6) (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hist256</td>
<td>Trace</td>
<td>k1=0 k2=6 mask=28</td>
<td>(8) (9) (10) (11) (12)</td>
<td>(8) (9) (10) (11) (12)</td>
<td>(4) (3) (2) (1) (0)</td>
<td>(4) (3) (2) (1) (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lavaMD</td>
<td>Analysis</td>
<td>k1=1 k2=6 mask=3</td>
<td>(3) (4) (5) (6) (7)</td>
<td>(3) (4) (5) (6) (7)</td>
<td>(0) (0′) (0′) (0′) (0′)</td>
<td>(3) (4) (5) (6) (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUD-1</td>
<td>Analysis</td>
<td>k1=0 k2=5 mask=7</td>
<td>(0) (1) (2) (3) (4)</td>
<td>(0) (1) (2) (3) (4)</td>
<td>(0) (0′) (0′) (0′) (0′)</td>
<td>(0) (0′) (0′) (0′) (0′)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUD-2</td>
<td>Analysis</td>
<td>k1=0 k2=5 mask=15</td>
<td>(4) (0) (1) (2) (3)</td>
<td>(4) (0) (1) (2) (3)</td>
<td>(0) (0′) (0′) (0′) (0′)</td>
<td>(0) (0′) (0′) (0′) (0′)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>matrix scan</td>
<td>Analysis</td>
<td>k1=0 k2=5 mask=7</td>
<td>(3) (4) (5) (6) (7)</td>
<td>(3) (4) (5) (6) (7)</td>
<td>(0) (0′) (0′) (0′) (0′)</td>
<td>(0) (0′) (0′) (0′) (0′)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRgrid-1</td>
<td>Trace</td>
<td>k1=0 k2=5 mask=31</td>
<td>(4) (3) (2) (1) (0)</td>
<td>(4) (3) (2) (1) (0)</td>
<td>(0) (0′) (0′) (0′) (0′)</td>
<td>(0) (0′) (0′) (0′) (0′)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRgrid-2</td>
<td>Trace</td>
<td>k1=1 k2=6 mask=1</td>
<td>(5) (4) (3) (2) (1)</td>
<td>(5) (4) (3) (2) (1)</td>
<td>(0) (0′) (0′) (0′) (0′)</td>
<td>(0) (0′) (0′) (0′) (0′)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRgrid-3</td>
<td>Trace</td>
<td>k1=1 k2=6 mask=1</td>
<td>(5) (4) (3) (2) (1)</td>
<td>(5) (4) (3) (2) (1)</td>
<td>(0) (0′) (0′) (0′) (0′)</td>
<td>(0) (0′) (0′) (0′) (0′)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRgrid-4</td>
<td>Trace</td>
<td>k1=0 k2=5 mask=3</td>
<td>(2) (3) (4) (5) (6)</td>
<td>(2) (3) (4) (5) (6)</td>
<td>(0) (0′) (0′) (0′) (0′)</td>
<td>(0) (0′) (0′) (0′) (0′)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NW-1</td>
<td>Trace</td>
<td>k1=0 k2=5 mask=7</td>
<td>(4) (5) (6) (7) (0)</td>
<td>(4) (5) (6) (7) (0)</td>
<td>(0) (0′) (0′) (0′) (0′)</td>
<td>(0) (0′) (0′) (0′) (0′)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NW-2</td>
<td>Trace</td>
<td>k1=0 k2=5 mask=15</td>
<td>(4) (5) (6) (7) (0)</td>
<td>(4) (5) (6) (7) (0)</td>
<td>(0) (0′) (0′) (0′) (0′)</td>
<td>(0) (0′) (0′) (0′) (0′)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reduction</td>
<td>Trace</td>
<td>k1=0 k2=5 mask=7</td>
<td>(4) (5) (6) (7) (0)</td>
<td>(4) (5) (6) (7) (0)</td>
<td>(0) (0′) (0′) (0′) (0′)</td>
<td>(0) (0′) (0′) (0′) (0′)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>transpose</td>
<td>Analysis</td>
<td>k1=0 k2=4 mask=34</td>
<td>(0) (4) (1) (2) (3)</td>
<td>(0) (4) (1) (2) (3)</td>
<td>(0) (0′) (0′) (0′) (0′)</td>
<td>(0) (0′) (0′) (0′) (0′)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
conflicts removed by each hash function for the benchmarks listed in Table 6.5 is shown in Fig. 6.8. For 14 of the 22 benchmarks the fixed bit-vector hash function from Chapter 5 removes all bank conflicts, and all configurable hash functions do so as well. For the other 8 benchmarks the configurable hash functions also remove all bank conflicts, except for the histogram benchmarks which use indirect memory accesses. Average values are displayed in Table 6.6. Thus, the fixed bit-vector XOR works well and removes 86% of all bank conflicts on average. The configurable bit-vector XOR hash function (Section 6.3.2) improves the number of removed bank conflicts to 96%. The bitwise permutation hash function performs worse, regardless if the Givargis or Minimum Imbalance Heuristic is used. It only removes 49% and 47% respectively of the bank conflicts. The bitwise XOR hash function removes 88% of all bank conflicts if the parameters are determined using the Givargis heuristic. In case the Minimum Imbalance Heuristic is used to determine the parameters, 97% of all bank conflicts are removed and only the histogram (hist64 and hist256) benchmarks have conflicts remaining.

The histogram algorithm is a special kind of algorithm in which the location of the memory accesses is dependent on the input data itself, and not (just) the input data dimensions. Therefore one input image can result in more bank conflicts than another. To take this into account in the experiments, the parameters of the hash functions are determined using a (randomly selected) image, and the results of Fig. 6.8 and Fig. 6.9 are obtained by averaging the results of ten other images.

An application does not consist solely of memory accesses, therefore the performance gains are less than the bank conflicts reduction numbers. The speed-up obtained by the various hash functions over the baseline GPU is shown in Fig. 6.9 for a set of benchmarks. The configurable hash functions perform similar to the fixed hash function for the 14 benchmarks in which all conflicts are removed by any hash function. For the other 8 benchmarks the configurable hash functions show a small performance improvement over the fixed hash function, except for the hist64 benchmark. The geometric mean of the speed-up for the fixed bit-vector XOR from Chapter 5 is $1.21 \times$ compared to a baseline GPU. The configurable bit-vector XOR hash function performs a little bit better with a speed-up of $1.24 \times$. The bitwise permutation hash function removes fewer bank conflicts, and consequently also shows a smaller speed-up of $1.14 \times$ and $1.10 \times$ for the Givargis and Minimum Imbalance Heuristic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hash function</th>
<th>Heuristic</th>
<th>None</th>
<th>Exhaustive search</th>
<th>GH</th>
<th>MIH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>fixed bit-vector XOR</td>
<td>86%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bit-vector XOR</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bit-wise permutation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>49%</td>
<td>47%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bit-wise XOR</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>88%</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.6: Bank conflicts reduction percentage achieved by the different hash functions and heuristics.
Figure 6.9: Overall speed-up obtained by the various hash functions compared to a baseline GPU (no hash function) for a set of benchmarks.

Imbalance Heuristic respectively. The bitwise XOR hash functions score best, with a speed-up of 1.18× and 1.24× for the Givargis and Minimum Imbalance Heuristic respectively. Because memory accesses using the flexible hash functions require one extra clock cycle (see Section 6.3.5), some applications experience a slowdown due to the configurable hash functions, see for example the lavaMD benchmark in Fig. 6.9. The hist256 benchmark benefits the most from the configurable hash functions with a speed-up of 2.5×. It consists mainly of load and store operations to the scratchpad memory, and is therefore very sensitive to bank conflicts.

Some applications use the scratchpad memory but do not have bank conflicts. The performance impact of the extra cycle of latency for every memory access (see Section 6.3.5) on these kind of applications has been evaluated by testing five benchmarks: back propagation, srad and hotspot from Rodinia [8], scalar product from the CUDA SDK and matrix-matrix multiply from Parboil [98]. The average loss in execution time is only 1%, and the maximum performance loss is 4.5% for the srad benchmark.

6.6.2 Software hash function results

As indicated in Section 6.5, our framework can be integrated in a compiler, which would generate optimized code using hash functions. That way, such optimization would be transparent for the programmer. In this section, we carry out a proof of concept applying software optimization manually. With this aim, we use the bit-vector XOR hash functions shown in Table 6.5 for a number of the benchmarks. The code in Listing 6.2 illustrates how the software optimization can be applied in a kernel. This sample CUDA code corresponds to the lavaMD benchmark, where
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Figure 6.10: Relative number of bank conflicts removed by an ad-hoc optimization technique (typically, padding), and a bit-vector XOR hash function compared to a baseline implementation (neither hash function, nor ad-hoc technique) for a set of benchmarks, on GTX 580 (Fermi) and K20 (Kepler). dxtc has been tested on GTX 280 (Tesla architecture).

The arrays rA_shared, rB_shared, and qB_shared are three arrays in scratchpad memory.

Experiments have been run on real hardware: GTX 580 with Fermi architecture, and K20 with Kepler architecture. The benchmark dxtc has only been run on a GTX 280 with Tesla architecture. The shared memory of this GPU has 16 banks. More recent NVIDIA GPUs have 32-banked shared memories, and dxtc does not present bank conflicts on them.

Fig. 6.10 presents the relative number of bank conflicts reduced on the GPUs compared to a baseline implementation, where no specific software technique has been used to reduce bank conflicts. This figures have been obtained with the CUDA command-line profiler. For Fermi and Tesla, the profiler returns a single number as the bank conflict count. For Kepler, it differentiates between shared memory loads and stores.
Figure 6.11: Overall speed-up obtained by an ad-hoc optimization technique (typically, padding), and a bit-vector XOR hash function compared to a baseline implementation (neither hash function, nor ad-hoc technique) for a set of benchmarks, on GTX 580 (Fermi) and K20 (Kepler). dxtc has been tested on GTX 280 (Tesla architecture).

For each benchmark, two columns may appear. The one on the left (darker color) stands for the results for an ad-hoc technique, such as padding, to reduce bank conflicts. This is the technique (if any) that can be found in the original code. The right column (lighter color) represents the results for a hash function. As it can be seen, hash functions always obtain at least the same reduction of the number of bank conflicts.

The speed-up obtained by the ad-hoc techniques and the hash functions is shown in Fig. 6.11. In general, the hash functions achieve a speed-up relative to the baseline that is comparable to the ad-hoc techniques. The geometric mean of the speed-up of the hash functions to the baseline implementations is $1.23 \times$ on Fermi and $1.33 \times$ on Kepler. Moreover, it is remarkable that the ad-hoc techniques are only applied to 12 out of 21 benchmarks.

In those cases where there is a small performance loss (e.g. conv-1 on GTX 580 and lavaMD on K20), the reduction in the number of bank conflicts does not compensate for the cost of the hash function (shift and logic operations). It is worth noting that in this cases no ad-hoc techniques were used in the original
code. The number of bank conflicts is so little that no improvement is obtained from them.

The benchmarks hist64 and hist256 are only a sample of the benefits that hash functions can have on histogramming. In these tests, histograms of 64 and 256 bins have been calculated for 10 real images using a replication factor of 32, which is the number of sub-histograms in shared memory per thread block. More details of the use of hash functions on software-optimized implementations of histogramming, such as [25] and [109], are described in Chapter 5.

In summary, a programmer could benefit from our framework, since this can generate a hash function that reduces the bank conflicts at least as effectively as manually-applied ad-hoc techniques. Actually, the optimization could be transparent for the programmer, if the proposed framework of Section 6.5 is integrated into a compiler. Hash functions also save memory space compared to the padding approach, so that occupancy might be increased in some cases.

### 6.7 Related work

GPU memory access pattern classification have been introduced in [14,44]. Jang et al. describe in [44] six different memory access patterns which are used for loop vectorization for AMD GPUs and memory selection (e.g. global, shared, texture, constant) on NVIDIA GPUs. Fang et al. [14] specify 33 memory access patterns (MAPs). Each MAP consists of an inter- and intra-thread component. The MAPs are used to predict performance for various platforms (e.g. CPU or GPU) by querying a database of MAP performance of a particular platform. In this work we reduce the number of patterns found to only four: linear, stride, block and random, and use the classification in the search algorithm and heuristics to configure the proposed hash functions.

Chapter 5 describes fixed hash functions on GPU scratchpad memory. These hash functions can also be used to avoid atomic conflicts in some implementations of atomic operations, such as NVIDIA Tesla, Fermi and Kepler architectures [9, 26,105]. Other works propose configurable hash functions per application for CPU

```c
1  __device__ __unsigned int hash(unsigned int address){
2    unsigned int addr_xor = (address >> 6) & 3; // k2=6, mask=3
3    addr_xor = addr_xor ^ (address >> 1); // k1=1
4    return addr_xor;
5  }
6  ...
7  d.x = rA_shared[hash(4*wtx+1)] - rB_shared[hash(4*j+1)];
8  ...
9  fA[wtx].v += qB_shared[hash(j)] * vij;
```

**Listing 6.2:** Software implementation of the bit-vector XOR hash function (top) and the CUDA code taken from the lavaMD benchmark (bottom).
caches [23,28,89,90,112] and interleaved memories [17,93]. Patel et al. [89,90] find the best possible hash function for a single set of memory references. The proposed methods in this work find a hash function for all sets of memory references. This work extends the heuristics from previous work [23] to configure the proposed hash functions which are an improvement performance-wise compared to the fixed hash functions in Chapter 5.

Instead of configuring the indexing of the banked memory to reduce bank conflicts, it is also possible to change the memory itself, as shown in [10]. Diamond et al. show that it is possible to efficiently address a banked memory with an arbitrary modulus (instead of $2^N$). When implemented on a GPU’s L1 cache and scratchpad memory 98% of all bank and set conflicts can be removed, resulting in an average speed-up of 24%. When the arbitrary modulus indexing is only applied to the scratchpad memory, they get a geometric mean 11% speed-up for 5 benchmarks. In our work, we have proposed the use of configurable hash functions to achieve a geometric mean 24% speed-up on 22 benchmarks.

6.8 Conclusions

In this work four configurable hash functions for banked memories are evaluated: bit-vector permutation, bit-vector XOR, bitwise permutation and bitwise XOR. The impact on the number of bank conflicts and the resulting performance gains of hardware implementations are assessed for the NVIDIA Fermi architecture using GPGPU-Sim. In total 22 benchmarks from the NVIDIA CUDA SDK, Rodinia and Parboil benchmark suites are tested. Bank conflicts are removed completely for 20 benchmarks, while the fixed hash function from Chapter 5 only managed to remove all bank conflicts for 14 benchmarks. Bank conflict are reduced on average by 86% for this fixed hash function, by 96% for the configurable bit-vector XOR, and by 97% for the bitwise XOR hash function using the proposed heuristic. Only the two histogram benchmarks with their indirect, data dependent memory references have remaining bank conflicts. In terms of performance, a geometric mean speed-up of $1.24\times$ over all benchmarks is attained for the configurable hash functions. Also the hardware costs in terms of latency, power and area are evaluated. These are estimated to be no more than 0.2% of the power and area budget of a contemporary GPU for the most complex configurable hash function.

Next to this hardware solution a software hash function is proposed, which does not require any changes to the hardware. This software approach can reduce the average number of bank conflicts by 99% in load accesses and 90% in store accesses, and leads to a $1.33\times$ speed-up on the NVIDIA Kepler architecture.

To configure the hash functions, the Givargis heuristic [23] is extended to select the overall best bank addressing bits for multiple sets of memory references, not just for a single set. Also the Minimum Imbalance Heuristic is introduced, which removes 97% of all bank conflicts for the bitwise XOR hash functions, outperforming the Givargis heuristic.
CHAPTER 7

R-GPU: a reconfigurable GPU architecture

The last two chapters introduced small changes to the GPU architecture. In Chapter 5 fixed hash functions for the addressing of the banks and locks in the scratchpad memory are proposed. These hash functions reduce the number of bank and lock conflicts, which results in an improved performance for atomic operations on the scratchpad memory. In Chapter 6 a configurable hash function for scratchpad bank addressing is proposed, which can be configured differently for each application. This makes it possible to reduce bank conflicts even further, resulting in improved performance not only for applications with atomic operations, but for all applications which suffer from bank conflicts.

Bank conflicts are not the only source of performance loss in GPUs. As already discussed in Chapter 1, the peak compute performance of GPUs has increased less than the number of cores. Memory bandwidth has seen an even smaller improvement, and power consumption has reached its limit. Even applications with lots of parallelism suffer more and more from the ever increasing gap between compute performance and memory bandwidth. Much performance is lost due to GPUs being stalled, either because of off-chip memory accesses or because certain resources in the GPU are (temporarily) overloaded. Often stall cycles occur when many threads access the same resources at the same time. For example, threads first calculate an address, then load data from memory and finally perform some

The content of this chapter has been published in the paper *GPU-CC: A Reconfigurable GPU Architecture with Communicating Cores*, presented at the 16th International Workshop on Software and Compilers for Embedded Systems (M-SCOPES), 2013 [103] and is submitted in the paper titled *R-GPU: A Reconfigurable GPU Architecture* to ACM Transactions on Architecture and Code Optimization [104].
computations on the data. All these actions use different parts in the GPU, such as integer units, load-store units or floating point units. If these resource requirements could be spread over time, stall cycles could be avoided, resulting not only in performance improvements, but also in increased energy efficiency.

In this chapter a more radical modification of the GPU architecture is proposed, called the R-GPU architecture. It decouples the cores in a streaming multiprocessor (SM) from their normal SIMD-style vector execution, and adds a communication network between them. R-GPU is an extension to the current GPU architecture in which the cores in a streaming multiprocessor (SM) can be configured in a network with direct communication, creating a spatial computing architecture. Furthermore, each core executes a fixed instruction, reducing instruction fetch and decode count significantly. Data movement and control of an application is made implicit in the network, freeing up the cores for computations on actual data. By better utilizing the available cores in a GPU, this results in increased performance and improved energy efficiency, while it only adds a relatively small amount of hardware. Since the original GPU functionality is preserved, R-GPU can still run existing existing GPU programs.

This chapter starts with an example. A 2D convolution kernel is mapped to a regular Fermi GPU in Section 7.1. The proposed R-GPU architecture is introduced in Section 7.2, as well as its programming model. The main benefits of the R-GPU architecture are described in Section 7.3. Section 7.4 introduces the tools developed to program the proposed architecture, and Section 7.5 contains a performance, area and power evaluation. Related work is discussed in Section 7.6 and a summary is given in Section 7.7.

7.1 Example: 2D convolution

In this section we consider a 2D convolution kernel which is mapped to an NVIDIA Fermi GPU. It consists of multiple independent streaming multiprocessors (SMs). Each SM has a private instruction and data cache, a scratchpad memory, two groups of 16 cores, one group of 16 load-store units, 4 special function units and two schedulers. A detailed description is given in Section 2.3.2; an overview of this type of SM is given in Fig. 2.4.

For a GPU to achieve peak compute performance, both schedulers have to issue an instruction every two cycles. Sometimes a scheduler cannot issue an instruction, because hardware (e.g. the single group of load-store units) is used by the other scheduler. Or because input operands are not yet available, either due to pipeline- or memory latency.

As an example, consider the activity graph in Fig. 7.1 of a multiprocessor of an NVIDIA GTX 480 (Fermi architecture) executing a 2D convolution kernel. The SM’s activity is split into three groups: (1) integer instructions representing address calculations and control operations, (e.g. calculating loop indexes and branches), (2) floating point instructions representing calculations on actual data.
and (3) load and store operations. Both the baseline version (Fig. 7.1a) and the optimized version (Fig. 7.1b) start with address calculations, after which load instructions are issued. After an idle period the data arrives from the off-chip memory and floating point instructions (data computations) are issued. The optimized kernel shows fewer load operations (and corresponding address calculations) than the baseline implementation, due to the caching of data elements in registers. The optimized version finishes earlier, but despite all optimizations the GPU is still idle for a large part of the time.

Although the kernel in Fig. 7.1b is optimized and minimizes the number of memory loads, the SM is still stalled waiting for data for 49% of the execution time, despite the many threads it is executing to hide latency. The two schedulers in the SM only utilize 37% of the possible instruction issue slots to executed instructions. Furthermore, many cycles are spent on address calculations and load instructions, and only 33% of the executed instructions are floating point instructions on actual data. This results in only 12% of the possible issued instructions over the duration of the kernel being spent on computations on actual data.

### 7.2 R-GPU Architecture

The goals of the R-GPU architecture are twofold: first the relative number of executed instructions spend on actual data computations is improved; second the number of stall cycles due to long latency memory operations is reduced. Applications with a regular access pattern and/or some form of re-use of their input data show a large gain in performance from the R-GPU architecture. For example, a $3 \times 3$ convolution application uses every input nine times in a fixed pattern, as discussed in Section 7.5.1. Applications which have a limited level of parallelism due to data dependencies imposed by the algorithm benefit most from
the R-GPU architecture. An example is the integral image application described in Section 7.5.1. Applications which are compute bound, such as matrix-matrix multiplication, will not benefit from the R-GPU architecture as R-GPU does not add any compute capabilities to the GPU.

To better utilize the available cores in the GPU, the R-GPU architecture configures the cores in an SM in a network with direct communication between them, creating a spatial computing architecture. By moving data directly from one core to the next, data movement and control is made implicit in the network and instruction count can be reduced. Furthermore, each core is assigned one static instruction which it will execute during the whole kernel execution time. It is stored in a local configuration register and has to be loaded only once. Just like regular GPU instructions each instruction can be predicated using a predicate register.

The standard GPU architecture is preserved, and no hardware blocks are removed. Hereby backwards compatibility for current GPU programs is assured, and programs which do not benefit of the R-GPU architecture can use the standard GPU architecture as is. Only configuration registers ($CR$) and a communication network with FIFO buffers is added, see Fig. 7.2. The GPU can switch between its standard and the R-GPU architecture at run-time. In a kernel which uses the R-GPU architecture, the GPU starts in its standard mode. After all configuration registers are filled and FIFO buffers are initialized, the GPU switches to the R-GPU mode. When it completes, it can switch back to regular mode if required.

The cores in an SM in the R-GPU architecture are connected to each other via a communication network with FIFO buffers, as shown in Fig. 7.2. Via six data lanes, named $A$ to $F$, cores can send data to each other’s FIFOs. Each data lane is a unidirectional ring and is split into slots using muxes. Compute cores read input values from one slot in the data lanes and write to the next slot, as illustrated by the blue arrows out of each $CORE$ in Fig. 7.2. Load store units on the other hand read from one slot, but write to the same slot, as illustrated by the red arrows out of each $LD/ST$. This connection scheme makes it possible to calculate addresses in core $N$, load values in load-store unit $N+1$ and process the loaded values in core $N+1$. By passing data directly between cores and load-store units, the register file is not required and can be switched off. The multiplexers in the network are controlled by the configuration registers, creating a static circuit switched network for the duration of a kernel’s execution.

The hardware added by R-GPU will change the hardware design of an SM. An SM will be larger because of the added hardware, and the maximum possible clock frequency of the GPU could be reduced. The exact timing impact on the SM is hard to predict, as the design of an SM is not publicly available. The performance of R-GPU is insensitive to latency. In addition, the data lanes can be split into segments to reduce the length of a single wire and minimize the timing impact. Also, as already observed in Chapter 1, the clock frequency of GPUs has diminished over the last couple of years to stay within the power
Figure 7.2: Design of the R-GPU architecture. Cores and load-store units communicate via FIFO buffers and six data lanes named A to F. The single instruction each core executes is stored in a local configuration register (CR). Only four of the 32 cores and two of the 16 load-store units in an SM are shown for clarity.

budget. Furthermore, many GPU card manufacturers offer overclocking tools to users which allows them to increase the GPU’s clock frequency at the costs of a higher power consumption. These two observations combined makes us believe that there is slack available in the GPU’s clock period. A small increment in the required timing for the SM design caused by the added hardware of R-GPU therefore has no effect on the GPU’s clock frequency. However, we can only be sure when this can be verified with an actual GPU hardware design. As these designs are not available, this verification is outside the scope of this paper.

The extra hardware parts in R-GPU consume extra power next to the GPUs regular hardware. But when a GPU runs in R-GPU-mode, the register file and instruction fetch and decode units can be switched off. This alone saves more power than the R-GPU hardware costs, as is elaborated in Section 7.5.5. Presumably more power is saved because cores execute a single, static instruction in R-GPU, and not a mix of instructions. Furthermore, not all cores are used in every application in R-GPU, which can be disabled, saving even more power.

Each core has three input FIFOs, as a core can execute instructions with (up to) three input operands. The load-store units have two input FIFOs, one for the address and one for the data in case of a store. The sizes of the FIFO are determined in Section 7.5.4.

Cores are triggered to execute an instruction when all input FIFOs have a data element available and when all FIFOs of the receiving cores have space available. In some cases a core can write its results back to its own FIFO, for example when an increment instruction is mapped to a core. To completely hide the latency of a
core, the FIFO size should be at least as large as the latency of the core. According to GPGPU-Sim [3] the latency of a two- and three-input instruction is 8 and 10 cycles respectively (for integer or single precision floating point operands).

The latency of a load operation in a load-store unit can be very long in case of a cache miss. The load-store unit only removes an item from the head of its FIFO if the operation has completed. The common data type on a GPU is 32-bit, and an L1 cache line is 128-byte wide [82]. This means that up to 32 consecutive addresses (for 32-bit words) can fall into the same cache line. The load-store unit has been equipped with a new prefetch element, which scans the address FIFO. When it detects an address with a new cache line address, it generates a memory request to fill the L1 cache with the corresponding cache line. This way the load-store units’ following load operations will hit in the L1 cache, resulting in minimal stall cycles. For the prefetcher to be able to prefetch a cache line, the address FIFO needs to hold at least 32 addresses, or even more to be able to prefetch more cache lines.

The prefetcher requests an address within a cache line, which causes the cache line to be fetched from memory and placed in the cache. When the actual memory access occurs, the prefetch action may not have completed. In this case latency is reduced, and the final latency observed is somewhere between the cache latency and the main memory latency. In the unlikely event that a cache line is evicted between a prefetch request and an actual access, the memory access will take the full latency of a memory access. This usually does not happen, as there are few load-store units per SM (16 in Fermi) and 16 kB (or 48 kB) of cache per SM (depending on the cache configuration), which means there are at least 8 (or 24) cache lines (of 128 bytes) available for each load-store unit. This number will improve if fewer load-store units are used for load-instructions, assuming a perfect cache-placement policy. In the experiments the cache-placement policy of GPGPU-Sim is used, which mimics the actual GPU cache behavior of a set-associative cache.

### 7.2.1 Inter SM communication

The communication network as described in the previous section only allows cores within one SM to communicate with each other. In case an R-GPU kernel consists of more instructions than there are cores available in a single SM, multiple SMs can work together to execute the kernel. Three options are investigated to make inter SM communication possible.

The first option is direct communication between SMs, for example each SM could have a connection to its direct neighbors, as shown in Fig. 7.3a. Although this could lead to a low-latency, high-throughput connection between SMs, it also requires thread blocks to be mapped to specific SMs, which is the exact opposite of the SIMT programming model (e.g. CUDA and OpenCL). In current GPU manufacturing, GPUs are made with the maximum number of SMs the architecture supports, but when some SMs fail during testing the GPU is sold as
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(a) Direct communication
(b) NoC communication
(c) L2 communication

Figure 7.3: Three options for inter SM communication.

a lower-end model with the faulty SMs disabled. This would make the direct SM communication very hard to correctly implement in every possible situation.

The second option, shown in Fig. 7.3b is communication via the network on chip (NoC). This option can handle different numbers of SMs in a GPU. Also the thread blocks do not have to be mapped to specific SMs, as long as the communication via the NoC can be addressed using thread block IDs, instead of SM IDs. The downside of this option is that the NoC becomes much larger. Currently the NoC only supports memory requests (loads and stores) from the 16 SMs to the 6 memory partitions. To allow for communication between the SMs, the number of destinations in the NoC increases from 6 to 16+6.

The last and most applicable solution is communication via the L2 cache as shown in Fig. 7.3c. Like the second solution any number of SMs can be present in the GPU, and thread blocks do not have to be mapped to specific SMs. The sending SM can write to the global, off-chip memory which will be cached in the L2 cache. The receiving SM can read from the same memory, and will get the data from the L2 cache. Load and store instructions in a GPU have various cache operators which are used to specify in which level(s) of cache to update a certain request. For example, loads can be executed without touching the cache in case a data element is used only once, or stores can be marked as write-through to make them available for others in the off-chip memory as soon as possible. For the receiving SM we introduce a new cache operator called \textit{wait-for-hit}, which will remain in the L2 access queue until a hit occurs. The sending SM can use the already available cache operators. Loads and stores not involved in inter SM communication can use cache operators to bypass the cache to prevent cache pollution which could influence the communication.

The inter-SM communication of Fig. 7.3c requires memory loads to be hold in the L2 cache access queue until a write to the same memory location occurs. Each L2 partition in an NVIDIA Fermi GPU (six in total in a GTX480) has a queue of 8 entries. The \textit{wait-for-hit} load instructions keeps circling through this L2 cache access queue and the L2 cache until the write from the sending SM has
occurred. Deadlocks are prevented by having fewer pending load operations with the wait-for-hit cache operator than there are entries available in the queue. As a load-store unit which issues these wait-for-hit load instructions can only issue the next instruction after the previous one has finished, there is a very limited number of instructions which will be pending in the L2 caches and access queues. The benchmarks (INTEGR and nw) in Section 7.5) use only one wait-for-hit load instruction per SM.

### 7.2.2 Programming model

An R-GPU program consists of two parts. The first part is a regular CUDA or OpenCL program which is executed in the GPUs standard mode. In this standard mode all configuration registers can be loaded and the FIFO buffers can be filled with initial values if required. Then the GPU can switch to R-GPU mode, which is done at a barrier instruction (e.g. `__syncthreads()` in CUDA). At a barrier instruction all threads in a thread block are at the same point in the kernel. To make sure all threads executing on an SM are synchronized at this point, only one thread block is allowed to execute at an SM at the same time. Note: if more thread blocks are used than there are SMs available, multiple thread blocks can run in any order in regular GPGPU programs, as thread blocks are independent. To prevent deadlocks in kernels which use inter SM communication, the R-GPU architecture requires thread blocks to be executed in a known order. The simulator used (GPGPU-Sim, see Section 7.4.3) orders thread blocks by increasing thread block-id.

Now the GPU starts executing in R-GPU mode in which the concept of threads is no longer used. The cores and load-store units in each SM execute the instruction stored in their configuration register for a given number of iterations, let’s say $N$. For example, a load-store unit will issue $N$ times a load operation with $N$ addresses (which can be all different or equal, depending on the application). The core receiving data from this load-store unit will calculate $N$ values, which are then passed on to the next core.

Cores with no dependencies on other cores, and with initial values in their FIFOs, start executing first. Usually these are address calculating cores. The generated addresses arrive at the address FIFOs of the load-store units, which start fetching data from memory. After the data arrives, it is written to the FIFOs of cores who require these values. These cores start calculating, and forward the generated results to the next cores. Usually the results end at a load-store unit which is configured with a store-instruction. This core will store the calculated result back to the memory. Alternatively the final result can also be kept in a FIFO, which happens in reduction applications, such as summing all values in a matrix. After all cores and load-store units have executed their instruction $N$ times, the GPU may switch back to its normal execution mode. Now the results which are kept in the FIFOs can be used again in the regular GPU mode.
7.3 R-GPU motivation

The R-GPU architecture improves GPU performance in two ways: first it removes redundant memory loads by having the cores communicate directly with each other using FIFO buffers. Second it improves the obtained memory bandwidth for applications with a low level of parallelism. These two benefits are discussed in more detail in this section.

7.3.1 Benefit 1: removing redundant memory loads

In a 3-tap FIR filter as shown in Fig. 7.4a, three input values are combined into one output value. A sequential C-implementation is given in Listing 7.1. In a simple GPU implementation one thread would be launched for a single output element. This implies that each thread has to load three input values. Thread $N$ loads input values $N$, $N-1$ and $N-2$, thread $N+1$ loads input values $N+1$, $N$ and $N-1$, etc. Even though not all these loads result in off-chip memory accesses due to the caches present in a GPU, all threads still have to issue the three load instructions to acquire all input values. This results in all input values being loaded three times. In an ideal situation each input value is loaded only once. To limit the number of load instructions, each thread can calculate multiple output elements. Previously loaded values can be kept in registers and can be re-used for multiple output elements. This approach still implies that (some) input values are copied from one register to the other, depending on the amount of loop-unrolling.

Another approach in reducing the total number of loads is to allow threads to use each others input values. NVIDIA’s Kepler architecture introduces ‘shuffle’ instructions [78] which allows threads in a warp to read each others registers [65]. This has a limited effect on reducing the number of loads, as only the 32 threads in a warp can communicate. Boundary conditions have to be taken into account; the first and the last thread in a warp have to read extra values as they don’t have neighbors from which they can read.

In R-GPU no redundant loads and no register copies are required in the FIR filter example. Each input value is read only once, and is directly forwarded to the cores which need the data. Fig. 7.4b shows the R-GPU implementation of the same 3-tap FIR filter. Data elements are loaded via the LD load-store unit.

Listing 7.1: Sequential C-code for a 3-tap FIR filter.

```c
void fir(float *input, float *coefficients, float *output) {
    for(int i=2; i<LENGHT; i++) {
        output[i] = input[i] * coefficients[0]
            + input[i-1] * coefficients[1]
            + input[i-2] * coefficients[2];
    }
}
```
and stored in the FIFO buffers of the three taps of the FIR filter, implemented by the FMUL and FMAD cores. To ensure that the correct input values \( N, N - 1 \) and \( N - 2 \) are used for output value \( N \), the input FIFOs of these three cores have 0, 1 and 2 initial values respectively. The final results are stored using the ST load-store unit. Addresses for the load-store units are generated by the two IADD cores.

As the number of load-store units in a GPU’s streaming multiprocessor (SM) is relatively small\(^1\), reducing the number of load and store instructions has a large impact on execution time. Especially in applications in which the memory bandwidth is the main bottleneck, the load-store units are used most (if not all) of the time. For these applications the compute instructions can be scheduled in the memory latency period of the load and store instructions. Reducing the number of load and store operations for these applications will result in a performance improvement. Regular optimization techniques (e.g. calculating multiple output values per GPU thread) already show some improvement. R-GPU can further reduce the number of load and store instructions, resulting in a larger performance improvement.

### 7.3.2 Benefit 2: improving memory bandwidth

In a regular GPU each thread’s execution (e.g. calculating a FIR filter) starts with loading data from memory into registers. When all data has arrived, the registers are used in calculating the output values of the FIR filter. These are then subsequently stored back in the memory. Only after the store operations have been issued, the registers are free and new values can be loaded from memory in the registers. This causes a delay in the processing, as every thread is waiting for input data to arrive. GPUs attempt to hide this waiting time by running many threads in parallel. Often this is not enough to hide all memory latency.

---

\(^1\)An NVIDIA Fermi SM has 16 load-store unit compared to 32 compute cores. An NVIDIA Kepler SM has only 32 load-store unit compared to 192 compute cores.
Measurements on a GTX470 show that at least 768 threads per SM are required to achieve more than 90% of the obtainable bandwidth (which is achieved by running 1536 threads, the maximum number of threads per SM) for a simple, memory bound kernel. As described above, it is possible to re-use input elements, and to apply loop-unrolling to improve performance, but still threads may stall waiting for data to arrive from memory. This effect is clearly visible in applications which have a low level of parallelism, and cannot run many threads in parallel, as illustrated in the Needleman-Wunsch and integral image benchmarks described in Section 7.5.

Two-level warp scheduling [63] is one way to reduce idle cycles due to the long latency (load) operations. It schedules instructions only from a limited number of threads, just enough to hide the pipeline latency, until a long latency operation is encountered. Only then the instructions from other threads are executed, which fill the idle cycles caused by the load operation as much as possible.

In R-GPU on the other hand, the address calculating IADD cores (e.g. in the FIR filter of Fig. 7.4b) never have to wait until registers are free. As long as there is space available in the FIFOs connected to these cores’ outputs, more addresses can be generated. This ensures that the load-store unit will load data as quickly as possible, until the FIFOs connected to its output are full. Only when R-GPU starts executing a kernel a short stall period is observed in which the first data elements are loaded.

As the off-chip memory latency on a GPU is hundreds of cycles, a prefetch element is added in R-GPU to each load-store unit. It scans the address FIFO and creates memory requests when an address of a new cache line is found. These requests fill the L1 cache in the SM, and subsequent loads from the load-store unit will hit in the cache.

### 7.4 Programming Tools

For ease of programming R-GPU programming tools have been developed to help the programmer. A visual programming environment is developed as a front end, see Section 7.4.1 and Fig. 7.5a. A back end is described in Section 7.4.2, see Fig. 7.5b. This back end automates the error prone task of mapping instructions to cores and assigning the correct data lanes between cores. It can also make a trade-off between the number of cores and the number of data lanes used. A full compiler will be part of future work. Finally the performance of R-GPU is evaluated using a simulator described in Section 7.4.3.

### 7.4.1 Front end

A front end visual programming environment is developed in which the programmer can draw instructions as boxes onto a canvas. Dependencies between instructions are drawn as arrows between the boxes. Also initialization values for the
instructions’ operands can be given. To help the programmer even more, pseudo-instructions are added. For example, an increment instruction is included, which will map to an add instruction. The programmer can specify the step size, the number of initial values and the start-offset, which can be a function of the thread block id and a kernel parameter.

In Fig. 7.5a an R-GPU implementation of the integral image application (see also Section 7.5.1) is drawn in the visual programming environment. The corresponding sequential C-code is given in Listing 7.2. Each thread block calculates one row in this example. Two increment units are used to generate the addresses to load and store from. The first one is used to address 32-bit integers, the second one 8-bit integers. An offset to a kernel parameter is given, which is a pointer to an array in the off-chip memory. Also an offset for each specific thread block is specified to ensure that each thread block processes a different part of the data. Both increment units have five initial values in their input FIFOs. Only two additions (ADD) and one subtraction (SUB) are required to calculate each output, similar to Listing 7.2. The elements loaded from the row \((y-1)\) above the current row being processed are used twice, once for \((x)\) and once for \((x-1)\). The second input has one initial value to account for the difference in the index. The result of one calculation is used as the input for the next, this is done via the loop back arrow of the last ADD unit, shown in the bottom right of Fig. 7.5a.
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void integral_image(char *in, int *out) {
    for(int y=1; y<HEIGHT; y++)
        for(int x=1; x<WIDTH; x++)
            out[y*WIDTH+x] = out[y*WIDTH+x-1] + out[(y-1)*WIDTH+x] - out[(y-1)*WIDTH+x-1] + in[y*WIDTH+x];
}

Listing 7.2: Sequential C-code of the integral image application

7.4.2 Back end

The back end maps instructions to cores and load-store units and assigns the data lanes in two steps. It can make a trade-off between the number of cores and the number of data lanes used. The results are written to a file to be used by the simulator. A visual overview of the mapping is given, as shown in Fig. 7.5b.

In the first step a mapping of instructions to cores and load-store units is made by constraint programming. The mapping has to satisfy the number of cores and load-store units in an SM, as well as the number of data lanes. Also data dependencies are taken into account, as the communication network is a directed ring between the cores.

Each instruction has to be mapped to a distinct core or load-store unit. A constraint is added between two instructions if one requires the output of the other; the sending instruction has to be placed on a core which is connected to the core with the receiving instruction. Due to the unidirectional data lanes, the sending core has to be to the left in Fig. 7.2 of the receiving core. Special care has to be taken with load-store instructions. Where cores read at one data lane slot and write to the next, load-store units write at the same slot as they read from (see also Fig. 7.2).

The instruction mapping is constraint by the number of data lanes available. To limit the number of data lanes used, a second set of constraints is added. For each communication between a writing and a reading core, a virtual data lane is set to be occupied between the writing and the reading core. For each slot in the data lanes, the total number of virtual data lanes used has to be less than or equal to the actual number of data lanes available.

In the second step the cores which have to communicate their results to other cores are assigned to the actual data lanes. This is also done by constraint programming. As the total number of data lanes used is limited in the first step, a standard geometrical packing constraint can be used.

7.4.3 Simulator

The R-GPU architecture is based on NVIDIA’s Fermi architecture, the latest GPU architecture supported by GPGPU-Sim [3]. Version 3.2.1 of this cycle level simu-
Table 7.1: List of benchmarks used to evaluate the R-GPU architecture.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Data lanes</th>
<th>Benchmark set</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2D convolution</td>
<td>CONV</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>GPU-CC</td>
<td>2D 3 × 3 image blur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Histogram</td>
<td>HIST</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Gómez-Luna et al. 2013</td>
<td>Histogram of a Full HD gray scale image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integral</td>
<td>INTEGR</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Prefix sum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI-Q</td>
<td>MRIQ</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Parboil</td>
<td>Magnetic Resonance Imaging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neural Network</td>
<td>NN</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>GPGPU-Sim</td>
<td>Third layer of a 5-layer neural network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Needleman-Wunsch</td>
<td>NW</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Rodinia</td>
<td>DNA sequence alignment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PathFinder</td>
<td>PATH</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Rodinia</td>
<td>Grid Traversal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stencil</td>
<td>STENCIL</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Parboil</td>
<td>3D stencil operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Streamcluster</td>
<td>STREAM</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Rodinia</td>
<td>Sum of squared distances calculation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Switching from the standard GPU execution model to the R-GPU execution model can be done at a barrier instruction (e.g. __syncthreads() in CUDA). After a barrier instruction finishes all threads in a thread block are synchronized, making it the ideal point in time to switch the execution model of an SM. The number of cycles it takes to finish all threads is modeled in the simulator, just like the loading of the initial values in the FIFOs.

7.5 Evaluation

To validate the performance improvements of R-GPU we implemented a number of kernels from a range of applications using the tools described in Section 7.4. All benchmarks are listed in Table 7.1. From GPGPU-Sim 3.2.1 [3] we use the neural network benchmark, from Rodinia 2.4 [8] the Needleman-Wunsch, Pathfinder and Streamcluster benchmark and from Parboil 2.5 [98] the MRI-Q and stencil benchmark. We also added the 2D convolution from [103], the histogram kernel from [25] and a newly implemented integral image benchmark. All benchmarks are compiled using NVIDIA’s CUDA compiler nvcc version 4.2, the latest version supported by GPGPU-Sim. All benchmarks are tested using the modified version of GPGPU-Sim 3.2.1 (see Section 7.4.3) using the configuration file for an NVIDIA GTX 480 GPU supplied with GPGPU-Sim.

Three benchmarks are described in Section 7.5.1. Next the performance of R-GPU is evaluated in Section 7.5.2. In Section 7.5.3 and Section 7.5.4 the communication network is discussed and the sizes for the data and address FIFOs are determined. A conservative power and area estimation is given in Section 7.5.5.
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7.5.1 Benchmarks

All benchmarks are implemented using the tools described in Section 7.4. If a benchmark requires fewer cores than available in an SM, the implementation is replicated to fill up the SM as much as possible. The implementation of most benchmarks (e.g. 2D-convolution and stencil) utilizes the spatial locality available in these benchmarks. Other benchmarks have more complex re-use patterns, such as the MRI-Q benchmark. The inter SM communication is demonstrated by the integral image and Needleman-Wunsch benchmarks. These three benchmarks are discussed below.

2D-convolution

Convolution is a common operation in image and signal processing, among others. For example an image can be blurred by a 2D convolution with a Gaussian kernel. A mathematical representation is given in Eq. 7.1, where \( I \) is the input image and \( K \) the convolution kernel.

\[
(I \ast K)(x, y) = \sum_i \sum_j I(x + i, y + j)K(i, j) \tag{7.1}
\]
The R-GPU implementation is shown in Fig. 7.6a. The 3×3 structure of the convolution implemented here is visible in this figure. The nine FMUL and FMAD cores perform the multiply and add operations in the convolution. Two extra FADD cores are used to sum the results together. Two IADD cores are used for calculating the input and output addresses. Three LD.F32 cores are used to load the input data from the off-chip memory via the L1 cache. The instructions of these cores contain an immediate offset such that each load-store unit reads a different line in the image. The ST.F32 is used to store the output data. Fig. 7.6b shows how the cores can be placed in the communication network. Four out of the six data lanes are sufficient for this 2D convolution kernel.

Only 13 out of the 32 cores and 4 out of the 16 load-store units in each SM are used in the configuration of Fig. 7.6. This makes it possible to instantiate two copies of this configuration in each SM in order to improving performance.

MRI-Q

In the MRI-Q benchmark a matrix Q is computed, representing the scanner configuration for calibration [98]. The arrays \( Q_r \) and \( Q_i \) are calculated according to Eq. 7.2 and Eq. 7.3. The arguments of the sin and cos functions are re-used, similar to the regular GPU implementation. For every output indexed by \( n \), a single value of the arrays \( x, y \) and \( z \) is used, as well as all values of the array \( in \). In the R-GPU implementation eight values of \( x, y \) and \( z \) are loaded at setup time in FIFOs, and at run-time each value of the \( in \) array is used eight times, once for each value of \( x, y \) and \( z \) in the FIFOs. A new value of the \( in \) array is only read every eight cycles. Two of these implementations can be mapped in a single SM, resulting in the total number of thread blocks required to be \( n/(8\cdot 2) \). In this way the \( in \) array gets re-used as much as possible. Array \( in \) (3072 entries in the Parboil input dataset) fits in the L1 cache of the GPU, therefore the \( in \) array is only read from the off-chip memory once.

\[
Q_r[n] = \sum_k in[k].\phi \cdot \cos((in[k].x \cdot x[n] + in[k].y \cdot y[n] + in[k].z \cdot z[n]) \cdot 2\pi) \quad (7.2)
\]

\[
Q_i[n] = \sum_k in[k].\phi \cdot \sin((in[k].x \cdot x[n] + in[k].y \cdot y[n] + in[k].z \cdot z[n]) \cdot 2\pi) \quad (7.3)
\]

Integral image

The integral image, or summed area table, of a matrix \( M \) contains the sum of all pixels above and to the left of the current element, as shown in Eq. 7.4.

\[
I(x, y) = \sum_{x' \leq x} \sum_{y' \leq y} M(x', y') \quad (7.4)
\]
In the R-GPU implementation a single row of the output $I$ is calculated by only eight cores, therefore each thread block can work on four rows. The dependency between row $n$ and row $n+1$ in two different thread blocks is resolved using inter SM communication. The first thread block will write its results to the memory via the L2 cache. The second thread block will stall until it can read this data. Although this leads to a long (functional) pipeline, this approach requires the input data to be read only once, and only one in four output rows have to be re-read from the L2 cache. In a standard GPU implementation usually the integral image is calculated in two steps. First the horizontal integral image is calculated, after which the intermediate output is written to memory. Second the intermediate output is read again, and the vertical integral image is calculated.

### 7.5.2 R-GPU performance

The benchmarks as listed in Table 7.1 are implemented on the R-GPU architecture using the tools of Section 7.4. Their performance is compared to a regular GPU as simulated in GPGPU-Sim [3]. A reference implementation for the regular GPU implementation is taken from the benchmarks suites. When multiple reference implementations were available, all are optimized and tested and the best one is used as the reference. All reference implementations are highly optimized, not only thread and thread block sizes are tuned for GPGPU-Sim, but also loop unrolling factor. For example, the performance of the Neural Network benchmark taken from GPGPU-Sim is improved more than $8 \times$. For the 2D-convolution benchmark five different reference implementations are implemented and evaluated, with an execution time difference between them over $2 \times$.

The speed-up of the R-GPU implementation over a regular GPU is shown in Fig. 7.7. All these benchmarks benefit from the R-GPU architecture. Benchmarks who do not gain performance can use the regular GPU architecture as such, and do not (have to) experience a slow-down. The geometric mean of the speed-ups for the benchmarks shown in Fig. 7.7 is $2.1 \times$.

Needleman-Wunsch (nw), a nonlinear global optimization method for DNA
sequence alignments, shows the largest performance improvement of all benchmarks. It fills a 2D matrix from top left to bottom right as illustrated in Fig. 7.8. At the start only the first row and the first column of the matrix are filled. To calculate one element in the matrix, the elements to the northwest-, north- and west-adjacent are required, similar to the integral image benchmark of Section 7.5.1. At every step of the algorithm the next diagonal is calculated. This means that the available parallelism is limited, the maximum parallelism is reached when calculating the main diagonal of the matrix. This limited parallelism limits the performance of a regular GPU implementation greatly. The reference implementation from Rodinia uses a two-level approach. The matrix is split into tiles, and each tile is calculated as described above, the tiles itself are processed in the same manner. Like the other benchmarks the reference implementation is optimized for GPGPU-Sim. The R-GPU architecture can transfer the calculated value of one matrix element directly to its adjacent elements. Similar to the integral image implementation of Section 7.5.1 the R-GPU implementation of \textit{nw} calculates four output rows per thread block. Dependencies between thread blocks are resolved via inter SM communication (Section 7.2.1). R-GPU’s fine grained communication, combined with the removal of redundant reads and writes to the off-chip memory, lead to the large speed-up of $11.5 \times$ over a regular GPU.

The integral image benchmark has a similar dependency pattern as the Needleman-Wunsch benchmark. However the calculations of the integral image benchmark are linear. Therefore the reference GPU implementation can be split into two kernels for the horizontal and vertical sum. These kernels contain more parallelism and far fewer redundant load and store operations than the reference implementation of the Needleman-Wunsch benchmark. Hence the speed-up for the integral image benchmark is lower, but still $3.4 \times$.

In Fig. 7.9 the activity of the \texttt{conv} benchmark is shown over the duration of the kernel’s execution. The activity of the cores is split into \texttt{INT} and \texttt{FLOAT} instructions, representing computations on addresses and data respectively. Because the \texttt{conv} benchmark is limited by off-chip memory bandwidth, not all cores
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![Activity of the cores within one SM in R-GPU over the execution of the 2D-convolution application. The activity is split into integer (int), floating point (float) and load-store (ld/st) operations.](image)

**Figure 7.9:** Activity of the cores within one SM in R-GPU over the execution of the 2D-convolution application. The activity is split into integer (int), floating point (float) and load-store (ld/st) operations.

are active all the time, as is clear from the gaps in Fig. 7.9. Compared to the activity graph of the regular GPU in Fig. 7.1 the R-GPU architecture manages to issue load instruction to the off-chip memory constantly, instead of in many short bursts. This is the main source of the speed-up of 1.35× of R-GPU.

### 7.5.3 Communication network

The R-GPU architecture in Fig. 7.2 has six data lanes; the number of lanes required for each benchmark is shown in Table 7.1. Most benchmarks require only 2, 3 or 4 data lanes, while STENCIL requires 5. Only PATH and STREAM require all 6 data lanes. In these two cases there is a ‘hotspot’ where all data lanes are used, most often fewer data lanes are used. For example see the instruction mapping in Fig. 7.5b, where the maximum number of data lanes is only used for a short period. In case an application requires more data lanes than available in the architecture it is possible to re-write the application such that data values are re-computed instead of communicated.

The wires in the data lanes consume a large portion of the area used by R-GPU, as elaborated in Section 7.5.5. The data lanes only consume power when used, since unused data lanes can be switched off. Therefore the number of data lanes in the R-GPU architecture is an area-performance trade-off, which is shown in Fig. 7.10.

The current implementation of the PATH benchmark uses 6 data lanes, but alternative implementations use either 4 or 10 lanes. The 4-lane implementation is twice as slow, the 10-lane implementation is only 14% faster. Increasing the number of data lanes from 6 to 10 increases the area cost of R-GPU from 4% to 6%, as shown in Fig. 7.10. Not only the area used by the data lanes increases, but also more muxes are added in the data lanes. Further more the muxes connecting the communication network to the FIFOs increase in size as they require more inputs.

### 7.5.4 FIFO sizes

A range of FIFO sizes is tested for all benchmarks to find the best possible trade-off between performance and FIFO size, e.g. number of entries, area and power. The data FIFO’s size is tested with 4, 8, 16 and 32 entries as shown in Fig. 7.11a.
The execution time of each benchmark is normalized against the execution time of a FIFO size of 8 entries. Most benchmark are not sensitive for the different FIFO sizes. The NN benchmark requires at least 5 entries in a data FIFO, and the MRIQ and PATH benchmarks take twice as long to execute when the FIFO contains only 4 entries. Therefore we select the data FIFO size to be 8 entries. At this size the PATH, NW and NN benchmarks perform 15%, 8% and 6% slower than at a FIFO size of 16 respectively. All other benchmarks’ performance is within 3% of its best value.

Increasing the number of entries in the data FIFOs from 8 to 16 entries only increases the total area of R-GPU by 2%, as shown in Fig. 7.10. But the power consumption of R-GPU increases by 8% due to the larger FIFOs, while performance hardly improves for most benchmarks.

The address FIFO size is tested with 64, 128, 256 and 512 entries, as shown in Fig. 7.11b. The execution time of each benchmark is normalized against the execution time of a FIFO size of 256 entries. Four benchmarks, HIST, MRIQ, PATH and STREAM perform significantly better with larger FIFO sizes, while CONV, NN and STENCIL only show small performance improvements. The INTEGR and NW benchmarks perform the same for all FIFO sizes, as it is limited by the communication between multiprocessors (Section 7.2.1), and cannot use the prefetch capabilities of the load-store unit. The STREAM benchmark uses an array-of-structs as its inputs, which contain four 32-bit words. In R-GPU one load-store unit is used for each word. Consecutive addresses for each word are 16 bytes apart, instead of the normal 4 bytes for 32-bit words. This causes the load-store unit’s prefetcher to prefetch more cache lines than usually, which causes significant cache pollution and a slow down for a FIFO size of 512 entries for the STREAM benchmark. Taken all the above considerations into account a FIFO size of 256 entries is chosen for the address FIFOs.

Increasing the number of entries in the address FIFOs from 256 to 512 entries increases the total area of R-GPU by 10%, as shown in Fig. 7.10. But the power consumption of R-GPU increases by 26% due to the larger FIFOs, while performance only improves for the HIST benchmark.
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Figure 7.11: Normalized execution time for various FIFO sizes. The data FIFO sizes range from 4 to 32 (a) and the address FIFO sizes range from 64 to 512 (b).

7.5.5 Power & area estimation

To estimate the power savings of R-GPU, we first estimate how much power can be saved by switching off some parts of the GPU, e.g. the register file and the instruction cache, fetch- and decode-unit. Second we give a detailed estimation of the power the R-GPU architecture requires using Cacti, Verilog synthesis, and a wire power model. Finally an area estimation of the R-GPU architecture is given.

Power savings

According to GPUWattch [49], the register file takes 13.4% of the dynamic power in a GTX 480 (average over multiple compute benchmarks), which is about 13 W. In an older Quadro FX5600 the dynamic power consumed by the register file is 17.2%. Similar numbers are reported by GPUSimPow [54], where the register file of a GTX 240 consumes 12.6% of its power in the Blackscholes benchmark from the CUDA SDK, while the instruction fetch- and decode-unit take 5.65% of the GPU’s power. The Hong & Kim power model [40] estimates the power of the register file and the instruction fetch- and decode-unit to be 7.9 W or 4.5% and 13 W or 7.5% respectively for a GTX 280 averaged over a number of benchmarks.

Although the power numbers reported are for different GPUs, and even different GPU architectures, the combined power consumed by the register file and
instruction fetch- and decode-unit of the GPU range from 12% to 18%. Since we use the same GPU (GTX 480) for our simulations as [49], we use the 13 W of dynamic power reported by [49] as a conservative estimation of the power we can save by switching off the register file and instruction fetch- and decode-units.

Power costs

To estimate the power consumption of the R-GPU architecture we modeled the muxes and FIFOs according to the configuration shown in Fig. 7.2 with six data lanes. The muxes and FIFO logic are implemented in Verilog, and power numbers are obtained using the Cadence Encounter® RTL Compiler v11.20 and a 40 nm standard cell library. The SRAM memories in the FIFOs are modeled using CACTI 6.5 [62] using a 45 nm technology size. The total number of data and address FIFOs in each SM is 112 (3 for each of the 32 cores and 1 for each of the 16 load-store units) and 16 respectively, with 8 and 256 entries each respectively (Section 7.5.4). As the wires in the interconnection network between the cores of an SM can become quite long, we model the power consumption of the wires separately. A normalized energy per bit of 60 pJ/m is used, similar to [22] where also architecture changes in the same GPU (GTX 480) are proposed. This is well within the range of 20 to 100 pJ/m reported in [120] for transmission line type of interconnection structures at the 45 nm technology node. The normalized energy per bit for a repeated RC wire type of interconnect is much higher, approximately 400 pJ/m according to [120]. Similar to [22] we base the wire length on a die photo of a GTX 480, and assume it to be 8 mm, the length plus the width of an SM.
The final power consumption is dependent on the benchmark used, similar to [40,49,54]. For the stencil and mirq benchmark the power consumption for the different parts of R-GPU is shown in Fig. 7.12. The stencil benchmark is limited by the off-chip memory bandwidth, and therefore the R-GPU pipeline often stalls. When the pipeline stalls the wires and values in the FIFOs do not toggle, leading to a moderate power consumption of 1.4 W. The address FIFOs use a relative large amount of the power because all load-store units are used, but not all cores in the SMs in this benchmark. The mirq benchmark on the other hand is not limited by off-chip memory bandwidth and the R-GPU pipeline is stalled much less, leading to a power consumption of 3.2 W. As 28 out of the 32 cores are used, and only 8 out of the 16 load-store units, the power consumption of the data FIFOs is relatively large for the mirq benchmark compared to the stencil benchmark.

Combining the 13 W of dynamic power which can be saved by switching off the register file, the 3.2 W of added power in the R-GPU architecture and the total (average) GPU power consumption of 153 W [49] leads to a power saving of 6%. Note that this is a conservative estimation, as power saving due to disabling the instruction cache, fetch- and decode units are not taken into account. Also the fact that each core is executing a static instruction for a period of time is not taken into account in this estimation.

Area costs

The area costs of the R-GPU architecture are estimated similar to the power costs in the previous section. The area values as reported by CACTI 6.5 are used to determine the area of the FIFOs. The logic area is estimated using Verilog simulations using the Cadence Encounter® RTL Compiler and the area of the long wires in the data lanes is estimated using the wire model in [120]. The total area costs of the R-GPU architecture is estimated to be 23 mm$^2$, which is an increase of just 4% compared to the total area of 529 mm$^2$ of an NVIDIA GTX 480.

An overview of the area costs for the different components of R-GPU is shown in Fig. 7.12c. The wires in the data lanes add the most area. This is mainly due to the estimation of the wire length we use, the sum of the length and width of an SM. When the actual length of these wires is smaller, the (relative) area costs would also be less as wire area scales linearly with the wire length [120].

Although there are many more data FIFOs than address FIFOs in the R-GPU architecture (112 vs. 16 per SM), the address FIFOs take the most area. A single data FIFO contains eight 32-bit values (Section 7.5.4) and has an area of only 0.0015 mm$^2$. A single address FIFO contains 256 entries, but also has two read ports instead of one to support prefetching (Section 7.2), resulting in an area of 0.031 mm$^2$ per FIFO. Despite having two read ports the address FIFO requires less area per bit than the data FIFO.
In more recent architectures than Fermi (i.e. Kepler [78]), threads in a warp can read from each others register file by using so called ‘shuffle’ instructions. The hardware used to perform this shuffling described in [65] could be re-used as the communication network in the R-GPU architecture. This will reduce the hardware costs significantly, since the wires in the data lanes take 40% of the total area of R-GPU.

7.6 Related work

Reconfigurable architectures have been described in literature long before the introduction of GPGPUs. One example is the MorphoSys architecture [97], which consists of a main processor (RISC) and a reconfigurable processor array connected together via a bus. Another example is the ADRES architecture [58] which combines a main processor (VLIW) with a matrix of reconfigurable cells. The main processor and the reconfigurable array are separate hardware parts in the MorphoSys architecture. In the ADRES architecture several functional units of the reconfigurable matrix are shared with the VLIW processor, which reduces communication costs. As a result the ADRES architecture has two functional views, either the VLIW processor or the reconfigurable matrix is executing instructions. In the R-GPU architecture all resources are shared between the standard GPU mode and the proposed R-GPU mode, keeping the original GPU functionality intact which is also used to setup the R-GPU mode.

The R-GPU architecture looks more like the CGRA architecture described in [67] than the CGRA architectures described above. The execution scheme in this CGRA is stream based, similar to the R-GPU architecture. It consists of dedicated (compute) cores and memory tiles. Cores have a direct communication channel with their neighbors. Global communication is done via a 2D Network on Chip. The R-GPU architecture on the other hand consists of compute cores and load-store units which access the memory. The cores and load-store units are connected via a 1D set of communication lanes. The main difference is that the CGRA cores in [67] have a register file and execute multiple instructions, while the R-GPU cores have no memory and execute only one instruction.

Register file caching is introduced in [22] as an alternative method to reduce register file energy. This is combined with a two-level thread scheduler which maintains a small set of active threads to hide ALU and scratchpad memory access latency. A larger set of pending threads is used to hide main memory latency. The two-level scheduler combined with a a 6-entry per-thread register file cache reduces register file energy consumption by 36%.

Two-level warp scheduling [63] reduces stall cycles due to long latency operations, just as R-GPU’s prefetch element in the load-store unit. Two-level warp scheduling issues instructions from a limited number of threads, just enough to hide the pipeline latency, until a long latency operation (e.g. off-chip memory load) is encountered, after which the instructions from other threads are executed.
Combined with the large warp microarchitecture the two-level warp scheduling improves performance by 19%.

Specialization in software has been introduced by Bauer et al. in [4]. In this work certain warps in a thread block are used as a DMA to copy data from the off-chip DRAM memory to the on-chip scratchpad memory. The resulting speed-up for several benchmarks are $1.15 \times -3.2 \times$. In ‘Singe’ [5] by Bauer et al. all warps in a thread block are assigned a specific sub-computations of a kernel. This allows ‘Singe’ to deal efficiently with the irregularity in both data access patterns and computation. It also makes large working sets in the on-chip scratchpad memory possible. The final performance result is a $3.75 \times$ speed-up over their previous GPU implementations.

FCUDA [88] adapts the CUDA programming model into an FPGA design flow, which maps the coarse and fine grained parallelism exposed in CUDA onto the reconfigurable fabric. CUDA kernels are compiled into an FPGA design using high-level synthesis tools. Where FCUDA targets an FPGA, and synthesizes its processing elements specific for the kernels, R-GPU uses a GPU as platform and re-uses the existing processing elements.

The Single-Graph Multiple Flows (SGRF) architecture presented in [113] looks similar to the R-GPU architecture. It is a complete redesign of a GPU as a coarse-grain reconfigurable fabric (CGRF), where R-GPU is an extension to the existing architecture. The functional units in SGRF are interconnected in a two dimensional grid, compared to the one dimensional, unidirectional data lanes in R-GPU. In SGRF the functional units also execute a static instruction but for different threads, like the standard GPU architecture. In comparison, the R-GPU architecture executes on thread block granularity and has no notion of threads. In SGRF values are tagged with thread IDs which allows threads to overtake each other. R-GPU does not use tagging, and values have to be processed in-order. Similar to R-GPU, the SGRF architecture does not require a central register file or instruction fetch- and decode unit. The reported performance of SGRF is comparable to existing GPUs, while consuming 57% less energy on average. This is comparable to R-GPU, which achieves an energy consumption reduction of 55%. The difference is that R-GPU improves performance over $2 \times$. In terms of area SGRF is much more efficient, with a reported size of 318 $mm^2$ using a 40 nm technology node for a configuration with 15 SGMF cores. For comparison, a reference GPU such as the NVIDIA GTX480 has an area of 529 $mm^2$, and R-GPU adds another 4% on top of this.

7.7 Conclusions

In this chapter R-GPU is presented, a new and reconfigurable GPU architecture with communicating cores. It is fully backwards compatible with existing GPUs. A communication network with FIFO buffers is added between the cores of an SM, which allows cores to directly send data to each other. Hereby data
movement and control operations (e.g. loop calculations) are avoided. This not only leads to an improved performance for various benchmarks, but also an increased energy efficiency. The parameters of the architecture, such as the FIFO sizes, have been quantified using benchmarks from Rodinia and Parboil. Based on these benchmarks an average speed-up of $2.1 \times$ is measured over the regular GPU architecture. The extra hardware of R-GPU costs only 4% of extra area. This extra hardware also consumes extra power, but more power is saved as the register file and instruction fetch- and decode-units can be switched off. This leads to a conservative approximation of the power savings of R-GPU of 6%. Combined with the performance improvement this leads to an energy consumption reduction of 55%.

Programming the R-GPU architecture can be challenging. Therefore tools are developed to assist the programmer, consisting of a visual programming environment and an instruction mapper based on constraint programming. This simplifies programming, but a full compiler would be much appreciated.
Over the last decade GPUs have evolved from a fixed-function graphics renderer to a fully-programmable compute accelerator. With the exponential increase in the number of cores, GPUs obtained an unprecedented level of compute performance. Unfortunately this compute performance is only easily reachable for applications with an abundance of parallelism. Applications which are more irregular have a hard time taking advantage of the increase in compute performance. Examples of such algorithms are histogram and Hough transform, which use atomic operations to increment voting bins. Furthermore, GPUs have hit the power wall and became limited by a maximum power consumption level. This led to lower clock frequencies and an increased number of cores to keep improving the compute performance of successive GPU architectures. Also the compute-performance to memory-bandwidth ratio has kept shifting towards compute performance, making memory accesses more and more the most critical part of a GPU application.

In this thesis various software techniques to improve the performance of atomic operations have been investigated on the histogram (Chapter 3) and Hough transform (Chapter 4) algorithms. Four different GPUs with four different architectures are used in the evaluation. Both the atomic operations on the off-chip memory as well as atomic operations on the on-chip scratchpad memory are evaluated. It is shown that by replicating the vote-spaces (i.e the bins in the histogram algorithm) conflicts for bins among threads can be largely avoided. This leads to large performance improvements, in both the histogram and Hough transform algorithms. Selecting the best combination of replication factor, number of threads per thread block and number of thread blocks for each software technique and for each GPU is challenging, as there is no easy way to predict which configuration will result in the best performance. The general observation is that selecting a
configuration which supports the highest number of active threads on a GPU gives a very good level of performance in most cases. The measurements presented in this thesis show that more recent GPU architectures are easier to program, as more configurations result in a performance level close to the optimum.

The results of the software techniques also showed that removing bank and lock conflicts in the scratchpad memory is eminent to achieve the best possible performance. The software techniques could only do so much to reduce the number of conflicts. Therefore hash functions in the addressing of the banks and locks have been introduced in Chapter 5 to remove the remaining conflicts. These hash functions require only a couple of logic gates in the addressing lines of the scratchpad memory, making this a very cheap addition to the GPU architecture. The hash functions resulted in an additional performance improvement for applications with atomic operations, such as histogramming and Hough transform.

Other applications which do not use atomic operations can also suffer from bank conflicts when accessing the scratchpad memory. As access patterns vary from one application to the other, configurable hash functions are proposed for the addressing of banks in the scratchpad memory in Chapter 6. Simulations in this thesis show that these configurable hash functions can remove nearly all bank conflicts, resulting in a significant performance improvement. Because these hash functions can be reconfigured, the hardware costs are larger than the previously described non-configurable ones. A trade-off can be made between the complexity of the hash functions and the resulting costs on the one hand and the performance gains on the other hand. Compared to the size and energy consumption of a GPU the hardware costs are still negligible for all proposed hash functions.

A much larger modification to the GPU architecture is R-GPU, described in Chapter 7. R-GPU is an addition to the GPU architecture, which can still be used as such, ensuring backwards compatibility with existing GPU programs. A communication network is added between the cores of a GPU, creating a spatial computing network. Because cores can now directly communicate with each other, the register file can be switched off. Since data movement is implicit in the network, many data movement operations can be saved. In R-GPU each core executes a single, static instruction. This removes any costs for instruction fetch and decoding, also improving energy efficiency. It also means that the distribution of instruction execution over time is much more balanced. In a regular GPU all threads want to use the same resource (e.g. a core or a load-store unit) at the same time. In R-GPU each core and each load-store unit executes a single, static instruction over and over again, creating a constant load on this resource. Due to all this the R-GPU improves the performance of many applications. Applications which do not benefit from R-GPU architecture can still use the original GPU architecture. Also power consumption is reduced, as the parts of the GPU which are switched off consume more power than the parts that are added. These two factors combined result in an even larger energy efficiency improvement.
Future work

The techniques presented in this thesis to implement applications with atomic operations efficiently can be extended to the newest GPUs with stacked DRAM memory and also to other parallel architectures, such as the Intel Xeon Phi. Furthermore, the R-GPU architecture can be incorporated in more recent GPU architectures. These recommendations for future research are described below.

- In the near future the off-chip GDDR memory will be replaced by through-silicon vias (TSV)-based stacked DRAM memory, such as High Bandwidth Memory (HBM) or Hybrid Memory Cube (HMC). The first generation of stacked DRAM will be connected to the GPU via a silicon interposer, instead of via long wires on the Printed Circuit Board (PCB). The width of the memory bus is much wider than on currently available GDDR memory systems. At the same time the memory clock frequency is reduced in order to save on power. How this will affect atomic operations on the off-chip memory is hard to predict at this point in time. Future research will tell if stacked DRAM is beneficial not only for overall memory throughput but also for applications like histogram and Hough transform which use atomic operations.

- The techniques developed in this thesis to reduce conflicts and improve the performance of atomic operations can also be applied on other parallel architectures, such as Intel’s Xeon Phi. If and how atomic operations are implemented on other architectures has to be investigated, after which the best matching technique from this thesis can be applied.

- The configurable hash functions in Chapter 6 are initialized at launch time for the complete duration of a kernel’s execution. An alternative would be to incorporate a hash function in the load- and store instructions, which makes it possible to use different hash functions for different memory accesses. One problem is that different hash functions can map different memory addresses to the same memory location. This can be prevented by dividing the memory in regions, e.g. by using the most significant bits of the address.

- The current version of the R-GPU architecture is based on NVIDIA’s Fermi architecture. R-GPU could be also be based on more recent architectures, such as Kepler and Maxwell. In these newer architectures ‘shuffle’ instructions are introduced. These instructions allow threads in a warp to read each others registers [65]. The available hardware for the ‘shuffle’ instructions could be re-used for the R-GPU architecture, reducing its area costs.

- The current programming tools for R-GPU require the programmer to organize the operations of an algorithm by hand. A full compiler which can translate e.g. C code to an R-GPU program would make the R-GPU architecture much easier to use.
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